Young architects
Ten outstanding buildings by some of the nation's most promising young designers (p. 140)

Urban development
Can rapid transit rescue your city from traffic strangulation? (p. 138)
Can we improve on the accepted method? (p. 108)

School finance
In Schaumburg, Ill., a striking elementary school design by the new Dean of Architecture at Yale (p. 120)
In Boulder, Col., a junior high designed for easy expansion (p. 122)
In Keokuk, Iowa, one of the best new high schools in the country—easy to live in and look at (below and p. 112)

Art and architecture
Camera close-ups of Louis Sullivan's masterpieces (p. 128)

Office of merit
An object lesson for anyone whose office is not in his hat—the first in a series (p. 134)
The newest look in real clay tile is Pomona's new Perma-glaze trim being made to match most of the Perma-glaze deck tile sold in the west. The Kansas factory now offers the mid-west a complete new line of sparkling colors and, for the first time, a full line of Rolled-edge trim with stretcher angles to match. See coupon below!

Pomona's real clay tile colors never fade or become dull.

POMONA TILE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
HOME OFFICES: 629 North La Brea Avenue • Los Angeles, California
SEATTLE • SAN FRANCISCO • LONG BEACH • POMONA • NORTH HOLLYWOOD • PHOENIX • SALT LAKE CITY
NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO. • CHICAGO • ARKANSAS CITY, KAN. • P. E. Niager, Dist. for DENVER & DALLAS

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG!
POMONA TILE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
629 No. La Brea, Los Angeles 36, Calif.
I do want to see pictures and samples of Pomona Tile's complete line. Please rush a catalog to me!
NAME ________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
CITY ________________________ STATE
Modern Hauserman walls paid real dividends when Hospital Service Association of Pittsburgh, the Blue Cross Plan serving Western Pennsylvania, moved its offices the year before last. A call to the local Hauserman office, and Hauserman's experienced field men took over the complete job . . . dismantled, moved and re-erected the entire office interior in a new location, blocks away.

Result: Savings of $8,095 over the cost of building new masonry wall partitions. And the entire moving operation completed in only four days.

That's only part of this savings story! Redecorating savings of $5,026, made possible by Hauserman's exclusive lifetime surface finish . . . and additional savings of $1,882, resulting from a space rearrangement in 1948, complete the picture.

Doesn't such a picture suggest an idea to you?

WRITE FOR FREE DATA MANUAL 531
This 96-page comprehensive guide for architects contains complete technical details as well as stock sizes, general instructions and specifications on all types of Hauserman Movable Interiors. Write to The E. F. Hauserman Company, 7149 Grant Avenue, Cleveland 5, Ohio.
Even 100-mile-an-hour rain cannot penetrate this modern school's walls, coated entirely with water repellent made with Linde silicones.

Huge School System Approves

WATER REPELLENTS

made with Linde SILICONES

for Above-Grade Masonry

"Invisible Raincoat" Protects Many of City's Schools

In one of the nation's largest cities, the above-grade exterior brick and concrete of school buildings is being coated with water repellents made with Linde Silicones.

More than thirty of the school system's close to 300 older buildings have already been treated. New schools are being treated as erected. To date, 500,000 sq. ft. are done.

Board of Education maintenance engineers say that rain leaks and seepage that once caused costly damage to interior plaster, paint, and woodwork, have been eliminated.

Masonry spalling and cracking caused by water absorption and freezing have been completely stopped. Unsightly efflorescence is a thing of the past. And buildings stay cleaner because rain simply washes dirt down the walls.

Leaks were serious in this older school, so brick was repointed, then coated with silicone repellent. Result: No more problems from moisture.

Why You, Too, Should Specify "Linde" Silicones In Your Plans

Above-grade masonry water repellents made with Linde silicones mean... longer life for concrete and brick... reduced maintenance inside and out... better appearance.

More and more architects are specifying masonry water repellents made with Linde silicones. They alone provide all these advantages:

- **Clear and Invisible**
  Cause no change in color, no shine.

- **One Coat**
  For complete water repellency.

- **Penetrating**
  Reach correct depth for maximum effectiveness.

- **No Seepage**
  Even rain driven 100 miles an hour runs right off, yet...

- **Non-Sealing and Pressure Resistant**
  Let moisture out but not in.

- **Fast-Working**
  Dry in 3 hours to complete water repellency.

- **Applicable the Year Round**
  Can be applied even at 15 degrees Fahrenheit.

- **Long Lasting**
  Tests indicate dependable service for 10 years!

- **Easy to Apply**
  Either low-pressure spray or brush.

- **Can Be Painted Over**
  With oil-base paints.

**CALL OR WRITE LINDE** — for the full story on water repellents made with Linde silicones for above-grade masonry, and a list of representative suppliers.
years experience stands behind these products... it's all yours when you specify Acme air conditioning and refrigeration equipment

When you suggest or recommend Acme products to contractors, builders or manufacturers, you know that these products are backed by thirty-five years of experience in serving the refrigeration and air conditioning industries. Acme pioneered many products, originated famous products like the Dry-Ex Liquid Chiller, refined and improved designs through the years to render better service. Since 1919 Acme has been building products which have earned the reputation of being "the standard of the industry." You can always depend on Acme's published ratings, quality and engineering.

FLOW-TEMP* Remote Room Conditioner
Designed for the modern recirculated hot or cold water air conditioning systems. Whisper quiet operation with variable air recirculation permits efficient individual zone control.

HI-PEAK* Water Cooler
Seven standard sizes providing large storage capacity and all non-ferrous surfaces in contact with the water.

ACME JCT Cooling Towers
Available for use where compactness counts. An all metal tower completely galvanized for long life. Capacities from 3 to 15 tons.

ACME Liquid Receivers
More than 70 standard sizes for Freon, Ammonia, or other refrigerants.

ACME Oil Separators
A complete line of Freon or Ammonia Separators for 1/4 to 100 ton systems.

ACME Heat Exchangers
A complete line of compact, efficient Freon Suction and liquid line heat exchangers. Capacities from 3 to 200 tons.

ACME Evaporative Condensers
For Freon or Ammonia. More than 30 models from which to choose. Your choice of copper or steel coils. Completely hot-dipped galvanized after fabrication. Capacities from 4 to 130 tons.

ACT Cooling Tower
All metal, hot dipped galvanized induced draft cooling tower. Available with exclusive Acme snug fitting pump for all models. Capacities from 15 to 100 tons.

FLOW-COLD* Packaged Liquid Chiller
A pre-tested liquid chilling unit shipped ready for installation. Matched Acme components for systems of 2 to 15 tons. FLOW-TEMP field proven HEAT PUMPS are being used successfully in all climatic areas. Efficiently supplying flameless heating and cooling.

FLOW-THERM* PACKAGED WATER CHILLERS and HEAT PUMPS
Available for all installations from 15 thru 220 H.P. A completely assembled and tested package of Acme proven components ready for your compressor.

ACME INDUSTRIES, INC.
JACKSON, MICHIGAN
Beautiful...and a big bargain in building...

The timeless beauty of HPI Hardwood Plywood, the infinite variety of grain, color and texture—it's elegant yet it's inexpensive. It is an economical building material for many reasons. Dimensional stability and versatility and strength enables it to take the place of many more expensive materials; it requires minimum maintenance. Durable as can be, the long life of HPI Hardwood Plywood assures long range low cost. Most important of all—the natural beauty makes every client, every home buyer feel as though he's getting honest value for his building dollar.

It also reflects in increased resale values as the beauty of a genuine hardwood plywood interior improves with age.

Write for this helpful, 4-color 20 page book, "A Treasury of Hardwood Plywood". A compact, handy guide to the selection and use of Hardwood Plywood. Contains natural color plates of popular woods...authentic technical data.

HARDWOOD PLYWOOD INSTITUTE

The HPI Seal Certifies Top Quality
Whether your building goes up in Maine or New Mexico, specify HPI Hardwood Plywood. Made in American mills, HPI Hardwood Plywood is manufactured under an unvarying 8 point quality control program covering log selection, cutting, drying, bonding and grading. It's your assurance of uniform, top quality.

600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois
This is ONE COAT

COLOR-FLECKED

PLEXTONE

TEXTURED ENAMEL

Sprayed at

ONE TIME

from

ONE GUN

Without Spray Dust!

You Get BOTH Beauty AND Toughness. This is what ONE easy-apply spray coat of PLEXTONE gives you:

1. The dramatic multicolor effect of the most skillful spatter-dash painting...in subtle tones-on-tone or a circus of brilliant colors
2. The restrained beauty and distinctive charm of high-grade wallpaper
3. A surface so rugged that it can be washed, scoured and even sandpapered without harming it
4. A textured painted surface with the hiding power of the best stippling

All this in ONE COAT—from ONE GUN applied with ordinary spray equipment and ordinary techniques—that covers uniformly and completely WITHOUT SPRAY DUST!

Color-flecked PLEXTONE saves preparation costs
PLEXTONE has excellent hiding power—ends firmly and uniformly to all common tiling materials. ONE COAT covers uniformly and completely minor imperfections in primed taped wallboard joints, im, plaster, and other interior finish. gives a uniform, quality paint job on n-uniform wall, ceiling and trim surfaces.

Color-flecked PLEXTONE saves extensive do-overs, speeds up work
PLEXTONE can be touched up withoutrowning. Painters can now go ahead with their job in new construction before other artisans are finished. Soil marks left by workmen are easily washed off. Minor damage can be covered with a quick touch-up that cannot be detected!

Color-flecked PLEXTONE cuts production costs
The speed with which PLEXTONE can be applied and still produce a quality job will leave the average painter speechless. Its excellent hiding power and adhesion result in complete coverage with uniform sheen and color. PLEXTONE dries fast—within two hours. It's easy to work with...painters can start on a half-finished wall without the lap showing.

Where Color-flecked PLEXTONE Can Be Used
Color-flecked PLEXTONE can be used for any interior work. It bonds uniformly and firmly to all common building materials.

Colors Available
Twenty-four color-flecked color combinations are available for modern or traditional interiors. Also available in fifteen solid colors and in custom colors for large projects.

Where and How Available
Distributors in leading cities stock PLEXTONE in 5-gallon kits. Ask your distributor about PLEXTONE.

GET ALL THE FACTS about color-flecked PLEXTONE
Free application data and color chips will be sent to you upon request, or contact your local distributor.
Nigbor Furs, Stevens Point, Wis., offers an outstanding example showing how

**New-type construction permits smart, modern interiors... at low cost**

Plastic surfacing applied to cinder blocks? It wouldn't be possible with conventional plastic surfacing... but using new Consoweld 10, it's not only possible but **practical** and **economical** as well.

Knotholes, cracks or imperfections in the surface to be covered will not "telegraph" through to mar the finished beauty of a Consoweld 10 installation. You get a job that's smooth to the touch, smooth to the eye. That's because Consoweld 10 is two-thirds thicker than conventional laminates; the extra thickness makes **on-the-job** application truly practical... for either horizontal or vertical use.

In this modern fur store, Consoweld 10 will retain its beauty year after year— with just the occasional use of a damp cloth. It's a surface that never needs painting or refinishing; that never gets the "run-down" look which calls for expensive redecorating.

Commercial application represents only one field for thicker Consoweld 10. In homes, offices, restaurants, institutions... on-the-job application of Consoweld 10 opens the door wide to new treatments and new techniques.

Consoweld 10 is a new addition to the Consoweld family of fine, high-pressure thermosetting plastic laminates. Standard-thickness Consoweld 6 is also available for shop-fabricated jobs and some types of on-the-job use. For complete information on these versatile materials write Consoweld Corporation, Architectural and Engineering Department, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin. Your inquiries will receive prompt attention.

**Consoweld 10**

the nation's finest plastic surfacing

...good for a colorful lifetime

Typical on-the-job application of Consoweld 10. Expensive pre-bonded panels are not necessary; thicker Consoweld 10 bridges minor irregularities.

\[ \frac{3}{4} \text{" sheathing-grade plywood, over which Consoweld 10 is applied directly. Mastic-type adhesives are used; panel can be shifted for perfect alignment.} \]
Two Consoweld developments that give you greater design flexibility

Color-Tuning—for Color Harmony

When you specify Consoweld, you are assured of scientific color styling. It's the only plastic laminate with patterns and colors based on the Cheskin Color System, developed by the Color Research Institute of America. Each Consoweld pattern and color has been carefully selected...thoroughly preference-tested.

44 patterns and colors, plus black and white, give you a choice of just what you want—for harmonious blending with any base color in any decor.

New booklet contains complete information

New, full-color insert from Architectural File gives additional details—and shows all of the beautiful Consoweld colors and patterns. Mail coupon for free copy.

Mail this coupon today

Consoweld Corporation
Architectural & Engineering Department
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin

Please mail new Architectural File insert, showing additional technical data and reproducing all Consoweld colors and patterns.
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APPLICATIONS IN CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE

TYPICAL ANCHORAGE OF CORNICE LAW BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AUSTIN, TEXAS
MARK LEMMON, ARCHITECT

SECTION

INDIANA LIMESTONE COMPANY, INC.
BEDFORD, INDIANA
World's Largest Producers of Building Stone
ASK YOUR LOCAL STONE FABRICATOR OR ILCO REPRESENTATIVE FOR ESTIMATES
VICRTEX V.E.F. FABRICS lower the maintenance cost of higher education at RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

ALGERIA

The Lecture Auditorium in the Institute of Microbiology at Rutgers University, State University of New Jersey.

Thanks to the foresight of architects York & Sawyer, this handsome new lecture hall will continue to serve handsomely as generations of students come and go. For smart and good-looking VICRTEX V.E.F.* ALGERIA on dadoes and other exposed wall areas, can't be damaged by careless hands and hurrying feet... allows the delicate acoustical tile installations to function undisturbed—for a lifetime.

The nation's topflight institutions, hotels and restaurants have learned the Vicrtex lesson of everlasting beauty and economy. On walls or upholstery, these 3-dimensional, deeply beautiful, vinyl fused fabrics are virtually indestructible. They will not chip, peel, scratch, scuff, shrink or fade... and their 36 House & Garden colors wipe clean with a damp cloth. Why not write for samples of the more than 20 deep-textured Vicrtex patterns today—and confer a substantial degree of maintenance economy on your next commission?

Write for Carpenter's brochure “How to Cut Your Decorating & Maintenance Costs,” showing Vicrtex treatments and swatches.

L. E. CARPENTER & COMPANY, INC.
SALES OFFICE: Empire State Building, New York 1 • Longacre 6-0880 • MILLS: Wharton, New Jersey
AVAILABLE THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS ALL OVER THE NATION

* Vinyl electronically fused . . . VINYL SUPPORTED FABRIC needs no backing however used; always stays soft and pliable.
A modern homemaking department should be more than a hodgepodge of equipment. That’s why so many schools and their architects work so closely with Mutschler sales engineers. The planning of school homemaking facilities is their specialty. And Mutschler equipment is famed for its beauty and serviceability. If you have a building or remodeling program, it will pay to contact your nearest Mutschler representative. No obligation, of course.
HEATING AND VENTILATING
BLOWER UNITS

for SCHOOL...
AUDITORIUMS • CAFETERIAS • GYMNASIUMS
MANUAL TRAINING ROOMS
Models for Factories • Offices • Stores

Floor, Wall or Ceiling Arrangements, these units can be furnished with tempering or heating coils or combination of both for use with hot water or steam and the accessories for controlling, filtering and directing air flow.

There is a Kennard H & V Unit that will fit your requirement of heating and filtering re-circulated air, fresh air, a mixture of both or for ventilation only.

TYPICAL CAPACITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit No.</th>
<th>CFM at 800 FPM Coil Face Velocity</th>
<th>CFM at 500 FPM Coil Face Velocity</th>
<th>Maximum BTU Capacity 2 Row Coil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>59,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>1,264</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>87,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>1,832</td>
<td>1,145</td>
<td>126,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>2,896</td>
<td>1,810</td>
<td>199,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>276,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>5,696</td>
<td>3,560</td>
<td>392,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>6,880</td>
<td>4,300</td>
<td>475,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>8,936</td>
<td>5,585</td>
<td>616,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>10,336</td>
<td>6,460</td>
<td>713,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>12,680</td>
<td>7,925</td>
<td>875,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>9,375</td>
<td>1,035,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>19,800</td>
<td>12,375</td>
<td>1,366,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>28,800</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>1,988,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write for Bulletin HV-1A
Homeward bound... at 60 per!

Talk about tests... here's a real measure of Von Duprin quality and performance! In constant use thousands of times a day and subject to the roughest kind of treatment... yet giving unfailing service in schools and colleges across the country, day after day, year in and year out. Many Von Duprin Exit Devices have been in operation for more than 40 years, requiring only normal maintenance in all that time.

In buildings you design, remodel or equip, always insist on Von Duprin Exit Devices... a complete range of styles, models and auxiliary items to meet any installation requirement. For complete information and expert counsel, call in your Von Duprin "Exit Specialist" or write direct to the factory.

VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO., VON DUPRIN DIVISION - 402 W. MARYLAND, INDIANAPOLIS 9, INDIANA

Fire and Panic Exit Devices

FOR "THE SAFE WAY OUT!"
In the new plant and office building, illustrated below, the architects have achieved an unusual and distinctive effect in the office front by ingenious employment of Metal Wall areas in combination with glass and other materials. This is one of many examples in which Stainless Steel, Aluminum or Enamel Coated Steel Walls have been used to good advantage in attaining a distinctive over-all design effect. Apart from the decorative possibilities, Insulated Metal Walls are more practical and more economical in every respect. Today, Mahon can point to hundreds of complete industrial plants, powerhouses, office buildings, schools, and other special purpose structures, built with this light weight curtain wall construction. In each case, substantial building economies were realized through lower material costs, lower labor costs, and the cumulative advantages of reduced construction time...buildings can be quickly enclosed with Insulated Metal Walls—even under extreme low temperature conditions which would preclude masonry construction. Other important factors to be considered are light weight, and the maintenance-free permanence of Stainless Steel or Aluminum exterior surfaces. Mahon Insulated Metal Walls are available in the three exterior patterns shown at left. Mahon Fluted and Ribbed Walls can be erected up to sixty feet in height without a horizontal joint—an extremely important feature in buildings with high expanses of unbroken wall surface. See Sweet's Files for complete information, or write for Catalog B-55-B.
Best for Schools glare-free fluorescent...nearest to daylight

MITCHELL LODESTAR featuring
TRANSLUCENT SIDES and
35°/25° SHIELDING*

modern lighting planned for today’s schools—superior illumination with low cost maintenance

MITCHELL engineering perfects a new standard for school lighting. The "LODESTAR" Luminaire offers abundant light distribution with an absence of glare to approximate daylight conditions.

This important lighting advance is attained by the substantial upward component with its "general diffuse" lighting effect, the semi-translucent side panels with pleasing low brightness contrast, and the superior louver design (35°/25°* cutoff) which delivers properly shielded illumination to working areas. Smooth styling, very low maintenance factor and surprisingly low cost make the MITCHELL "LODESTAR" Luminaires the wisest choice for School Lighting.

*Also available with 35°/45° shielding.

MITCHELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2525 N. Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois

where quality counts
SPECIFY MITCHELL

Mitchell Manufacturing Company, Dept. 13-K
2525 N. Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois
Send full data on MITCHELL "Lodestar" Luminaires.

Name
Firm
Address
City Zone State
New

PC Suntrol Block
reduces glare 35%

The big picture tells the story. A standard PC Functional Glass Block is at the left. But at the right, you see the new PC Suntrol Block that contains a pale green fibrous glass diffusing screen to reduce glare and heat in unusual daylighting locations.

The photocell in front of the conventional glass block reads 57, but for the Suntrol Block it reads only 33. If you have to erect a building with an exposure in the dazzling, unshaded sun, or near a highly reflective parking surface, or even where the bright winter snows create a bad reflection, PC Suntrol Blocks will give wonderful daylighting, without excessive panel brightness.

The new PC Suntrol Blocks have also set a record for low instantaneous heat gain. It has been reduced by roughly 29%. The pale green screen creates an additional psychological comfort factor too, but the color has been carefully chosen so it will not alter the apparent color of furnishings. This new block also has twice the impact strength of previous blocks.

PC Suntrol Blocks are available in light directing patterns (for use above eye level), as well as light diffusing and toplighting patterns. Write for the Suntrol catalog. Address Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Dept. E-104, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

PC Suntrol* Glass Blocks

PITTSBURGH

CORNING

ALSO SKYTROL® AND FOAMGLAS®

PC Trade Mark
Where there's a wall... there's a way to cover it at the wall covering division of United States Plywood Corporation. Here, at "Wall Center, U. S. A.," you will find the answers to your most challenging wall questions. As, for example:

1. **Kalistron**
   - A transparent vinyl "coat of armor" shields this rich wall covering. . . . its color is fused to the underside. Virtually impervious to scratches, scuff, stains, roughhouse. A damp cloth cleans it. 33 colors. Marvelous Kalistron adhesive prevents open seams. Ideal wherever traffic is heavy. Also made in matching upholstery grades.

2. **Flexwood**
   - Genuine wood panelling in flexible form. Hence, you can curve it, wrap it around posts, get stunning matched grain effects over wide areas. Meets fire code requirements. Over 1.7 million feet installed in 1953. Every installation guaranteed. Widely used in banks, offices, public rooms, etc., for new construction and alteration jobs.

3. **Kalitex**
   - Gives more protection than any other wall covering at anything like the price. Made much like Kalistron, with the same vinyl-protected beauty. Low in cost, yet its luxurious rough textured pattern is distinctively different. Combines relatively low cost with great beauty and durability. Superb in hospitals, hotels, public buildings, etc.

4. **Randomwood**
   - Similar to Flexwood except the shading of the wood varies, giving an interesting "random" effect. Use it where imagination is high but budget is low. May be hung by any good mechanic. Effective for a whole room or a dramatic single wall, in homes, small offices, anywhere. First cost is last cost for years.

---

**UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION**

Dept. K-12, 55 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.
(In Canada: Paul Collet & Co., Ltd., Montreal)

Please send Information on products checked:

- [ ] Kalistron
- [ ] Flexwood
- [ ] Kalitex
- [ ] Randomwood

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ________
Smart clients are usually practical... that's why they like MATICO ARISTOFLEX vinyl-plastic tile...
the flooring that's both smart and practical. Available in low-cost standard gauge, as well as 1/4" thicknesses, Aristoflex is ideal for almost every type of installation. Vinyl-plastic throughout (no felt backing), it can be used on, above, or below grade... it resists acid, alkali, petroleum and grease... is easy to maintain... and comes in 12 clear, bright colors. Yes, when next you specify tile flooring be sure to consider luxurious, long-lasting MATICO Aristoflex!

Write Department 6-10 for full details and specification data today.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Joliet, Ill. • Long Beach, Calif. • Newburgh, N. Y.
Manufacturers of Aristoflex • Confetti • Parquetry • Asphalt Tile • Cork Tile • Plastic Wall Tile
U.S.G.'s TRUSSTEEL* STUD—ROCKLATH* partition assemblies

save time... save labor... save materials

U.S.G.'s TRUSSTEEL STUD—ROCKLATH hollow partition assembly goes up faster than any comparable system presently in use. Ease and speed of erection (no special tools are required) cut time and labor costs. The TRUSSTEEL STUDS simplify concealment of ducts, pipes and wiring; stud width may vary as required from 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)" to 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)", 4" or 6".

The assembly is:
- **sound-resistant**—44.0 or 48.0 decibel sound transmission loss rating depending on plaster aggregate used.
- **fireproof**—1-hour fire rating obtained using perforated ROCKLATH* plaster base with STRUCTOLITE* plaster or certain sanded plaster proportionings.
- **lightweight**—9.5 to 16.5 lbs. per sq. ft. depending on plaster aggregate used. Permits savings of structural steel in many cases.

New TRUS-LOK clips attach either plain or perforated ROCKLATH plaster base to the TRUSSTEEL STUDS. Ask your U.S.G. Architects' Service Representative for complete details; or write Dept. AF-4, 300 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, Ill.

*Exclusively Owned Trade Mark

**U.S.G.**

**United States Gypsum**

the greatest name in building
28,000 lbs. of Revere Copper Water Tube used for air and oxygen systems, hot and cold water lines

Here is an interesting example of the versatility of Revere Copper Water Tube. Because of the characteristics of copper tube it can be used to carry various fluids and gases encountered in hospitals without frequent replacement which would be necessary should rustable pipe be used. Also, the solder or compression fittings used with copper tube assure the tightest kind of joint possible, preventing dangerous leaks. Just check the many outstanding features of Revere Copper Water Tube in panel at right and you'll see that there is not another metal, alloy or other material that has all the outstanding construction characteristics of copper. Yet its initial cost, though slightly more in some cases, is much less per year of service.

Keep out of trouble with copper. Write Revere Copper Tube into your "specs" for air conditioning lines, radiant panel heating, hot and cold water lines, underground service lines, waste stack and vent lines, processing lines.

**WHY REVERE COPPER WATER TUBE IS PREFERRED FOR AIR CONDITIONING**

**EASY TO BEND**

* Saves Time
Revere Copper Water Tube is easy to bend. Soft temper can be bent by hand to meet installation conditions.

**HANDY LENGTHS**

* Save Fittings...Labor
Revere Copper Water Tube comes in straight lengths of 20' in hard and soft tempers. 60' coils of soft temper reduces the number of fittings needed.

**SOLDER OR COMPRESSION FITTINGS**

* Need Less Work Room
... Save Metal
No worry about wrench room when you use Revere Copper Water Tube with solder fittings. Compression fittings can also be used. No threading is necessary with either type fitting. Wall thickness of tube used can thus be less than for threaded pipe.

**NON-RUSTING**

Rustable pipe eventually clogs as shown in drawing at top right. Non-rustable Revere Copper Water Tube suffers no loss of flow or pressure as shown at bottom right. No allowance in pipe size need be made for rust accumulation with Revere Copper Water Tube.
The striking exterior of the new, Heinz vinegar plant, Pittsburgh, Pa., executed in a shimmering sweep of Coolite, Heat Absorbing and Glare Reducing glass, has already been acclaimed "a brilliantly incisive piece of architecture." The beauty and drama of this modern concept is immediately apparent...fit perfectly the Heinz tradition of highest quality materials and workmanship. The advantages of Coolite to the plant interior are as important as exterior beauty...employees work comfortably in areas completely daylighted with Coolite-conditioned light...light without harmful glare or excessive solar heat.

For Coolite filters out unwanted factors in "raw sunlight"...helps keep plant interiors cooler, brighter, more comfortable...reduces necessity for makeshift screens or painting. Employees see better, feel better, work better in interiors daylighted by Coolite, Heat Absorbing and Glare Reducing glass.

Coolite can make the plants of your clients better places to work in...boost efficiency...reduce rejects. In your plans for new construction or modernization, specify Coolite. Available from distributors of quality glass everywhere.

MISSISSIPPI Glass COMPANY
88 ANGELICA ST. SAINT LOUIS 7, MO.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIF

MISSISSIPPI Glass is a right variety for HEINZ

MISSISSIPPI Glass Company, 88 Angelica St., Saint Louis 7, Mo.
Solve your clients’ hot water problems with this Two-Temperature water heater!

Let us show you how ONE TANK will simultaneously provide water at 180° for automatic washing machines, 140° for faucets!

Any building housing automatic clothes- and dish-washing machines has a definite need for hot water at two different temperatures: sanitizing hot water for the washing machines; regular hot water for faucets.

The new Ruud-Monel two°°temp Sanimaster automatic GAS water heater supplies both these needed temperatures from the same tank at the same time!

Specify Ruud-Monel Sanimaster in every building you design where hot water is needed!

Sanimaster provides an expandable hot water service. Install what is needed now, connect additional units if hot water needs increase. And Sanimaster is a compact, self-contained, space-saving unit—no external or auxiliary storage tank!

RUST-PROOF MONEL—the high-nickel, lifetime metal—safely holds water at 180°!

Will not rust, ever. Ruud-Monel Sanimaster, with its solid Monel tank, provides sparkling clear hot water for years and years. Ruud-Monel is made in single-temperature models, too!

FREE CONSULTANT SERVICE!
A Ruud specialist will gladly analyze specific hot water problems in any structures you are designing. Or, if you prefer, we will send you Ruud-Monel literature.

Mail this Coupon Today!
We want everyone to see how mortar joints in face brick, glass block and stone made with Medusa StoneseT Mortar Cement hold up over the years. That's why recently we sent a photographer back to jobs built 16 to 20 years ago when Medusa StoneseT was new... and here are his photographic close-ups of those mortar joints as they look today... strong, tight and dense... the most beautiful of all mortar joints. Can you blame us for being proud?

This is additional proof that mortar cements made by Medusa Portland Cement Company, with over 60 years of cement making experience, are dependable—unsurpassed for finer masonry work.

We want you to see further proof of StoneseT's beauty and dependability. We have available for your inspection an album of photographs showing these early Medusa StoneseT jobs "then" and "now". Send a letter to your nearest Medusa sales office and a salesman will gladly show you the Medusa StoneseT Photograph Album and give you additional details.
New American-Standard Packaged Water Chillers
have matched components for top performance

New American-Standard Water Chillers come factory assembled with circuits completely piped, wired and tested. Chiller components like the condenser, evaporator and compressor are carefully integrated by design engineers to meet your specific cooling requirements, efficiently and economically.

There are two basic American-Standard chiller packages ranging from 2 to 75 H.P. One, for use in homes or small commercial buildings, is available in 2 and 3 H.P. sizes. Large chillers, for medium and large buildings, range in size from 7.5 to 75 H.P. All American-Standard Water Chillers come mounted in a rigid steel frame for easy handling.

The 2 and 3 H.P. water chillers have a hermetically-sealed motor and compressor assembly. You can get a 20-gauge steel jacket for the chiller, too. It has a Forge Red finish, and has a removable front cover.

Large American-Standard Chillers have low-speed compressors for extra quiet operation.

These new chillers are just the thing for a cold water source for all air conditioning systems. For more information about the new packaged water chillers or the complete Remotaire System, fill out and return the attached coupon to American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

American-Standard
Dept. AF-104, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Please send me literature on:
☐ 2 and 3 H.P. American-Standard Water Chillers
☐ 7.5 to 75 H.P. American-Standard Water Chillers
☐ the complete Remotaire Heating and Cooling System

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ______

AMERICAN-STANDARD • AMERICAN BLOWER • CHURCH SEATS & WALL TILE • DETROIT CONTROLS • KIERNANE BUILDERS • ROSS EXCHANGERS • SUNBEAM AIR CONDITIONERS
**DRAMATIC NEW LIGHTING**

You've seen it in the theater and on your TV screen... the smooth, dramatic, breath-taking transition of light from complete darkness to full brightness. Now with new LUXTROL Light Control you can put the very same kind of lighting into homes and other buildings. For LUXTROL gives controlled lighting — an entirely new concept in modern design. It eliminates ordinary 'on-off' switches, puts at the fingertips just the right amount of light for every occasion, every activity, every mood. LUXTROL is a transformer-type unit approved by Underwriters' Laboratories and made by a leading producer of lighting control systems — at a price far lower than you might expect. Why not arrange a demonstration soon? Simply call Western Union Operator 25 in your own city and ask for the name of your LUXTROL distributor.

For full technical data on LUXTROL Light Control, write your name and address on a corner of this page, tear off and mail to The Superior Electric Company, 12104 Demers Avenue, Bristol, Conn.
Designing a school?

Take a good look at these pictures. They show Robertson Products in use on a variety of modern school buildings... materials chosen for each particular installation because they were economical and maintenance-free.

Building dollars must go far in tightly budgeted school construction, and materials and methods that do double duty and cut costs are welcomed by designers and school boards alike.

Use the coupon on the opposite page to get complete information on the Robertson building materials that can help you design a better school for less money.

H. H. Robertson Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

World Wide Building Service

More for

with your dollar

• LONG SPAN... In addition to its acoustic qualities, Robertson O-Deck permits longer spans. This means fewer supports, faster installations, lower cost. This is the gymnasium at St. Edward’s High School, Lakewood, Ohio. George S. Rider Company, engineers.

• BRIGHT CORRIDORS... Daylight is free, so why not use it. Robertson Corrugated Wire Glass Sash is maintenance-free, economical and efficient. George Washington School, E. Moline, III.; M. B. Beckstrom, architect.

• ACOUSTIC CEILING AND ROOF DECK... Robertson O-Deck is as functional as it is attractive. Varying Noise Reduction Coefficients are easily and inexpensively obtained. Write for Acoustic Data on Robertson O-Deck. Shown is the Cedarville (Ohio) School; John L. Kline, architect.
ROOFING AND VENTILATION... Pitched roofs offer an opportunity to use Robertson Galbestos (zinc bonded asbestos protected steel) and Robertson Ventilators. This modern gymnasium designed by Gregson & Ellis, Atlanta, Ga., shows both of these cost-cutting Robertson products.

CANTILEVERED CANOPIES... Long span Robertson O-Deck permits the long overhang desired for covered walkways. This fine example is by Gordon Stafford at his Lincoln (California) High School.

INSULATED WALLS — QUICK... Robertson Q-Panels are dry, clean fast construction with unlimited architectural possibilities. Above, they are shown combined with masonry at the Booker T. Washington School at Shreveport, La. (Van Os & Flaxman, architects). Below, Q-Panels at the Carmichael School at Richland, Wash. (J. Gordon Turnbull, Inc., designer).

GLARELESS OVERHEAD LIGHTING... There is no glare either to contestants or spectators when daylighting is handled like this. These are Robertson Corrugated Wire Glass Skylights at Herbert Hoover High School, San Diego, California.

Clean lines and rugged strength combine in the Lake Harriet Methodist Church, Minneapolis, Minn. Architect, Loren B. Abbett, A.I.A.; Contractor, Kraus-Anderson, Inc.; both of Minneapolis, Minn. “Summer or winter, Atlas Mortar is my choice. It proved very satisfactory for winter construction,” says Hjalmar Brostrom, General Superintendent.

Traditional Grace . . . . . . . . . . . Contemporary Form

BOTH BUILT BETTER WITH ATLAS MORTAR

Whether you’re building with concrete block, brick, or stone — along traditional or contemporary lines — all types of masonry units lay up better with Atlas Mortar. For Atlas Mortar gives excellent workability, strength, and good appearance. It’s smooth under the trowel . . . helps make true, tight joints. No wonder so many architects and contractors specify Atlas Mortar for their building jobs.

Uniformly good color is another reason why builders like to use Atlas Mortar. Consistently good appearance, plus buttery plasticity and lasting strength, make Atlas Mortar the choice for all masonry work.

ATLAS MORTAR has proved itself on large jobs and small and in the laboratory as well. It complies with ASTM and Federal Specifications for masonry cement. For further information write Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 100 Park Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

SKILLED HANDS PREFER

ATLAS MORTAR CEMENT

THE SATIN OF MASONRY CEMENTS

UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR—Televized alternate weeks—See your newspaper for time and station
In The
BAKER HOTEL
Dallas, Texas

Refreshing, Safe Showers

...are regulated by
POWERS

Thermostatic
WATER MIXERS

Their Double Safety protects bathers from scalding or shots of cold or hot water caused by pressure or temperature changes in water supply lines. Only a thermostatic water mixer gives this double protection.

POWERS Mixers Save Water. No time or water is wasted by bather having to get out from under shower because of fluctuating shower temperature. Water conservation feature alone makes Powers mixers a profitable investment.

"Minimum of Maintenance" says Mr. Charles E. Marnock, Chief Engineer of the BAKER HOTEL. "Since 1949, when POWERS Type H Thermostatic Water Mixers were first installed on some of our showers they have required only a minimum amount of maintenance."

For Utmost Comfort, Safety and Economy Specify and Install POWERS Mixers. See our catalog in SWEET'S or Write for Bulletin 365.

Established in 1891 • THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY • SKOKIE, ILL. • Offices in Over 50 Cities
TRIM AND DECORATIVE SHAPES sections available in the stocks of Alcoa Aluminum distributors have many architectural uses. Glazing members, door edgings and jamb sections, interior moldings and pilasters have the crispness of edge and cleanliness of surface which will stay that way under long use.

A new fascia system is available which has specially designed terminal members and in which all fasteners are concealed. The soft highlights of its radii and the delicate shading of the slightly concave contours of its raised elements produce a wall surface of great interest and dignity. It is especially suited to large walls and framing trim where its distinctive texture can get full play under varying light.

THRESHOLDS of Alcoa Aluminum, designed to meet the various problems which arise in the floor areas at entries, are in the warehouse stocks of Alcoa distributors. Types applicable to outside entries are available together with those designed for interior use. The former have provision for accommodating weather stripping as well as compensation for the changes of level occurring with the use of interior floor coverings such as linoleum, resilient tile or carpet. Tread patterns are designed to minimize slip hazards. The length of sections stocked gives the designer great freedom in setting the width of accessways.

RAILINGS of Alcoa Aluminum are among the earliest applications of aluminum to architectural use. The selection of railing sections in stock at your nearby Alcoa distributor permits their adaptation to any architectural treatment. The soft, lustrous surface of the metal is pleasing to the eye and to the sense of touch. Where the major consideration of safety is combined with the ability to stand up under severe use, Alcoa offers a pipe-railing system in two sizes of pipe and flush fittings. Designed to meet the most rugged railing requirements at a reasonable cost, the system provides speed of erection and a crisp, clean, projection-free railing—easy to maintain.

FOR DESIGN FLEXIBILITY STOCK AVAILABILITY FABRICATION ECONOMY

SHEET METAL PRODUCTS of Alcoa Aluminum can be used to channel and direct warm and cold air, to reflect light and heat, to cover, to protect and to embellish. The range of sheet sizes, thicknesses, alloys and tempers in Alcoa Aluminum distributor stocks gives the designer a selection for any use. Specially processed forms of sheet include Alumilit® sheet for attractive appearance, lighting sheet for illumination problems, tread plate for special flooring requirements and patterned sheet for surface decoration. Corrugated sheet is available for complete roofing and wall system with all necessary accessories.

• Trade-Name of Aluminum Company of America

30 THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
TUBE AND PIPE of Alcoa Aluminum are readily available in a wide range of sizes, cross sections and wall thicknesses from your local Alcoa distributor. Tubing of square, rectangular or circular cross sections has a wide variety of applications in special architectural details such as decorative partition screens, railings and lighting fixtures; for light structural systems such as flexible exhibition and shelving units and for light load bearing columns and posts. Alcoa’s tube and pipe give the architect a medium for flexibility of design.

STRUCTURAL SHAPES of Alcoa Aluminum are increasing in usage in commercial, industrial and residential buildings. There is mounting appreciation among designers that aluminum members can do both a structural and a decorative job. Good surface integral with structural strength leads to economy through simplified design and erection since structural members may stand exposed without need for concealment by facing materials.

Exposed or concealed, structural aluminum requires little maintenance. The dimensional accuracy, workability and ease of handling have a strong appeal to the fabricator.

COPINGS AND GRAVEL STOPS, engineered by Alcoa, including all necessary accessories, are available and ready for assembly from our warehouse stocks. Weather protection, positive joint drainage, more adequate anchorage and greater strength features have been designed into these outstanding new assemblies.

ALCOA® ALUMINUM ARCHITECTURAL STOCKS

WINDOW SILLS of Alcoa Aluminum are a popular choice by architects for weather protection of masonry joints, maintenance-free service, attractive appearance and adaptability to various opening conditions.

A wall opening requires one of two sill applications:

A unit sill or a continuous sill. Alcoa’s Type C sill is designed as a unit sill for openings of not more than six feet in width. It is best secured by using the lug method of installation. Alcoa’s Type AA sill is suitable as either a unit sill for openings up to 20 feet wide or as a continuous sill for openings over 20 feet. It is set by means of anchor clips which are attached to the supporting wall at maximum intervals of three feet. The Type AA sill suggests a new concept of fenestration. It opens up fresh possibilities for wall treatment by permitting use of fixed glass and opaque wall facing on the same plane with movable sash elements.

ALCOA ARCHITECTURAL STOCKS, a complete 94-page catalog of the standard architectural products of Alcoa Aluminum, is now available from your local distributor. It gives the complete details on the complete range of Alcoa Aluminum products suited for a wide variety of architectural applications which he carries in his stocks for immediate delivery. Call your local Alcoa distributor for your copy today. You’ll find his number listed under “Aluminum” in your classified directory. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1887-K Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
SEALUXE MIRACLES IN METALS
Salutes America's Young Architects

Kemp, Bunch and Jackson, young architects of Jacksonville, Florida, planned all of these modern structures. Sealuxe Metal-Glass Facades were designed and erected by Universal for these buildings.

SEALUXE ENGINEERED MIRACLES IN METALS
CONSIST OF BUILDING ACCESSORIES FOR THE
REVOLUTION ON THE AMERICAN SKYLINE

- DICTIONARY OF DEVICES AGAINST THE SUN
- A MANUAL OF TECHNIQUES FOR METAL-Glass FACADES
- THERMAL HEAT CONTROL
- CONDUCTION AND RADIATION
- SUN TRAVEL AND SUN CONTROL
- THE VALUE OF THE SHADE
- RESEARCH
- TECHNOLOGY

"ONLY RULES CAN GIVE US FREEDOM." — GOETHE.

UNIVERSAL CORPORATION
J. P. TRAVIS, President
DALLAS NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES DES MOINES
and Subsidiaries
DALLAS UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
DALLAS ENGINEERING CORPORATION

IMPORTANT: Send Universal Engineers your preliminary drawings for study in Climatology, Orientation and Proper Esthetic, and Scale in Metal-Glass Facading. You will find we are helpful and obliging. You will find good designing will produce a good job at low cost.
When you think of **THINWALL** think of **"TEXWALL by Texlite"**

**T-5**: Thin, flat, architectural panel in color, designed for standard glazing. The exterior face of Lifetime Porcelain Enamel is laminated to an inert rigid stiffening core. Interior face is of porcelain enamel or zinc-coated steel. Thickness: \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch to \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch. U-values: 1.18 to 1.08 Btu.

**T-10** (shown above): Complete insulating wall panel faced with lifetime, colorful porcelain enamel. Fiber glass core provides permanent thermal efficiency. Laminated construction maintains surface flatness, panel rigidity. Interior face a surface for finishing as desired. Thickness: 1 and \( \frac{3}{4} \) inches to 2 inches. U-values: 0.20 to 0.14 Btu.

**T-20**: Insulated wall panel faced with porcelain enamel. Treated core provides structural and insulating qualities. Interior face of porcelain enamel or zinc-coated steel. Thickness: 1 inch to 2 inches. U-values: 0.28 to 0.15 Btu.

**TEXWALL BY TEXLITE** is a trademark designating an I.W.S. (Integrated Wall System) including insulated architectural panels (T-5, T-10, T-20) complete with supporting framework and windows as specified. Panel construction and special framing members permit wall breathing and moisture elimination, special features protected by patent application.

**ADVANTAGES**

1. **FLOOR SPACE SAVINGS**: Increased revenue from added rental space as compared with conventional masonry construction.
2. **BETTER THERMAL INSULATION**: Low heat transmission decreases cost of year-round air conditioning.
3. **CONSTRUCTION SPEED AND ECONOMY**: Lightweight Structural System speeds erection, decreases construction costs, provides earlier rental revenue.
4. **LIFETIME TEXLITE COLOR**: Architectural porcelain enamel panels with 700 permanent colors ranging from architectural mattes to high gloss finishes, with minimum surface maintenance.

*WRITE TODAY* — for bulletins containing complete factual data.

Texlite's staff of registered architects and structural engineers are available for technical consultation. Texlite's skilled craftsmen and technical know-how assure maximum quality. Many of today's monumental buildings are being designed with "Texwall by Texlite."

**TEXLITE, INC.**
Manufacturers of quality porcelain enamel for the building industry

**GENERAL OFFICE**: 3305 Manor Way, Dallas, Texas
**BRANCH OFFICES**: Chicago, Denver, Houston, Tulsa, New York, N. Y., Los Angeles

*IN OUR *75* YEAR OF PROGRESS*
CHASE copper drainage tube fits within standard partitions!

For a neater, more compact drainage installation, insist on Chase Copper Tube for soil, waste and vent lines.

Chase 3" Copper Drainage Tube fits within standard partitions, eliminates the need for costly and unsightly furring-out construction that's required with ordinary drainage materials.

The smooth inside surfaces of Chase Copper Drainage Tube and Solder-Joint Fittings permit fast, even drainage...there are no internal projections to form waste-trapping pockets. And, of course, copper can never clog with rust!

What's more, because installation costs are lower, the total cost of a quality Chase Copper Drainage System is little or no more than the cost of an ordinary system.

Your Chase Wholesaler can give you more information about Chase Copper Drainage Tube and Fittings. Contact him when you plan your next job.

Chase® Copper adds extra value to any home!

The Nation's Headquarters for Brass & Copper

WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT • SUBSIDIARY OF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

Albany Atlantic Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland Dallas Denver Houston Indianapolis Los Angeles Milwaukee Minneapolis Newark New York New Orleans Philadelphia Pittsburgh San Francisco Seattle St. Louis (sales office only)
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Woven Corrulux... LOF's new decorative panel that combines rich texture with uniformity of color

- Use Woven Corrulux for indoor planters (right) or for office partitions (below). It's shatterproof, strong, resistant to sharp blows, moderate in cost. Woven Corrulux comes in two weaves: 'bold weave' for accent on texture, 'fine weave' for lighting effects.

Woven Corrulux, offered exclusively by Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, captures a new translucent texture and uniformity never before obtained with any other building material. It combines shatterproof translucence with the textured pattern of woven fiber glass fabric, creating a brand new, decorative building panel.

Woven Corrulux is perfect for room dividers, tub and shower enclosures, ceilings, decorative interior facings, movable screens, and countless other uses.

- Bath enclosures and shower stalls of Woven Corrulux add colorful translucent beauty.

See your Corrulux distributor, or send for FREE COLOR FOLDER giving full information, suggested uses and showing seven Woven Corrulux decorator colors. Just write to Dept. 10.

CORRULUX DIVISION LIBBEY•OWENS•FORD GLASS COMPANY

P. O. Box 20026 • Houston 25, Texas
For this $8,000,001 medical school and hospital, Mr. N. W. Overstreet, one of the architects, writes, "No other systems were considered, because we know that reinforced concrete is less expensive and better." Mr. H. N. Howe, the structural engineer, adds, "Numerous studies over a period of years have invariably shown that a reinforced concrete frame is more economical for fireproof buildings of light occupancy."

On this job, as on jobs over the entire country, reinforced concrete gives a better structure for less money—and materials are always readily available for quick starts. It's a flexible medium, too, inherently firesafe, and highly resistant to shock. On your next job, design for reinforced concrete.

"we know that REINFORCED CONCRETE is less expensive and better"

University Medical School and Teaching Hospital
Jackson, Mississippi

Architects:
MNO Associated Architects:
E. L. Maloney, R. W. Noef, N. W. Overstreet

Structural Engineers:
Gardner & Howe
Post & Witty Associated

Compare...
YOU'LL SAVE WITH REINFORCED CONCRETE

38 South Dearborn Street • Chicago 3, Illinois

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE
"CLAY TILE...AN IDEAL MEDIUM FOR MODERN DESIGN...OFFERS LASTING BEAUTY, EASY CARE"

Here, in clay tiles of contrasting grays and black, is architect Pietro Belluschi’s conception of a modern bath... a combination of standard clay tiles and stimulating modern design.

The spacious clay tiled countertop, which doubles as a vanity, can be easily adapted for dual sinks to ease "traffic congestion". And through years of wear and tear, clay tile will remain bright and beautiful with minimum effort.

Clay tile beautifies and protects other key spots like the plunge area, the roomy towel storage niche, the shower walls, floor and ceiling and, of course, the entire floor surface.

The style and design possibilities of clay tile enable you to give your clients a custom effect with standard clay tiles. When you start your next commercial, institutional or residential project, remember this: clay tile's range of colors, shapes and types give you the widest scope of any modern building material.

You can tell your clients, too, that clay tile never fades, burns, stains or needs refinishing. Specify clay tile and you specify beauty and long range economy. You spread the cost of a clay tile installation over a lifetime!
The vast majority of the nation's fine buildings are Sloan equipped

NARSS & MURPHY
architects and engineers
GEORGE A. FULLER CO.
genral contractors
M. J. CORBOY CORPORATION
plumbing contractor
AMSTAN SUPPLY DIVISION,
AMERICAN RADIOR &
STANDARD SANITARY CORP.
plumbing wholesaler

View from Chicago's lake shore, across the park, toward the new Prudential Building and its impressive background

UNIQUE BUILDING, UNIQUE SITE

- The new, praiseworthy Mid-America Home Office of the Prudential Insurance Company of America, now under construction, will occupy an enviable site facing Chicago's downtown skyline, several miles of landscaped park, and boulevard-bordered Lake Michigan. Every window will provide dramatic views and its observation deck, highest in Chicago and reached by escalators from the 40th floor, will present one of the nation's most spectacular panoramas. At an anticipated cost of nearly 40 million dollars, approximately 1 million square feet of year-round air conditioned office space will be available. Prudential will occupy eight full floors, four of which will be joined by escalators. Others will connect lower level suburban train platforms with the building concourse. There will be direct access to the building from its own 400-car parking facility, also a pedestrian connection with the new 2400-car garage under Michigan Avenue and Grant Park. This new building will be distinguished by excelling design and construction techniques, and use of time-tested equipment. As are thousands of other fine buildings it will be completely equipped with Sloan Flush Valves — additional evidence that explains why...

more Sloan Flush Valves are bought than all other makes combined

Sloan Valve Company - Chicago - Illinois

Another achievement in efficiency, endurance and economy is the Sloan Act-O-Matic shower head, which is automatically self-cleaning each time it is used! No clogging. No dripping. Architects specify, and Wholesalers and Master Plumbers recommend the Act-O-Matic—the better shower head for better bathing.

Write for completely descriptive folder
for you, Mr. Architect!

ARKETEX GIVES LASTING BEAUTY WITH A MINIMUM OF CARE!

Architects and builders have found Arketex Ceramic Glazed Structural Tile most practical for all types of buildings because Arketex is most economical. Look at the facts!

Arketex is a permanent wall and finish all in one, thus completely eliminating any need for periodic painting or refinishing. Grease, oils, acids or alkalis won't harm it... dirt and grime won't wear in... it won't crack, craze, scar or mar. Its glossy, satin-smooth finish stays beautiful forever.

Arketex is available in the world's most complete line of shapes, fittings and colors... custom-made to your exact specifications in unlimited quantities.

Write today for our Complete Line Catalog and the name of your ARKETEX distributor!

FIRST COST IS THE ONLY COST!

ARKETEX
"First with the Finest"
CERAMIC GLAZED STRUCTURAL TILE

ARKETEX CERAMIC CORPORATION
BRAZIL, INDIANA

THE WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF CERAMIC GLAZED STRUCTURAL TILE
NORTHLAND REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTER, Detroit, Michigan

Architect:
Victor Gruen Associates, Inc.

General Contractor:
Bryant & Detwiler Co.

Acoustical Contractor:
Detroit Acoustical Contracting Co.

Over the stairway in the Robinson Furniture store, a noise-muffling ceiling of Full Random Cushiontone helps keep disturbing noise from traveling through the open stair well. With perforations spaced at random over the face of each Cushiontone tile, the finished ceiling effect is truly non-directional.

Modern shopping center solves noise problem

Completely geared to modern suburban living needs and trends, Detroit’s Northland Regional Shopping Center solves many of the troublesome problems shoppers face today.

Space for 7500 cars eliminates the usual parking difficulties, while Northland’s compact layout puts all of the 80-100 stores within easy walking distance. Artfully decorated malls and gardens provide relaxing surroundings for weary shoppers. Nor is there any of the annoying hubbub so often found in busy stores. In a large portion of the Center, sound-absorbing ceilings of Armstrong’s acoustical materials have been installed to help keep noise levels down at all times.

Wherever economy was the deciding factor, Armstrong’s Cushiontone, in the smart, new Full Random pattern, was used. A perforated wood fiber material, Cushiontone is surprisingly low in cost. To provide the quiet, beauty, and extra fire safety required in other areas, Armstrong’s Travertone, a handsomely fissured noise-absorbing mineral wool tile, was installed.

Get full details on Travertone, Cushiontone, and Armstrong’s entire line of sound-conditioning products from your Armstrong acoustical contractor. For the free booklet, “How to Install an Acoustical Material,” write Armstrong Cork Company, 4210 Rooney Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

The dignified décor of the Wright-Kay Jewelry Co., is further carried out by the naturally textured surface of the Travertone ceiling. Travertone’s white paint finish and irregular fissures give it the distinctive appearance of travertine marble.

Perishable merchandise in the Fintex Clothing Company store needs the extra fire protection afforded by this Travertone ceiling. Completely incombustible, noise-absorbing Travertone fully meets all fire-safety codes.

ARMSTRONG’S ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS
HHFA sets Dec. '55 deadline for cities to qualify for urban renewal funds

The 1954 Housing Act replaced urban redevelopment with urban renewal and a broader but still more stringent set of requirements for cities to get federal money for it. Last month, HHFA had about made up its mind how to interpret the No. 1 new rule: that cities must have an "effective housing code which includes a set of occupancy standards, a definition of safe, decent and sanitary housing, prohibits continued use of unfit housing and provides for its removal by the owner or demolition by the city." Cities which do not have housing codes which meet HHFA approval by that date, or which fail at any time to meet other HHFA-imposed standards under the new law, will be cut off from further federal slum clearance aid until they mend their ways. Projects already approved under the old (1949) redevelopment law, of course, can continue to completion under it—providing cities tell HHFA they wish to do so.

Even HHFA certification that a city has a "workable program" will not automatically bring FHA into the picture under its new Sec. 220, designed to make loans up to 95% on both new and old housing in areas undergoing rehabilitation or more drastic forms of rebuilding. The agency will not move before 1) specific urban renewal areas have been mapped out and approved by HHFA, 2) FHA is sure the city will carry out its part of the job, and 3) HHFA has approved plans identifying the public improvements to be contributed by the city, how much code enforcement will be done, what areas will be cleared, what areas rehabilitated, and what use will be made of all land in the area. Washington housing punters were sure it would be at least another year before Sec. 220 comes into much use. Some federal officials predict glumly that it will take two years for most cities to prepare plans for specific urban renewal areas; civic machinery moves slowly.

One way to cut into the developing red tape, just being put forward by experts, may be through formation of local nonprofit corporations to take over from officialdom the job of planning and carrying out urban renewal. Richmond, Va. homebuilders recently set up a rehabilitation corporation which expects to bring a project for its removal by the owner or demolition by the city.

Cities which do not have housing codes which meet HHFA approval by that date, or which fail at any time to meet other HHFA-imposed standards under the new law, will be cut off from further federal slum clearance aid until they mend their ways. Projects already approved under the old (1949) redevelopment law, of course, can continue to completion under it—providing cities tell HHFA they wish to do so.

Cities which do not have housing codes which meet HHFA approval by that date, or which fail at any time to meet other HHFA-imposed standards under the new law, will be cut off from further federal slum clearance aid until they mend their ways. Projects already approved under the old (1949) redevelopment law, of course, can continue to completion under it—providing cities tell HHFA they wish to do so.

Cities which do not have housing codes which meet HHFA approval by that date, or which fail at any time to meet other HHFA-imposed standards under the new law, will be cut off from further federal slum clearance aid until they mend their ways. Projects already approved under the old (1949) redevelopment law, of course, can continue to completion under it—providing cities tell HHFA they wish to do so.
of optimistic replies was fairly uniform by geographical sections.

**One in seven.** Pointing out that construction accounted for nearly $1 in every $7 of the gross national product last year, the AGC report went on to predict a higher figure for 1954. The GNP will be smaller this year, but volume of construction larger. Indications are that the increase this year will be some 3.5% over last year's all-time high of $60 billion (counting repair and maintenance).

Higher private expenditures and big accumulated backlogs of construction needs are a couple of reasons for optimism. And most AGC members saw no change ahead in material prices and wage rates. Where they did see a change was in method of operation. Nine out of ten saw increased competition ahead. Describing present conditions as "extremely intense" and "rough," members gave such reasons for the new trend as increased capacity of contractors and the fact that there were more of them; efforts by newer firms to seek work with "dangerously low" bids; favorable weather, which enabled contractors to finish jobs ahead of time and entry of out-of-state contractors into local markets. The law of the "survival of the fittest," said many, was just around the corner.

**SIDELIGHTS**

**Redevelopment wins in court**

Missouri became the 15th state to uphold the constitutionality of urban redevelopment. A unanimous decision by the state supreme court approved the authority of Kansas City's redevelopment agency to condemn blighted areas for demolition even though some of the buildings in them are sound (the Kay Hotel, in this case). The decision cleared the way for Kansas City plans to clear a slum on the northern fringe of its downtown business district, an area for a parking lot of 1,900 autos. A short time afterward, the Illinois Supreme Court, in two decisions, upheld the constitutionality of the 1953 urban community conservation act and the 1953 amendments to the neighborhood redevelopement corporation law.

**Electricians warned on costs**

High labor costs for electrical work are driving work away from electrical contractors, Donald B. Clayton Sr., president of the National Electrical Contractors Assn., warned three, 5,000 delegates of the AFL International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers at their convention in Chicago last month. Fringe benefits, extra pay for travel and hazardous work, restrictions on training and on use of labor-saving tools and other employment conditions increase per-unit work costs as much as 50%, making IBEW labor too expensive for home owners and small businesses, Clayton insisted. "[They] cannot afford to pay for one hour's work more than they earn in two or three hours," said Clayton. "They resent it, especially the fringes, and as a result will go out of their way to find someone else to do their work." He also blamed high construction labor costs for growth of the widespread do-it-yourself cult.

**Public housing loafers?**

In public housing projects, where the taxpayer is footing part of the rent bill, occupants pay on a graduated scale depending on their income and size of their family. As income earned by all members of the family working goes up, so do rents. Recently, the Louisville (Ky.) Municipal Housing Commission began a survey to see how many youths between 17 and 20 in eight public housing projects (4,409 families) were neither attending school nor working. The commission was considering setting up a system of "anticipated income" which might be applied whether youngsters were working or not, thereby providing a device for raising rents if a public housing family does not require its able teenagers to work or if youngsters remain jobless through their own laziness. C. F. Alfred Jr., chief housing manager, said the number of loafers was believed to be "considerable."

**Slow sale of tax-exempts**

An issue of $136 million worth of tax-exempt bonds by 14 local housing authorities—the 11th issue guaranteed by PHA since 1951—was selling slowly. Four days after the issue some 40% of the original offering was unsold. The Chase National Bank had taken a little over $107 million, a Wall St. group another $19.5 million and the Bank of America the balance. At least one observer saw the slow sale as a reflection of general market conditions rather than as a cause of the declining municipal market.

**Clay-stone trade group**

Producers and quarriers with a stake in masonry construction have formed a master promotion group, the Allied Masonry Council. Stated purpose: to push use of clay and stone products in building. Cause of the producers' anxiety: inroads of metal curtain wall construction. The new group probably will be financed by the producers, with possible help from the hard-hit Bricklayers, Mason & Plasterers International Union and the Mason Contractors Assn., who are members of the new council.

**Air Force names aides to help plan Air Academy**

The Air Force has set up a task force known as the Air Force Academy Construction Agency—AFACA—to set design requirements and criteria for its new academy in Colorado and, later, supervise construction. Now quartered in Tempo E on Washington's Mall—one of the World War I tempo still in use—AFACA will move to Lowry Air Force Base in Colorado around the first of the year. Part of its job will be to fix Lowry as an interim academy while Skidmore, Owings & Merrill is designing and contractors are building the new $126 million West Point of the air.

The AFACA staff now consists of 40 officers, technicians and clerks, but is expected to grow much larger. Heading it are Cols. Leo J. Erler (right), director, and Frank J. Drittler, his deputy. A graying, weatherbeaten man of 51 with a quick smile, Chicago-borne Erler graduated from West Point in 1917. Between world wars, his Erler Construction Co. specialized in buildings and utility work in Florida and Indiana. Among his larger jobs: the Seville apartments in Tampa, a power plant at Sarasota, Fla. In World War II he supervised building and ground installations for the Far East Air Force, later held a top assignment in reconstruction.

Col. Drittler, 51, is an architect who describes himself as "very much imbued with the contemporary school of design." Michigan-born, he graduated from the University of Michigan in 1926 in engineering and architecture. Until he was called to active duty with the Air Force in 1940, he practiced architecture in Michigan. Among his jobs: a $2 million flour mill at Hillsdale, Mich., some of Hillsdale college, including the president's house. In World War II, he commanded an engineer aviation battalion in the southwest Pacific. One of his latest assignments: building air facilities in Korea.
AFL carpenters and machinists end long jurisdictional fight under eye of NLRB

There was considerably more than a simple brotherly wish for peace behind last month's jurisdictional agreement between the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners and the International Association of Machinists. Both huge (800,000 members apiece) AFL unions could have continued their decades-old feud for years more. But they looked up from their scrapping and saw they were being watched with growing interest by the National Labor Relations Board.

Of ten orders issued by the NLRB to unions to halt illegal closed-shop hiring activities during the first nine months of 1954, six were directed against the carpenters. Of these, four were the result of efforts by the machinists to get jurisdiction over disputed machinery-installation work. It was easy for union leaders to imagine what might happen if the board decided to look into the whole complex of craft breakdowns and the hiring practices which perpetuate them. Up to now, nearly everyone had been winking at the apparent illegality under the Taft-Hartley Act of the continuance of hiring-hall procedures if the board decided to look into the whole jurisdiction of the carpenter group supplying men to the project. Carpenters' bargaining areas are large, usually consisting of district councils. The possibility of many such NLRB decisions gave carpenter chieftains shudders.

The peace terms were revealed at the meeting of the AFL Building Trades Dept. preceding the AFL convention last month in Los Angeles. The machinists won rights to erect printing presses, some brewery machinery and bottling equipment and machine shop work. Carpenter-millwrights got rights to install conveyors and packaging machines. Joint crews of both trades will have jurisdiction over other work involving steam and gas turbines and generator units. At the same time, the carpenters also settled long-standing jurisdictional disputes involving highway building with laborers, operating engineers and teamsters. Terms of the latter deal were not announced.

If top AFL management can make the peace stick—and there was growing evidence that it may be able to—it should mean much to the construction industry's economic health—and profits. Another key jurisdictional row involving the carpenters remains unsettled, however: the battle with iron workers and teamsters. Terms of the latter deal were not announced.

If top AFL management can make the peace stick—and there was growing evidence that it may be able to—it should mean much to the construction industry's economic health—and profits. Another key jurisdictional row involving the carpenters remains unsettled, however: the battle with iron workers and teamsters. Terms of the latter deal were not announced.

Air Force wins increased construction independence

The Air Force, which had been edging away from dependence on the Army Corps of Engineers for the past year, made its biggest jump yet toward handling its own construction when it was given a Defense Dept. directive last month letting it by-pass the Army engineers on some jobs. For the time being, the Air Force must get Defense approval for projects it wants to build on its own. This function probably will be delegated to Asst. Secy. Franklin G. Floete, Defense construction coordinator, who has been more sympathetic toward Air Force building independence than the engineers would like him to be.

Control of air installation construction adds luster to any military empire. With a bigger and bigger share of defense money going to air bases, training and test centers—in the US and abroad—and with little expansion in federal domestic construction, the Army engineers are growing concerned over how to retain their big organization.

Air Force spokesmen deny they will take over all—or even most—of their own construction. They say projects they propose to handle from start to finish—to be determined by a study of approved work—will be let and supervised by Air Force installation officers in the field. The installation officers, who traditionally have been responsible for building maintenance and small construction at air bases, were known to have been slated for broadened power last spring when their chief, Maj. Gen. Lee B. Washbourne, was changed. They say projects they propose to handle from start to finish—to be determined by a study of approved work—will be let and supervised by Air Force installation officers in the field. The installation officers, who traditionally have been responsible for building maintenance and small construction at air bases, were known to have been slated for broadened power last spring when their chief, Maj. Gen. Lee B. Washbourne, was changed.

Air Force spokesmen deny they will take over all—or even most—of their own construction. They say projects they propose to handle from start to finish—to be determined by a study of approved work—will be let and supervised by Air Force installation officers in the field. The installation officers, who traditionally have been responsible for building maintenance and small construction at air bases, were known to have been slated for broadened power last spring when their chief, Maj. Gen. Lee B. Washbourne, was changed.

Army engineers have had a pretty good idea what was coming since last May when 27,000 to 30,000 of their troops who had been attached to the Air Force in Europe were suddenly transferred completely to the Air Force. Army engineers have had a pretty good idea what was coming since last May when 27,000 to 30,000 of their troops who had been attached to the Air Force in Europe were suddenly transferred completely to the Air Force.

The engineers would like him to be. Army engineers have had a pretty good idea what was coming since last May when 27,000 to 30,000 of their troops who had been attached to the Air Force in Europe were suddenly transferred completely to the Air Force.

Although the airport was a hit with the public, many local architects considered the building too monumental—one that did not (like most other recent US airport terminals) measure up to the opportunity. Original plans (see sketch) were much amended after the SF Art Commission, which must approve design of public structures, criticized them as looking "backward...."
Lighting that makes the nation's most important buildings come alive

SOME IMPORTANT ORGANIZATIONS NOW USING PHILITE "SERIES 25" TROFFERS

Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Camden National Bank
Detroit Neuropsychiatric Hospital
Doughnut Corp. of America
General Acceptance Co.
General Foods Corp.
Johns-Manville Corp.
Link-Belt Co.
Newark Airport
NYC Public School No. 172
Rehm & Haas Co.
University of Pennsylvania
Warner-Hudnut, Inc.
Webb & Knapp, Inc.

Leading organizations in every field of endeavor are specifying Ruby-Philite today to gain maximum efficiency from their lighting installations. They have found that Ruby-Philite luminaires provide desired levels of illumination with a minimum of distracting glare or brightness... often at substantial savings realized thru higher luminaire efficiency and lower installation costs. You, too, will find it easier to make your buildings come alive with proper lighting when you specify Ruby-Philite. Write now for complete catalog data.

PHILITE

PHILITE Corp.
32-02 QUEENS BLVD., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.


**BUILDING STATISTICS:**

Lagging steel market propped by building boom; lumber strike ends, pending report

The arrival of autumn found the steel industry still struggling to emerge from its summer doldrums. Production continued to lag at about two thirds of capacity and the expected upturn in orders was disappointingly small, although construction (which consumes about 11% of finished steel) won accolades as the strongest force sustaining the lagging steel market.

Steelmen could only attribute the lack of buying to a sustained period of inventory adjustment, a period which has run on longer than usual and one which is reducing consumers' stocks to a point much lower than producers had counted on. But with consumption ahead of production, some industry pundits warned that the arrival of autumn found the steel industry still trying to emerge from its summer doldrums.

Production continued to run at about two thirds of capacity and the expected upturn in orders was disappointingly small, although construction (which consumes about 11% of finished steel) won accolades as the strongest force sustaining the lagging market. Steelmen could only attribute the lack of buying to a sustained period of inventory adjustment, a period which has run on longer than usual and one which is reducing consumers' stocks to a point much lower than producers had counted on. But with consumption ahead of production, some industry pundits warned that the arrival of autumn found the steel industry still trying to emerge from its summer doldrums.

A temporary truce halted the Pacific Northwest lumber strike last month. AFL sawmill workers and many CIO loggers agreed to return to work pending a report—due in January—by a fact-finding board appointed by the governors of Washington and Oregon which will attempt to offer a satisfactory strike settlement. After three months of idleness, the strike was growing too expensive for both employers and strikers. Since they were hopelessly deadlocked on wages, the board provided a face-saver to permit work to resume. Neither side is bound to accept its findings. The strike had a comparatively slight effect on tonnages by the fourth quarter, it is pointed out; buying by the auto industry particularly is expected to increase; highway and bridge steel requirements mount daily as toll road construction accelerates.

Experts pooh fears of a spring log shortage. But some smaller mills may be hard hit, as they go into winter without the usual inventory of logs.

**NEW CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES**

(millions of dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of construction</th>
<th>1953</th>
<th>1954</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>1953</th>
<th>1954</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (nonfarm)</td>
<td>1,114</td>
<td>1,278</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9,776</td>
<td>8,222</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New dwelling units</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6,879</td>
<td>7,280</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additions and alterations</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresidential building</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>3,834</td>
<td>4,012</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>1,521</td>
<td>1,347</td>
<td>-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>1,063</td>
<td>1,382</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other nonresidential building</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>1,273</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and recreational</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital and institutional</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm construction</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public utilities</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2,387</td>
<td>2,111</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other private</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>PRIVATE TOTAL</em></td>
<td>2,223</td>
<td>2,436</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15,529</td>
<td>16,300</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PUBLIC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of construction</th>
<th>1953</th>
<th>1954</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>1953</th>
<th>1954</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential building</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-44%</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresidential building</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2,885</td>
<td>3,061</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-15%</td>
<td>1,217</td>
<td>1,093</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>1,111</td>
<td>1,336</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital and institutional</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military facilities</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-33%</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>-39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highways</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1,898</td>
<td>2,205</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewer and water</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1,257</td>
<td>1,257</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation and development</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>-15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>PUBLIC TOTAL</em></td>
<td>1,122</td>
<td>1,169</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7,393</td>
<td>7,439</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*GRAND TOTAL* $3,345 $3,605 8 8 $22,922 $23,759 4

* Minor components not shown, so total exceeds sum of parts. Dept. of Commerce & Labor.

**BUILDING COSTS**

- apartments, hotels & office buildings.

Building costs continued their slow rise in August. As in July, indexes rose less than a full point. Boleckh (above) was up 0.5 points to 255.9 for apartments, hotels and office buildings; up 0.6 points to 256.8 for commercial and factory buildings. Indexes of the AGC and the American Appraisal Co. also were up fractionally.

**MATERIALS PRICES**

BLA's index of wholesale materials prices, after a sharp increase in July, leveled off in August with a 0.3 gain. This lifted it to 120.8, the same level as in Aug., '53. Although plywood jumped 2.5% over July and metal doors, sash and trim were 3.2% higher, these gains were offset by a slight drop in millwork.
McLouth Stainless Steel

High quality stainless sheet and strip steel... for the product you make today and the product you plan for tomorrow.

McLouth Steel Corporation
Detroit, Michigan
Manufacturers of Stainless and Carbon Steels
NEW BUILDINGS

Glass-walled bank

The new glass-showcase bank of the Manufacturers Trust Co., opened last month in New York City, is probably the ultimate in the banking world's rejection of surroundings suggesting gloom and secrecy. The five above-ground floors are walled in 13,000 sq. ft. of clear glass, hanging in thin (4") aluminum mullions. Twenty-two of the panes, facing the second floor where the bank handles its commercial customers, are not just ordinary panes; they are some of the biggest (22' x 10') in the country.

The bank's urge to get everything it has and does out in the open has brought the vault up out of its traditional basement and thrust it just a door's swing away from a street-level window on Fifth Ave. The added security of 1/2" of glass, through which passers-by could supervise any safecracker who did not mind operating in the glare of floodlights, has not, however, tempted the bank to skimp on the building of a solid vault.

Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, given a free hand to design their first bank, questioned every tradition of bank architecture. Some of the results: There are no fixed teller's cages. On both the second floor, where commercial customers bank, and on the first floor, where small depositors are handled, tellers can spread out along counters, according to business loads, pushing aluminum cash buggies to any position. Modern sculpture—a 70' screen of 800 metal panels and a "cloud" of wire hanging from the ceiling—decorate the second floor. On the fifth floor are a president's office, unusual for a branch bank, officers' dining room and a kitchen. Some big window panes are curtained in nearly transparent glass fiber. No louvers or sunshades are needed: mid-Manhattan's towering buildings keep the bank nearly always in shade. As the Herald Tribune editorialized: "... The whole building may be said to shine. ... Banking under such conditions should be more than commonly pleasant, whichever side of the glass one belongs on."

New hotel in Connecticut

The new $5 million Statler Hotel in Hartford, Conn., opened last month, shares dominance of the spacious but oddly shaped common with two structures: a medieval portal of twin granite towers (a Civil War monument), and the gingerbread dome of the statehouse. Directly in front of the hotel is an isolated fountain with Indian figures raising alternately tomahawk and peace pipe. The slick new hotel gets warning from these older pals about the fickleness of human taste. The architectural world should agree that the Statler, designed by Architect William B. Tabler and built by George A. Fuller Co., is a good hotel. The curtain wall, thin because Hartford building officials agreed to classify...
glass and porcelain-enamede panels as win-
dows, came out well. Aluminum parts, such
as cover plates over floor beams, are smooth,
nicely finished, with no oil-canning effect.
Three little huts next to the entrance are at
least guileless from the outside, although in-
side the lobby their angled projection empha-
sizes the busy kind of lobby design that
always threatens to reach out at passers-
through with something sharp.

Inside, the desk and elevators work nicely.
The color scheme of the lobby is unhappily
dominated by an aggressive green carpet,
probably meant to look pleasantly grassy.
The lobby also shows how hard it is in this
crowded day to be both dynamic and suave
with forms. The free stair leading to the
mezzanine restaurant strikes some critics as
not quite free enough. The stair to the ball-
room and upper bars has a three-sided ped-
estal, composed of the first three steps, that
seems likely to bark the shins of countless
innocents walking absent-mindedly through
that part of the lobby. The restaurant, be-
cause of its high mezzanine position and be-
cause it is glass-walled the long way and part
of both short ways, is a sunny and pleasant
place to start a morning. Moreover, there is
enough view to make the glass rewarding.
One kitchen serves all the eating rooms (a
pace-making economy), so food must be
carried by waitresses over a long bridge to
the supper room. In the rooms, a woman's
delight is the vitreous china shelf extending
from behind an off-angled toilet whose lid
makes a vanity seat.

Undoubtedly, the Statler management
will be able to get the off-street loading and un-
loading setup working better. One visitor to
the hotel last month found he had to wait 47
minutes for his auto to be delivered from the
garage—which Statler does not own. Guests
ready for less swanky service, of course, got
out faster from the side-parking lot where
cars stand in the open all night. One moral
for the hotel industry seems to be: to compete
with motels like those east of Hartford, hotels
should have their garages under full control.

Cathedral in 'modern gothic'

Ground was broken in Baltimore last month
for an $8.5 million Catholic cathedral, de-
scribed by Archbishop Francis P. Keough as
an "adaptation of Gothic principles to modern
expression." Architects Maginnis, Walsh &
Kennedy ran into the traditional bugaboo of
symmetrical design: functions of the building
often dictate a switch to asymmetry around

MODERN GOTHIC CHURCH IN BALTIMORE

the edges. Result: balance of the two 130'
towers is ruffled at their base by dissimilar
baptistry and sacristy. The church, Cathedral
of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
will be finished in 1959. Walls are self-
supporting limestone masonry, like those of
centuries-old European cathedrals. Limestone
trim and ashlar limestone will be used inside
and out, and limestone arches will support
the main roof. Windows will be double-glazed
to protect the stained glass.

World's biggest appliance plant

When refrigerators start coming off the line
later this month at General Electric Co's. Ap-
plance Park, 10 mi. from downtown Louis-
ville, Ky., construction of the $200-million,
1,000-acre production and distribution center,
the world's largest, will be about 80% com-
pleted. The manufacturing work force will
RIXSON

has a new home with streamlined manufacturing facilities!

Continuing with the same careful, precision manufacturing from the finest quality materials . . . RIXSON products are now being built in this greatly expanded manufacturing area . . . in a planned production flow from the receiving platform through every step of production, assembly, and final shipping . . . assuring more positive control in deliveries. An even greater expansion has been made in product-development . . . in constant search for improvements of the design and function of RIXSON products as well as new products of builder's hardware mechanisms.

SINCE 1900 • manufacturers of single and double-acting CONCEALED DOOR CLOSING DEVICES and other improved mechanisms in builder's hardware.

our new address and phone numbers:

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON COMPANY
9100 west belmont ave. • franklin park, ill.

for entrance, vestibule, and all interior room doors, specify RIXSON throughout
LOUISVILLE'S APPLIANCE PARK: ALMOST AS MUCH AREA FOR PARKING AS FOR MANUFACTURING

NEW BUILDINGS (continued)

reach about 5,000 employees, half its projected strength.

With increased plant necessary for making appliances to meet a growing market, GE in the midst of decentralizing its operations decided to centralize manufacture of many appliances at Louisville. Moves are: dishwashers from Scranton, Pa.; ranges from Chicago; water heaters from Milwaukee; refrigerators and freezers from Erie, Pa.; garbage disposers from White Plains, N.Y.; washers and driers from Bridgeport, Conn.; and room air conditioners from Bloomfield, N.J. Most of the plants vacated in those cities are being re-occupied in the vast GE shuffle.

The Appliance Park plant cluster, biggest industrial complex in Kentucky (with the probable exception of the AEC works at Paducah), is having a momentous impact on Louisville: total direct employment of 10,000 workers (more semiskilled, fewer unskilled, result of partial automation), 8,000 additional service people (barbers, bus drivers, doctors) for the area, a $40-million yearly GE payroll, expected to attract $120 million in new business.

Louisville has been abuzz for three years, at first awed and excited by the size of the industrial center and the expansion it would bring, and more recently spurred to hack away at some of the problems of physical growth that have arisen in housing, feeding and transporting new residents. The Louisville Courier-Journal estimated two years ago that Appliance Park would mean this much new construction: 9,300 houses, 100 schools (22-roomers), 3,300 retail stores. The local planning and zoning commission predicted that the area around the new plant will jump from its present 5,000 population to 25,000 by 1970. The fact that there is almost 75% as much area at the GE plant prepared for parking 8,000 to 9,000 cars points up one of the knottiest problems: new roads, expanded and redesigned old roads, new bridges and altered traffic patterns in the city. Louisville is in the middle of a $100-million program of street and highway modernization.

The five big (smallest: 264,000 sq. ft.; biggest: 1 million sq. ft.) manufacturing buildings are rectangular. They have one story, a high one to accommodate overhead conveyor equipment, and are sheathed in aluminum and brick. Windows are blue tinted glass, except for the bottom row which is clear to overcome, says GE, "any tendency toward claustrophobia." Contractors: Turner Construction Co., New York, and Struck Construction Co., Louisville. Architect: Albert Kahn Assoc., Detroit.

OFFICES AT END OF EACH FACTORY
would you turn down a savings of $4,000 on a $40,000 lighting expenditure?

You can enjoy the benefits of the finest lighting money can buy and effect really substantial savings at the same time, simply by buying the right lighting fixture. Time and again, the better design and efficiency of Smithcraft Fluorescent Fixtures result in fewer units to produce recommended lighting levels.

Here's an actual case history of how a Pennsylvania department store saved 10% in initial costs and 10% in operating costs...or approximately $4000 on a ten-year $40,000 expenditure.

Before re-lighting, a complete survey was made and exact lighting requirements were established. To meet these requirements, Smithcraft units and units of several nationally-known top quality manufacturers were subjected to an exhaustive comparative analysis. Here are the results:

10% FEWER UNITS REQUIRED

Number of units required to achieve recommended lighting levels:

Smithcraft — 270
2nd Best Fixture — 297
3rd Best Fixture — 339

10% LESS INSTALLATION COST

Proportionately less labor and materials were required to install the 270 Smithcraft units than the 297 units of the nearest competitor.

10% FEWER LAMPS

(Initial & Replacement)

Lamps required:

Smithcraft — 706
2nd Best Fixture — 776
3rd Best Fixture — 914

Recommended practice is to replace lamps every 18 months—a continuing 10% savings.

10% LESS POWER CONSUMPTION

Required wattage:

Smithcraft: 51.3 kilowatts
2nd Best Fixture: 56.3 kilowatts
3rd Best Fixture: 64.8 kilowatts

Whether you're lighting a store, office, school, factory, or institution, it pays to buy lighting—not fixtures. Invest in Smithcraft—America's Finest Fluorescent Lighting Equipment.

PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS AN INTERESTING PATTERN ARRANGEMENT OF THE SMITHCRAFT LOUVERLITE SLIMLINE IN THE PENNA. DEPT. STORE DESCRIBED ABOVE.
A municipal judge at Oceanside, Calif., has for the second time decided in favor of John Lloyd Wright in his fight with California's board of architectural examiners. Last month, Judge L. W. Cottingham dismissed amended charges that Wright, in designing a clothing store for Salvador Villasenor, Oceanside merchant, violated the state's architectural licensing laws. The board charged, as it had in a fruitless complaint two months earlier (AF, Aug. '54, News), that Wright advertised himself as an architect (by using the letters AIA after his name on a sign) and that he failed to notify client Villasenor that he was not licensed as an architect in California. Wright is an accredited architect in Indiana, Texas and Nevada.

In throwing out the board's complaint, Cottingham again declared the licensing law unconstitutional, holding that it did not provide citizens with the equal protection of the law guaranteed by the 14th Amendment. His reasoning (from his original decision):

"The statute requires, on one hand, years of study and experience, followed by an examination by a competent board before one can obtain a certificate which entitles him to practice architecture, and on the other hand permits one with no more education than is necessary to write the simple sentence "I am not an architect" to practice architecture and enjoy the benefits from so doing to the same extent as if he were duly certified. It appears . . . that one who has obtained the education, experience and certificate demanded by the statute to become an architect is entitled to be protected by the law in the practice of his profession as against those who have not had adequate education, experience. . . ."

The judge also dismissed a complaint by the state board of registration for civil and professional engineers, charging that Wright, who is licensed as a structural engineer in Indiana, but not in California, had practiced civil engineering in Villasenor's structure. The judge held this complaint did not state facts sufficient to constitute a public offense.

The district attorney's office in San Diego promptly appealed. Officials of the board of architectural examiners insist they are not picking on Wright, 61-year-old son of Architect Frank Lloyd Wright, that they have been cracking down for a long time on "30 to 60 cases a month" of violations of the statute as they interpret it.

A mail ballot of its 37,000 members elected William Roy Glidden of Richmond, Va., president of the American Society of Civil Engineers, succeeding Daniel V. Terrell of the University of Kentucky. In his 38 years with the Virginia State Dept. of Highways, where he is assistant chief engineer, Glidden has earned a reputation as a specialist in bridges. Away from the office, he is a "dillettante in economics," likes to read ancient history and devotes an hour and a half daily to the piano, which he learned to play at the age of 40.


A team of four young New York architects who had never been to Chicago and a faculty adviser at Brooklyn's Pratt Institute took top honors in Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.'s centennial competition for replanning Chicago's downtown Loop. The team (see cut, next page) won a prize of $20,000 from the big department store for a design that paid special attention to pedestrians (with elevated sidewalks and passenger conveyors) and provided for a permanent fairground and convention hall and for zoning of retail, commercial and entertainment sections. The five; Herbert A. Tessler, Leon Moed, Joseph A. D'Amelio, William H. Liskemann and William N. Breger. The
You can’t beat light from the sky!

This is the Azalea Road Elementary School in Mobile, Alabama.
Architects: Ellis & Winter, Mobile.

The picture shows a recent installation of PC Skytrol Blocks. Notice how much light there is — without harshness. Skytrol Blocks contain a fibrous glass diffusing screen that softens the light and makes it easy on the eyes.

That screen does something else, too. It divides the block into two cavities resulting in an impressive insulation value of U = 0.44. This eliminates many of the age-old problems of skylights: there is little or no condensation, no cold zone under the panel, no increase in heating costs.

PC Skytrol Blocks are cast into a rigid, steel-reinforced concrete grid that won’t warp or rust. There is nothing to putty or caulk. It’s a thoroughly proved method of top-lighting — used in Europe for many years.

Best of all is the cost. The installed cost of Skytrol panels is running about $4.50 to $6.50 a square foot, depending on the job. For more information consult Sweet’s or write to Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Dept. E-104, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

New, Skytrol Blocks are now available with the new Suntrol pale green diffusing screen to reduce heat and glare in difficult locations.

PITTSBURGH GLASS BLOCKS

ALSO PC GLASS BLOCKS AND FOAMGLAS®
First prize winners in Carson, Pirie Scott competition are congratulated by store president John T. Pirle Jr. (left) after awards were announced.

latter is an associate professor of design at Pratt Institute. Second- and third-place winners: a Philadelphia team including Wilhelm von Moltke, Hans G. Egl, Irving Wasserman, David H. Karp, Robert F. Kitchen and Clifford B. Stavin and a Chicago group including nine members of Pace Associates, plus Graham Aldis and Robert S. Cushman. Judges of the contest, which drew 106 entries, were Henry T. Hoad of New York, Robert E. Alexander of Los Angeles, Ladislas Segoe of Cincinnati, Miles L. Coleen of Washington and George Barton of Chicago. The winning plans will be presented to the city of Chicago.

An 11½' statue, "The Builder," by Architect-Sculptor Oskar G. Stonorov, was unveiled last month at Solidarity House, headquarters in Detroit of the CIO United Auto Workers (which Stonorov helped design). Stonorov spent last summer working up the plaster of his idea of a young UAW member. Then he shipped it to Italy, where it was cast in bronze—free—by Italian workers as a gesture of anticommunist cooperation of labor. Stonorov donated his work, keeping the cost to UAW "not much more than $10,000." Stonorov studied architecture and sculpture in Italy, Switzerland and France. He has practiced architecture in the US since 1932, was a PWA consultant in 1933. He has delved into city planning and prefabs and has been a prolific designer of modern houses.

"Not naturalistic and not condescending to the tastes of a great many people," is the way Architect Oskar Stonorov explains his statue for the UAW. It represents Stonorov's idea of a UAW member: "A clean-cut young man going ahead with full confidence." Left to right at unveiling: Stonorov, President Louis Mirianl of the Detroit common council, UAW President Walter P. Reuther, Antonio Carloni, Italian consul in Detroit.
"A salute to those who made it possible"

IF YOU BUILD WITH THIS

You will never need to disrupt your business for electrical alterations. Never need to pay for expensive labor to tear up your floors. Not if you plan your building with Fenestra-Nepco Electrifloor* in mind!

You can save your building from electrical obsolescence. New outlets can be installed any time... in any or every square foot of floor space... in a matter of minutes!

You can cut your building cost... in one job, 1,000 tons of structural steel were saved because of Electrifloor's combination of great strength with light weight. Foundation costs were also cut.

You can save building time and see your investment pay off faster... in a rush job, Electrifloor saved 6 months' building time—as many as 7 floors went in at once. As soon as a few of the cellular floor panels were laid and interlocked, they served as material storage space and working platform.

Fenestra-Nepco Electrifloor was developed jointly by Fenestra* (Detroit Steel Products Company) and Nepco (National Electric Products Corporation)—two great names in the construction field.

If you want to protect your building investment, write to Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. AF-10, 2296 E. Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan.

*Trademark

Exclusive Features of Electrifloor
1. Big, four-inch handholes in header duct for the easiest possible access to wire-carrying cells.
2. Capacity of cells is \( \frac{3}{2} \) to 3 times greater than any other cellular floor, protecting against dangerous crowding of wires.
3. Flat, smooth surface, that saves concrete fill and provides utmost economy in preparation of finished flooring.
4. Unique design for great strength with lighter dead weight gives you unique structural economy.
Lawrence L. Callanan, ex-chief of AFL steamfitters in St. Louis, was cleared of charges of extortion last month. Not enough evidence, said US District Judge Roy W. Harper. Callanan, already sentenced to 12 years under the anti-racketeering law, had been on trial—it ended after three days with a hung jury—with three other AFL union leaders: Carl J. Blanchi, hoisting engineers; L. A. Thompson, teamsters, and George E. Seaton, one of Callanan’s lieutenants.

Edward J. Kerrigan resigned last month after two and a half years as deputy director of the State Dept.’s Office of Foreign Building Operations. His departure, he told FORUM, had nothing directly to do with the furor a year ago over design of the office’s overseas buildings, which resulted in the ouster of FBO chief Leland W. King. King’s leaving, Kerrigan dismissed as a “Republican patronage thing.” He insisted that there would be no big change from the handsome contemporary architecture FBO was using. Kerrigan will take a position as assistant to the president of Kerrigan Lewis Mfg. Co., Chicago wire makers.

Carl Feiss, widely known chief of the planning and engineering branch of HHFA’s redevelopment division, left the government Oct. 1 for private consulting practice.

Ernest Henderson and Robert Moore, executives of the Sheraton Corporation of America, took an option to purchase the 750-room Hotel Astor in New York for $8.5 million. The move came only a few weeks after William Zuckendorf of Webb & Knapp had exercised his option and purchased the property. Colonel Henry Crown of Chicago, who owns a 65% stock interest in the Empire State building, agreed to buy almost all the remaining stock if Roger L. Stevens and colleagues could deliver it by Oct. 4.

**DIED:** Sen. Burnet R. Maybank, 55, (D.S.C.), long an important friend of public housing as chairman of the Senate’s banking and currency committee under the Roosevelt and Truman administrations, of an unexpected heart attack Sept. 1 at his summer home in Flat Rock, N. C. In the last Congress, Sen. Maybank turned against the public housing program because the Supreme Court had ruled Negroes cannot be kept out of government-subsidized housing. One of Maybank’s last acts was to win consent of Sen. Homer Capehart (R, Ind.), present banking commit-

**MAYBANK**

**DANIEL**

pee boss, to wind up this fall’s investigation into FHA by Oct. 15. For this, Maybank can be remembered by homebuilders with gratitude. To fill his term which expires Jan. 2, Gov. James F. Byrnes appointed Charles E. Daniel of Greenville, head of one of the largest industrial construction companies in the South. Should the Democrats win control of the Senate next year, chairmanship of the banking committee, which handles housing legislation, would fall by seniority to Sen. J. W. Fulbright (D, Ark.), a lukewarm public houser.

**OTHER DEATHS:** Dr. Bryn J. Hadde, 58, director of the Pittsburgh Housing Authority, for three years president of the National Housing Conference, Aug. 10, in Pittsburgh; Reuben N. Trone, 67, founder and former president and board chairman of the Trane Company, Sept. 6 in La Crosse, Wis.; Walter K. Shaw, 64, former vice president and treasurer of New York’s Turner Construction Co., Sept. 10 in Scarsdale, N.Y.; Sidney Weinberg, 55, builder of several large Washington-area housing developments, Sept. 12 in Washington, D.C.; Clarence C. Zantinger, 82, AIA Fellow whose work included the Justice Dept. building in Washington, the Philadelphia Art Museum, other civic buildings and university dormitories, Sept. 26 in Philadelphia.
Untimely obsolescence of washrooms usually occurs when and where it is invited...

Sanymetal CENTURY Type Ceiling Hung Toilet Compartments offer the utmost in sanitation and provide modern, distinctive rest room environments for schools, institutions, terminals and other public buildings.

Sanymetal CENTURY Type Ceiling Hung Toilet Compartments are suitable for conservative but modern washroom environments.

Sanymetal Type Toilet Compartments are endow a rest room environment with dignity and good taste.

Sanymetal ACADEMY Type Toilet Compartments are suitable for conservative but modern washroom environments.

Sanymetal Normandy Type Toilet Compartments are suitable for conservative but modern washroom environments.

To insure against untimely obsolescence consider wall-type plumbing fixtures installed with Sanymetal ceiling-hung toilet compartments.

Sanymetal offers several different types of toilet compartments. Sanymetal also offers and recommends Two Full-Purpose Metal Base Materials which combine colorful attractiveness with long years of service life and effect important day-after-day savings in cleaning and maintenance costs. These Two Full-Purpose Metal Base Materials—Sanymetal "Tenac" (Galvanized, Bonderized Steel), and Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel), the ageless and fadeless, rustproof material—are described herein.

Sanymetal Toilet Compartments are also available in cold rolled steel. Sanymetal Toilet Compartments and Shower Stalls embody the results of 40 years of specialized skill and experience in making over 1,000,000 toilet compartment and shower stall installations. Ask the Sanymetal representative in your vicinity to demonstrate the worthiness of Sanymetal Toilet Compartments as protection against untimely obsolescence.

THE SANYMETAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1687 Urbana Road • Cleveland 12, Ohio
Sanymetal Toilet Compartments embody the results of specialized skill and experience in fabricating over 1,000,000 toilet compartments in all types of buildings. Ask the Sanymetal representative in your vicinity for information about planning suitable rest room environments that will always stay new. Refer to Sanymetal Catalog 171 in Sweet's Architectural File for 1954 and Catalog 47 in Sweet's Industrial File for 1954.

Sanymetal * Toilet Compartments
Shower Stalls and Dressing Rooms

"Treated with "Bonderite", a product of Parker Rust Proof Company

Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel)
The Ageless and Fadeless Material

This is Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel)
A metal base material that is impervious to moisture, odors, cleaning and uric acids, oils and grease. It is rust proof. Available in 21 glistening colors.

This is Sanymetal "Tenac" (Baked-on Paint Enamel over Galvanized, Bonderized Steel)
A metal base material that is notable for the positive adhesion of the baked-on paint enamel to the metal and its resistance to corrosion. Its lustrous, protective finish assures long-lasting newness. Available in 21 gleaming colors.

Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel)
This is Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel)
A metal base material that is impervious to moisture, odors, cleaning and uric acids, oils and grease. It is rust proof. Available in 21 glistening colors.

Sanymetal "Tenac" (Baked-on Paint Enamel over Galvanized, Bonderized Steel)
A metal base material that is notable for the positive adhesion of the baked-on paint enamel to the metal and its resistance to corrosion. Its lustrous, protective finish assures long-lasting newness. Available in 21 gleaming colors.
KENRUBBER tile floors
meet every modern requirement

for economy... durability... quiet and comfort underfoot

One of the most important advantages of KenRubber is its complete versatility...its exclusive decorative and functional features that adapt it to virtually every interior. It is one of the most durable floors known...with "coiled-steel" strength and wear resistance that insures more years of trouble-free service...more quiet and comfort underfoot. Maintenance is extremely easy...a damp mopping cleans the mirror-smooth surface quickly...a no-rub waxing brings out its full modern beauty.

Specifications and Technical Data

INSTALLATION: Over any smooth, firm interior surface removed from greases and oils. New KenSet Adhesive* makes possible fast, easy and economical installation over concrete in contact with the earth.

THICKNESSES: KenRubber is available in .080" (standard gauge) and 1/8" gauge for normal flooring demands...3/16" gauge for extra-heavy duty applications.

SIZES: Standard tile size is 9"x9"...with a wide range of special sizes available on order.

Description

KenRubber rubber tile is made by vulcanizing synthetic rubber and pigments. Available in a wide range of pre-polished marbleized light, dark, intermediate colors and solid black.

Recommended For:

RESIDENTIAL USE: Kitchens, bathrooms, nurseries, bedrooms, halls, closets, foyers, living and dining rooms.

COMMERCIAL USE: Business and professional offices; hospital rooms, wards, corridors; rooms and corridors of schools, churches, libraries; public buildings; stores, restaurants and dining rooms.

Approximate Installed Prices (per sq. ft.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard (.080&quot;) Gauge</th>
<th>1/8&quot; Gauge</th>
<th>3/16&quot; Gauge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KENRUBBER</td>
<td>50¢</td>
<td>65¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These costs are based on a minimum area of 1,000 sq. ft. over concrete underfloor. Cost of KenRubber's exclusive die-cut ThemeTile decorative inserts available on request.

Samples and technical literature available to accredited architects, builders and designers. Contact your Kentile Flooring Contractor or write the nearest Kentile, Inc. office listed below...ask for samples of exclusive ThemeTile, Feature Strip and KenCove, all-purpose, flexible cove base.

KenRubber is the floor your clients know and want...

BACKED BY MORE FULL-COLOR CONSUMER ADVERTISING THAN ANY OTHER RUBBER TILE FLOOR

KENTILE  •  SPECIAL KENTILE  •  KENCORK  •  KENRUBBER  •  KENFLEX  •  KENFLOR

HOW FAR CAN YOU GO
WITH VERSATILE MICARTA?

There are intriguing possibilities for the architect in a basic material that combines beauty with utility—an opportunity offered to a challenging degree by lovely, long-lasting MICARTA®.

MICARTA®'s beauty is locked beneath a mirror-smooth, marble-hard layer of clear melamine plastic. It offers remarkable resistance to scuffs, scars, stains, burns, chipping and cracking. It never needs polishing or refinishing. That's why it’s ideal for counter tops, wall paneling, wainscoting—any application that suggests an attractive, hard working material. And there's real planning freedom in its exciting array of colors, patterns and wood grains.

How far can you go with versatile MICARTA? For complete information, fill out the coupon below.

Westinghouse micarta®
for INTERIOR PLANNING

Westinghouse micarta®
distributed by UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION largest plywood organization in the world and U.S.-MENGEL PLYWOODS INC.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
55 West 44th Street, New York 36, N.Y.
Please send color guidebook and full application information on MICARTA. (1118)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY Zone STATE

This is Westinghouse micarta®
Steam cools Mennen's new face

What kind of air conditioning system do you use in a combination office-factory building? The answer at this new Mennen Company headquarters building in Morristown, New Jersey, is two different systems—both of them by Carrier. Beyond this main entrance are the general offices and research laboratories. All are air conditioned by the Carrier Conduit Weathermaster® System. A Carrier development, perfected through years of experience, the Conduit Weathermaster System is designed to answer the special problems of air conditioning office buildings, hospitals, hotels. Small-diameter air conduits save valuable space. And in each room or office, occupants can adjust the temperature merely by turning a dial. Another Carrier system serves the manufacturing area. Both systems get their chilled water from Carrier Absorption Refrigerating Machines that use steam to produce refrigeration. The same boilers that generate steam for winter heating are used in summer to supply steam for the absorption machines. Important operating economies result. May we give you more of this kind of information to help you with your current projects? Call your nearest Carrier office. Or write to Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.

 Architects and Engineers: A. M. Kinney, Incorporated
 General Contractor: George A. Fuller Company
 Mechanical Contractor: Richardson Engineering Company
Vinylized AZPHLEX
a new answer to an old flooring problem

Vinylized Azphlex is the new and better flooring for multi-purpose school areas — such as this combination cafeteria-auditorium. Here's a tougher floor that withstands heavy wear and grease abuse, yet is easier to clean and keep clean.

Vinylizing gives Azphlex its superior qualities. Its tightly textured smooth surface is easy to mop clean — its closely interlaced structure adds years of wear in the face of constant use and abuse.

Vinylizing also gives Azphlex its cleaner, brighter colors — colors that add sparkle and beauty to school interiors. Its better light reflectance is easy on the eyes of both pupil and teacher, too. And, Azphlex costs no more than ordinary greaseproof asphalt tile.

Why not get all the facts on Vinylized Azphlex before you specify school floors. Its cost per square foot per year is unusually low. Color chart, product data and name of nearest Azrock dealer will be sent on request.

AZPHLEX VINYLIZED TILE
AZROCK PRODUCTS DIVISION • UVALDE ROCK ASPHALT CO.
FROST BANK BUILDING • SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
MAKERS OF VINA-LUX • AZROCK • DURACO • AZPHLEX
EVENTS

Architectural Woodwork Institute, annual convention, Oct. 15-18, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.

American Society of Civil Engineers, annual convention, Oct. 18-22, Hotel Statler, New York City.


New York State Association of Architects, convention, Oct. 21-23, Lake Placid Club, Lake Placid, N. Y.


Plastics in Building, conference conducted by the Building Research Institute, examining the structural, utility and decorative uses of plastic products, Oct. 27-28, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C.

North Central States District, American Institute of Architects, regional conference, Oct. 28-30, Kahler Hotel, Rochester, Minn.

National Motel Show, exhibition of items used in the construction, maintenance, etc. of motels, Nov. 1-3, Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

Texas Society of Architects, annual convention, Nov. 3-5, The Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.

National Association of Real Estate Boards, 47th annual convention, Nov. 6-11, Cleveland.

Structural Clay Products Institute, annual convention, Nov. 6-10, Hotel del Coronado, San Diego.

Third Annual Architects’ Short Course, centering on church planning, Nov. 10-12, University of Illinois. For details address Prof. Robert J. Smith, Department of Architecture, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

Great Lakes District, American Institute of Architects, regional conference, Nov. 13-14, Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati.

Florida Association of Architects, regional conference, Nov. 18-20, La Coquille Hotel, Palm Beach.


Market Research and Design, two-day conference sponsored by the University of Michigan and the Boston Institute of Contemporary Art, Dec. 9-10 at Ann Arbor. For details address Dean Wells Bennett, College of Architecture and Design, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Consult your Architect

Owens-Illinois advises Post readers

Nearly five million readers of The Saturday Evening Post saw this advertisement in the September 25th issue. Readers who are vitally interested in modern school facilities for their children . . . modern buildings for their businesses . . . modern features for their homes.

This advertisement is one of a series to promote a better understanding of the full scope of Owens-Illinois facilities. It gives people a better understanding of what Owens-Illinois Glass Block® can do. It will help to make your job a little easier the next time you recommend glass block. And it advises, “Consult your architect for advice.”

If you would like a copy of the booklet offered, just write to Dept. 15, Kimble Glass Company, subsidiary of Owens-Illinois, Toledo 1, Ohio.

Owens-Illinois
GENERAL OFFICES TOLEDO 1, OHIO

IF YOU'RE REMODELING OR PLANNING A NEW KITCHEN
SEND FOR THIS VALUABLE FREE CATALOG

BLAKESLEE KITCHEN MACHINES

Detailed Specifications—Engineering Data and Complete Descriptions of Entire BLAKESLEE line of KITCHEN MACHINES

G. S. BLAKESLEE & CO.
1844 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 50, Ill.

New York Toronto

Market Research and Design, two-day conference sponsored by the University of Michigan and the Boston Institute of Contemporary Art, Dec. 9-10 at Ann Arbor. For details address Dean Wells Bennett, College of Architecture and Design, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
For pupils... poorly lighted classrooms can be a thing of the past, because of...

this product... a light-directing Glass Block that controls the light in daylight—offering...

Schools, offices, factories, homes can now get the daylight they need, where they need it, with amazing Owens-Illinois Glass Block.

This Glass Block actually captures rays of daylight, changes their direction by bending them upwards so that they reflect from the ceiling to be evenly dispersed. Physicists worked for over ten years to develop this Glass Block to its present perfection. Consult your architect for advice on use of this amazing product.

FREE! "The Classroom of Tomorrow"

Parents, teachers, school officials, and others interested in better schools can learn the full story of Owens-Illinois Glass Block, and how it brings a new concept of design to schools, by sending for our booklet "The Classroom of Tomorrow." The 16 pages in color also show new ideas in decorating colors, equipment, and classroom activities. Write Department 15, Kimble Glass Company, subsidiary of Owens-Illinois, Toledo 1, Ohio.

A "practical engineering" formula, the coordinated effort of top designers, engineers, and marketing analysts, stands behind the entire family of Owens-Illinois products:

- Duraglas containers
- Metal and plastic closures
- Kimble laboratory glassware
- Libbey Safedge glassware
- Plastic containers and fitments
- Glass block
- Kimble television bulbs
- Plywood
- Kaylo insulation
- Kimble and Hemingray insulators

you parents... an opportunity to bring the "classroom of tomorrow" to your schools today.
DOW LATEX ... bringing a new concept of perfection in paints ...

LATEX PAINTS

can be applied right over plaster hot spots

They eliminate long waits for plaster to cure ... and they have excellent sealing properties over a wide variety of surfaces.

Latex paints can help you cut days off your building schedules. For these modern paints can be applied over plaster before it's cured completely — even while plaster is still green. And they give the same excellent results on dry wall construction, wood, concrete block, and many other materials ... a smooth, colorful surface that has unusual durability and washability!

In addition, latex paints offer you these advantages: They're easily applied, so quick drying they can be recoated the same day ... let painters finish a job in a minimum of time! And their lack of objectionable odor means occupants can move into a painted room right away.

Leading paint manufacturers make latex paints in a wide range of colors and in texture and specialty paints. They will be glad to supply you with further information upon request. For a list of their names write Dow Plastics Sales Department, PL516M, THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan.

FOR POROUS SURFACES ... Latex paints have excellent sealing properties over cinder block, concrete block and many other porous surfaces.

FOR DRY WALL CONSTRUCTION ... Latex paints give the same excellent results — a smooth, colorful surface that's both washable and durable!

TWO COATS IN ONE DAY ... Latex paints dry to the touch in twenty minutes to an hour, can be recoated the very same day.

EASY TO CLEAN ... Latex paints are unusually cleanable. They're wiped clean with soap and water, and without any damage to surface appearance.

you can depend on DOW PLASTICS

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
how JOHNSON CONTROL PROTECTS one of the NATION'S MOST TREASURED BUILDINGS...

Monticello, home of Thomas Jefferson, is one of America's most inspiring buildings. Recently restored to its original design, the famous mansion has been equipped with a modern system of Johnson Automatic Temperature and Humidity Control. The system is designed to preserve and protect the building and its many valuable contents, rather than for comfort alone.

The temperatures in each of six zones are controlled by Johnson T-315 Submaster Room Thermostats which regulate hot and cold deck dampers on the new central air conditioning system. These special purpose thermostats are conveniently reset from a remote central control point. During the heating season, they maintain each zone at a constant temperature of 72°F. In the cooling season, they vary the zone temperatures from 72° to 80°F, as the outdoor temperature rises from 70° to 95°F.

The Johnson Zone Thermostats are concealed inside the original fireplaces which, together with their flues, have been converted to air returns. No thermostats or grilles are visible to visitors. A master temperature control panel is located in the mechanical equipment room with the central air conditioning equipment.

Of special importance is the year 'round protection afforded by Johnson Humidostats which regulate the relative humidity in relation to the outdoor temperature. Relative humidity ranges from 20 per cent at 0°F to 50 per cent at 72°F, or above.

The accuracy and flexibility of the Monticello installation are typical of Johnson Control Systems, because each one is specifically planned, made and installed by Johnson to meet the exact needs of the individual control problem. That is why you will find "Planned-for-the-Purpose" Johnson Control not only in the nation's outstanding buildings, but in public, commercial, and industrial buildings of all types and sizes.

The nearly 70 years of experience of the nationwide Johnson organization is at your disposal without obligation. Next time you have a temperature control problem, call an engineer from a nearby branch office. JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin. Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
For the industrial lighting value of your lifetime

See! Examine! Compare!

THE NEW LIFETIME
CFI SERIES

Day-Brite announces the sensational new CFI-25 with 25% upward component and the CFI-10 with 10% upward component—both with important new features that promise a lifetime of unparalleled lighting performance.

From Day-Brite, the pioneer, came many of the early developments in uplighted industrial fixtures.

Now — from Day-Brite, the leader, comes a great new advancement in industrial lighting—the new Lifetime CFI series.

Today, the CFI-25 brings you all the desirable comfort benefits of 25% uplighting within a practical price range.

This is a goal sought by many in the lighting industry. A few manufacturers have actually marketed 25% uplighted fixtures. Until now, none had succeeded in keeping fixture costs within reasonable limits.

Day-Brite—and only Day-Brite—offers you advanced visual comfort for industry at an economically justified price. If you can afford any industrial lighting, you can now afford the lifetime benefits of the finest fixtures ever to reach the market.

See! Examine! Compare!

FULL 8-FT. PORCELAIN REFLECTORS! An exclusive Lifetime CFI feature! Competitive fixtures give you two 4-foot reflectors to form an 8-foot section—twice as many pieces to handle during installation, twice as many joints to interfere with alignment of runs. Another exclusive: every square inch of reflection surface is finished in snow-white Lifetime porcelain enamel. Apertures die-embossed for strength and appearance.

CFI-25 REFLECTOR SUPPORTS 358 POUNDS! Here’s a rugged test for any reflector. Supported only at its extreme ends, the 8-foot CFI-25 reflector remains perfectly straight and rigid bearing the full weight of a 358-lb. man—no bend, no sag, no spread. That’s because new ribbed construction reinforces lateral stability and a longitudinal “V” louver reinforces lengthwise rigidity (and also provides comfortable 30° cross-wise shielding). These super-rigid reflectors assure straight, true alignment of fixture runs.

See! Examine! Compare!
See! Examine! Compare!

You must see this revolutionary new industrial series yourself to appreciate the lifetime advantages it offers. Examine the CFI-25 and the CFI-10. Compare them with other industrial fixtures. Mark your calendar now to arrange a Lifetime CFI demonstration—and know firsthand why this new series is the industrial lighting value of your lifetime!

CALL OR WRITE YOUR NEAREST DAY-BRITE REPRESENTATIVE
WHEREVER a more attractive or modern treatment is desired.

Sleek "satin-finish" extruded aluminum members, deftly joined.

No exposed screws or open seams. Protective coating of methacrylate lacquer.

Available in standard types and sizes. Write for Catalog or phone ALLEN sales office in 25 principal cities.

W. D. ALLEN MANUFACTURING CO. • Chicago 6 • New York 7

LETTERS

RUDOLPH AIA ADDRESS

Forum:
Your coverage of AIA's Boston convention (AF, July '54) was thorough and comprehensive—a very stimulating memorandum of an outstanding experience.

Your reporting of Paul Rudolph's address is especially welcomed. His frank, thoughtful analysis of our present tendencies is very refreshing.

CLAIR W. DITCH, president
The American Institute of Architects
Washington, D.C.

Forum:
...He has a way of putting words together that is both stimulating and agreeable.

CARL FEISS, chief
Planning and Engineering Branch
Housing & Home Finance Agency
Washington, D.C.

Forum:
...You were right in publishing young Rudolph's address. He gives one a lot to think about. But I wish somebody had even a small percentage of the answers! As a traditional architect by taste and training, I am very much in sympathy with his approach to this complex problem.

One thing that surprised me at the convention was the number of "digs" taken at the extreme modernists by so many of the speakers. I came away not quite so ashamed of being an old fogey.

MARION SIMS WYETH, architect
Poundridge, N.Y.

Forum:
Thank you for printing the stimulating paper presented by Paul Rudolph at the AIA convention. Quite apart from his criticism of the typically poor space relationships among buildings which is undoubtedly valid, he has, regrettably, deprecated such standard zoning ordinance requirements as setback lines and minimum side yards.

For tracts of sufficient size which are to be developed under one ownership, many ordinances contain provisions whereby the normal specific restrictions may be relaxed if the site plan provides an equivalent amount of open space and preserves certain other amenities. However, for buildings not in common ownership, both in this country since colonial days, and in Europe (and possibly in the Near East), setback lines and side-yard requirements have proved their worth in preserving open space for natural embellishment and for protecting a property owner from the whimsies of his neighbors. Seaside restrictions do not re

continued on p. 76
To get a good bond between concrete blocks, the bricklayer must shift and adjust each block to its final position, before the mortar has stiffened.

Brixment makes it easier for the bricklayer to do this. Brixment mortar stays plastic longer in the wall because it has high water-retaining capacity, which provides greater resistance to the suction of the block. This gives the bricklayer more time to adjust and shift the block to its final position, while the mortar is still plastic enough to form a good, tight bond.
WIDER
Airtherm ROOF DECK

designed for a wide range of applications

Airtherm Steel Deck Sheets are furnished in 30" widths (the widest in the industry) with five ribs spaced on 6" centers. These ribs, 1 3/4" deep, have a bearing surface of 3/8" and a top opening of only 1/2" wide. These wider, self-aligning sheets mean fewer longitudinal laps with resultant savings in construction time and costs.

Airtherm Decking provides a strong, safe and durable steel roof in flat, pitched or arched construction. It has been proved in installations as side walls, partitions, canopies, and as a sub-base for concrete or aggregate flooring. This versatility, plus its attractive appearance, has led to many unique applications in a wide range of structures.

18-GAUGE AIRTHERM ROOF DECK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPERTIES</th>
<th>220</th>
<th>263</th>
<th>3960</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section Modulus (in.)</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of Inertia (in.)</td>
<td>.263</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resisting Moment (in lbs.)</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To care for all contingencies relative to geographical areas and various purlin spacing, Airtherm Decking is also manufactured in No. 22 Gauge and No. 20 Gauge metal thicknesses.
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quire a building to be located at this line nor to be aligned with it.

Larger lots to allow greater freedom in the siting of buildings and to allow one relief from his neighbor's choice of architecture, and more skillful subdivision layouts to relieve the monotony of endless streets are important. But until the glad day arrives when all building is in the hands of men who recognize the bedroom window raised 2'-6" above the floor for what it is, let us be slow to abandon zoning restrictions which have accomplished much in the creation of natural open spaces, in the preservation of health and fire safety standards and in imposing some measure of orderliness where chaos might otherwise exist.

LESLIE S. O'GWYNN
Bethesda, Md.

PRESTRESSED STEEL
Forum:

The article on prestressed steel applications in your July issue was excellent.

VINCENT A. OTTO
Technical liaison officer
Engineer Research and Development Labs.
Fort Belvoir, Va.

Forum:

Congratulations on your effective presentation of prestressed structural steel. It is a type of construction which, though generally new to engineers, has a wide potential application to the design of economical metal structures....

However, in any economic comparison of prestressed and nonprestressed steel construction, the results will be valid only if the overload capacity (factor of safety) is the same in both cases. Allowable stresses should not be used as the sole strength criteria for the design of prestressed structures....

EDWARD COHEN
Ammann & Whitney, consulting engineers
New York, N. Y.

Forum:

A very interesting and timely article.

JOSEPH K. GANNETT
The Austin Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

Forum:

Your presentation of "Prestressed Steel" (AF, July '54) was enjoyed very much. There is clear evidence today of a revival of creative thinking in structural design and analysis.

Prestressing steel is a natural projection of the concept of prestressed concrete. Its practicability is amply demonstrated by examples given in your article. However, its range of economic feasibility is yet to be charted. Save...continued on p. 72

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
ENDURO combines with glass to create *Spacious* interior

- Designers of this bank have achieved a feeling of ample space in an area in which no space is wasted. They've done it by using large glass areas, with ENDURO Stainless Steel supplying necessary structural strength and safety.

ENDURO and glass belong together. ENDURO's strength-to-weight ratio is extremely high. It is tough, durable. You can use thinner, lighter sections and still design rugged, weathertight construction. No need to "beef up" the section to allow for eventual weakening. ENDURO Stainless Steel stubbornly resists rust and corrosion... fights fatigue... maintains its great strength through the years.

ENDURO maintains its handsome appearance, too. It is solid stainless steel, with no applied surface to chip, peel, or flake away. That distinctive lustre is a permanent quality. Its smooth surface is easy to clean and to keep clean.

Use ENDURO to spark client enthusiasm. It responds beautifully to your creative ideas, producing striking architectural effects. Competent ENDURO fabricators are ready to work with you. Republic metallurgists will be glad to help develop projects you have on paper or in the idea stage. Sweet's File has more facts, or write:

**REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION**

*Alloy Steel Division • Massillon, Ohio*

**GENERAL OFFICES • CLEVELAND 1, OHIO**

Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

See Sweet's for data on Republic Pipe, Sheets and Roofing... Electrunite E.M.T... Republic Rigid Steel Conduit... Berger Lockers, Bins, Shelving and Cabinets... Truscon Steel Windows, Doors, Joists and other Building Products.
When snow starts falling this winter, plan to be among the growing number of snow-melting users who have discovered that dry, hazard-free sidewalks pay off handsomely in customer good will. You'll find that this thoughtful gesture on the outside is just as important as polite salesmen and quality merchandise on the inside! And, it eliminates a recurring maintenance chore!

Byers Wrought Iron pipe has long been the No. 1 choice for snow-melting installations. Coils of this time-tried material, embedded in sidewalk or driveway, carry hot water that makes snow disappear as it falls. Wrought iron is easy to weld, resists corrosion, and withstands damage during installation. Because it keeps serving when vulnerable materials fail, it's the dependable way to add sidewalks to your sales force.

This bulletin covers the entire field of snow-melting. . . . design, installation, operation. . . . and explains why dependability demands the use of Byers Wrought Iron pipe. We'll be glad to send you a copy on request. Write A. M. Byers Co., Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

**Forum:**

Prestressing structural steel is another gadget to keep in the structural engineer's bag of tricks, to be used if and when the necessity or desire arises. It will not be generally useful on routine design problems because the unfamiliar details and techniques may make the cost greater than ordinary construction. The selection of this method will be based mostly on economy because esthetically prestressing of steel leaves a great deal to be desired.

Your magazine is quite stimulating. I hope you will continue to present articles of this nature.

**Milo S. Ketchum**
Ketchum & Konkel, consulting engineers
Denver, Colo.

Forum:

The article is very well written, and I am pleased to note that it indicates a possible field for the use of prestressing materials in conjunction with steel structures.

In your summary of "Mild vs. High-Strength Steels" the statement is made that hot-dip galvanized bridge cables are used at a working strength of 90,000 psi. If these strands were to be used to prestress a steel structure, they would probably be used at an initial stress of 140,000 psi, since the application of live-load would cause practically no change in the strand.

**H. Kent Preston,** engineer
Construction Materials Div.
John A. Roebling's Sons Corp.
Trenton, N. J.

Forum:

The article on Northland (AF, June '54) is one of the best done thus far on shopping centers.

**Walter E. Kroening**
Assistant general director
Capitol Court Shopping Center
Milwaukee, Wis.

---

**Luminous Ceilings, Inc.**
Dept. 71, 2500 W. North Ave., Chicago 47, Ill.

Tell me where I can see it!
Send me your free booklet containing complete details about the ACUSTI-LUMINUS CEILING. Already over 3500 in use.

**Specify Acusti-luminus ceilings!**

for LOW-COST CONTROL of LIGHT, SOUND and AIR FLOW

THE OVERALL CEILING OF LIGHT THAT INCREASES OVERALL EFFICIENCY!

Here is the trend in modern lighting! A solid ceiling of light that provides soft, shadowless illumination and also hides pipes, ductwork and sprinkler systems — it modernizes old and new buildings! Made of unbreakable, corrugated LUMI-PLASTIC with noise absorbing ACUSTI-LOUVERS, it is glareproof, clean and easy to keep clean—labeled by Underwriters' Laboratories for installation under existing sprinkler systems!

Its low cost is quickly offset because people see better, feel better, work better under an ACUSTI-LUMINUS CEILING. Already over 3500 in use.
FOR SCHOOLS—FACTORIES—PUBLIC TOILETS

They Stay White For A Lifetime of Normal Use—Never Need To Be Replaced!

Now you can specify white seats for all schools, hotels, factories . . . all public buildings, without fear of discoloration. Independent research laboratory tests prove that New Olsonite White Shock-Proof Seats will not yellow—even after years of service. These tests also show that Solid Olsonite Shock-Proof Seats have *five times the impact strength of ordinary solid seats*.

New Solid Olsonite Shock-Proof Seats are made of one material—molded into one piece. Even deliberate abuse won't crack, chip or discolor them.

All Olsonite Industrial, Commercial and School Seats are now of shock-proof construction. Specify the seat that STAYS WHITE—New Solid Olsonite Shock-Proof Seats.

Solid Olsonite Shock-Proof Seats (1050 White) will be installed throughout the outstanding COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL in North Chicago, Illinois.

**ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS:**
Warren Holmes Company
Lansing, Michigan

**PLUMBING WHOLESALER:**
Warren Barr Supply Company
Chicago, Illinois

**PLUMBING CONTRACTOR:**
Commonwealth Plumbing Company
Chicago, Illinois

Olsonite's complete catalog is available on request.

Please write on your letterhead to:

**SWEDISH CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY**
Plastics Division, 8561 Butler Avenue, Detroit 11, Mich.


New 3-story addition to Shaler Township High School added 20 classrooms, upped accommodations from 750 to 1400 students, cost $1.35 million, has gym, auditorium, three shops, offices and locker. Steeltex Floor Lath on all floors. Charles M. & Edward Stotz, Jr., Architects. Geo. H. Chilli, Contractor.

Pittsburgh, City of Vision, is one of the most progressive cities in America today. Once dirty and smoky and threatened constantly with floods, Pittsburgh, now undergoing a renaissance, is one of the country's cleanest cities.

A vast network of dams in the headwaters of the Allegheny and Monongahela make damaging floods virtually impossible. A stream purification program is well under way. A new $5-million-per-mile east-west parkway, partially completed and in use, will speed traffic through the city's heart without cross streets or traffic lights. New skyscrapers, new research centers, new industrial plants, new parks, new off-street parking garages have brought about a boom in new apartments and public housing, new schools and hospitals, new shopping centers.

When buildings of this type are being designed, poured concrete decks are most desirable and when you pour concrete, it is only natural to specify Steeltex Floor Lath, the galvanized steel wire reinforcing which carries its form on its back (see cross section below left).

Steeltex requires no additional form or pencil rod reinforcing. It costs less to install than other types of forms.

NOTE: In the cross section the weight of the wet concrete forces the backing away, which permits the galvanized steel mesh to assume its proper position in the slab. Steeltex floor lath also performs two other functions: It permits work on the floor below while pouring is in progress and retains moisture to assist proper curing.

One man can roll out a 125' roll of Steeltex in a few minutes. Steeltex provides both waterproof form and steel reinforcement for concrete floors, roofs.
The $3.5-million nurses home at University of Pittsburgh towers 14 stories, completely air conditioned, contains library, recreation room, reception rooms, cafeteria seating 400—comfortable living quarters for 600. Steeltex in upper floors. Ingham, Boyd & Pratt, Architects. Trimble Company, Contractors.

Pittsburgh specify STEELTEX®
doors and roofs

and reinforcement for concrete because Steeltex can be rolled out like a carpet, stretched with a special tool, and clipped tightly in place by one man (see photo below left).

Steeltex with its waterproofed backing also prevents waste of concrete by reducing leakage to a minimum from the freshly poured slab—craftsmen can continue working on the floor below without getting splattered. Expensive clean-up time is eliminated.

Steeltex insures a strong floor because embedment of steel reinforcing takes place automatically (see note below left). Steeltex allows concrete to cure slowly, properly—guards against excessive cracking—can be installed over any type of joist—will support ample safe loads from 109 to 886 lbs. per square foot depending on spacing of joists and thickness of slab. No wonder Steeltex has been the choice of architects, engineers, contractors, and building owners alike, not only in Pittsburgh but wherever concrete slabs are poured over joists.

If your building plans call for poured concrete floors, roofs, plaster walls or ceilings, masonry veneer or Portland cement (Stucco) exteriors, there's a type of Steeltex reinforcing that will do the job better, faster, with less effort at lower overall cost.

For complete details see the Steeltex catalog in Sweet's or write for your free copy of a new 24-page illustrated booklet “Pittsburgh Steeltex, Backbone of Concrete, Plaster, Mortar.” It's yours for the asking.

STEELETTEX®
manufactured by the
Pittsburgh Steel Products Company
a subsidiary of Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

St. Clair Hospital, Mt. Lebanon Township, Pa., serving the growing South Hills area has 116 beds—cost $1.34 million. Steeltex used in all floors. Kuhn & Newcomer, Architects. R. A. Zern, Structural Engineer. H. Buss, Contractor.

Brentwood-Whitehall Shopping Center built on two levels has 25 shops in 210,000 square feet—80% are air conditioned—parks 1,000 cars. All floors reinforced with Steeltex. Forsyth & Blezard, Architects. Leland Cook, Structural Engineer. Landau Bros., Contractors.

Mammoth decks in this fabulous $10-million terminal building at $42-million Greater Pittsburgh Airport, were poured on Steeltex Floor Lath. Last year 2.5-million people including travelers spent $20 million at ticket counters, restaurants, nightclub, theater, hotel and shops. Joseph Hoover, Architect. Leland Cook, Structural Engineer. Dick Construction Co., Contractors.

Here are other recent buildings in
Pittsburgh and vicinity using Steeltex:
Amberson Gardens
Bedford Dwellings
Center-Negley Apartments
Greentree Apartments
Hebron Grade School
Kennilworth Apartments
Pennsylvania College for Women (Administration Building)
Shadyside Presbyterian Church (Chapel)
St. Augustine's High School
Talbot Towers (Housing Project)
Union Railroad (Office Building)
Westinghouse Educational School
Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Atomic Project Buildings)
Long life and low maintenance for industrial buildings
Strength and durability for power plants
Fast construction and low cost for filling stations
Protection against corrosive fumes for warehouses
Better temperature control for wine storage buildings
Excellent appearance and better sanitation for supermarkets

For more value at low cost—figure first in Kaiser Aluminum!

The structures above are only a few of scores that have demonstrated this fact to architects and builders...

No other building material offers as many advantages as Kaiser Aluminum corrugated industrial sheet—at such a low cost!

Kaiser Aluminum sheet gives extra value because it's strong and durable, lasts for generations without painting or costly maintenance. It provides its own insulation, keeping structures warmer in winter, cooler in summer. It resists corrosive fumes and gases.

Kaiser Aluminum sheet cuts costs because its light weight makes possible savings on transportation, handling and erection. You can also use a lighter, less expensive understructure to support aluminum sheet. This means you can offer lower bids against competing materials!

So, whatever you're building—figure first in Kaiser Aluminum Industrial Roofing and Siding—for better value at low cost!


Kaiser Aluminum Industrial Roofing and Siding

Low Cost—Provides a combination of advantages not available in other materials at any price.

Light weight—Reduces transportation costs. So easy to handle that construction is faster, lower in cost. Often permits the use of lighter, less expensive framing.

Strong—The increased depth (7/8") of the corrugations of Kaiser Aluminum sheet provides greater load carrying capacities over the longer spans of modern industrial construction.

Corrosion resistance—High resistance to most industrial fumes. Can't streak with red rust. Maintains attractive appearance indefinitely.

Low maintenance—Never needs painting. Resists heavy winds and hail.

Cooler, Brighter Interiors—By reflecting hot sun rays, aluminum keeps interiors as much as 15° cooler. Aluminum's high reflectivity insures extra interior light.
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Forum:
I'm sure the Northland story will prove very interesting to all your readers, as it has to the client I showed it to. Being a businessman, he said: "Let's see there what it says about the owners."

EDWARD A. EICHSTEDT, landscape architect Detroit, Mich.

Forum:
...a magnificent job...

LLOYD B. REID Traffic engineering consultant Detroit, Mich.

Forum:
Since I have in the past been critical of Forum's careless treatment of landscape architects and landscaping, it is no more than fair that I should now offer praise where praise is so thoroughly deserved for your treatment of Detroit's Northland Center.

Northland is an ideal example of the kind of cooperation that is necessary to the creation of real architecture, and all the participants were to be congratulated, including Forum for its even-handed distribution of credit.

JAMES FANNING, landscape architect New Canaan, Conn.

REFERENCE POINT SCHOOL

Forum:
The story on the Heathcote Elementary School at Scarsdale, N. Y. (AF, July '54) is indeed an interesting one. The innovations in this building provoke thoughtful consideration of many of the more or less established concepts in school building arrangement.

GEORGE D. ENGLEHART, director School Building Services Division of Public Schools Department of Education Jefferson, Mo.

Forum:
A sensitive and expansive presentation.... Your pictures certainly catch the spirit as well as reveal the details in a way which no publication has approached.

ARCHIBALD B. SHAW, superintendent Scarsdale Public Schools Scarsdale, N. Y.

Forum:
The Heathcote story is well done and, like many other Forum presentations, has already proved to be good reference material in our counseling sessions with school administrators and architects.

You mentioned in the story that here is a "reference point in school design" like the famous Crow Island School in 1941. We agree, but we hope that it does not become a
...the finest structures rest on

RAYMOND FOUNDATIONS

NEWARK AIRPORT PASSENGER TERMINAL
Newark, New Jersey

OWNER, ARCHITECT, ENGINEER:
The Port of New York Authority

SUPERSTRUCTURE CONTRACTOR:
Turner Construction Company,
New York, N. Y.

SUBSTRUCTURE CONTRACTOR:
Linde-Grimelli Construction Co.,
Newark, N. J.

RAYMOND'S DOMESTIC SERVICES . . .
Soil Investigations • Foundation Construction • Harbor and Waterfront Improvements • Prestressed Concrete Construction • Cement-mortar Lining of Water, Oil and Gas Pipelines, In Place.

RAYMOND'S SERVICES ABROAD . . .
In addition to the above, all types of General Construction.

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO.
140 Cedar Street • New York 6, N.Y.

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States, Central and South America
five happy men

the architect
"I like the design possibilities."

the lighting engineer
"Variety in size, shielding and number of lamps gives me complete flexibility."

the contractor
"Easiest installation of any recessed fixture."

the maintenance man—"Easy hinging makes my job easier."

the owner—"Good-looking, good lighting... and surprisingly low in cost."

GARCY'S new 5600 Series Recessed Lighting

Variety in size and in number of lamps

2 ft. wide units for 2, 3 or 4 lamp rows; 4 ft. x 4 ft. units for 6, 8 or 10 lamp rows. Rapid start, slimline or fluorescent lamps.

For any type of ceiling construction... plaster, aluminum grid and others

NEW!

THREE TYPES OF SHIELDING

(Hinged plastic pictured above)

Hinged louver

Alba-lite glass in hinged frame

"The big five" on any lighting job, range from the man who pays the bills to the architect who picks the fixture. Garcy's 5600 Series, by design, provide the kind of desirable features that make 'em happy, and keep them that way.

Design and lighting flexibility win a pleased nod from architects and engineers. Easy installation in any type of ceiling scores with contractors. Easy maintenance is a big feature for those concerned with upkeep. And the man who pays the bills is mighty happy with the handsome appearance and long-life construction details.

"Quality... by design" in Garcy's 5600 Series fixtures has the knack of pleasing everyone. Send for bulletin L-146.

GARCY Quality by Design


In Canada: Garcy Co. of Canada, Ltd., 191 Niagara St., Toronto
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Prototype as did the Crow Island School, Heathcote is designed for a specific program and a specific climate. It is this approach to the design that makes Heathcote successful. If Heathcote is "cribbed" in the Southwest as was Crow Island, it will be unsuccessful...

H. Joe Brown, architectural assistant
School Plant Services
School Administration Services
Texas Education Agency
Austin, Tex.

Most-Talked-About Hospital

Forum:
I have mixed feelings about the plan of the Kaiser Walnut Creek hospital and diagnostic center (AF, July '54), but high commendation for the policy of the Forum to present new ideas. Knowing Dr. Garfield's reputation for progressiveness, thoroughness and sound planning, I only hope that some of the elements which appear confusing to me will work out satisfactorily in practice.

Since we are developing one of the strong programs in the country in hospital planning, we follow the Forum's material in this field closely.

John R. McGibony, M.D.
Professor of Medical and Hospital Administration
Graduate School of Public Health
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Forum:
Your article on the Kaiser Foundation Medical Center at Walnut Creek, Calif., is very well done. Dr. Garfield has created much which is of benefit to hospital planning. There are a few problems which time will test and which may prove of great benefit to total hospital planning.

The increased use of electronic devices is a question mark in my mind from the point of maintenance and over-all expense. And as beneficial as the outside approach to patients' rooms may be, I would not wish to lose control of patient traffic as demonstrated. Hospital personnel would experience some difficulty in controlling the patient who may wish to leave the hospital against doctors' advice.

In general, however, Dr. Garfield and his associates have pioneered many new approaches which will be of great benefit in future hospital design. Many of us are only waiting for time to prove the worth-whilenes of these new ideas.

Madison B. Brown, M.D.
Executive vice president
Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital

continued on p. 80
and in HOUSTON...

In Houston, Texas, as in every other center on the North American continent where large-scale, important building goes on, Aetna Steel, world's largest manufacturer of hollow metal products, is very much in the picture.

Aetna is proud to be the supplier of hollow-metal doors and frames to what will soon stand as the most dramatic feature of this thriving Southwest city's skyline — the new 20-floor, $16 million aluminum-sheathed tower of The Second National Bank.

SECOND NATIONAL BANK,
Houston, Texas

ARCHITECT:
Kenneth Franzheim F.A.I.A.,
Houston, Texas

CONTRACTOR:
W. S. Bellows Construction Corporation,
Houston, Texas

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HOLLOW METAL PRODUCTS

PRODUCERS OF: The new Arnot Partition-walls, Arnot Functional Office Furniture; Hospital and Laboratory Equipment; Under-Counter Bank Equipment; Aetna Steel Doors and Frames; Kahr Bearings; Boyle Metal Office Partitions (Aetnawall).
MORRISON

Roly-Door
STEEL SECTIONAL DOORS

112 STANDARD SIZES for Commercial and Industrial Installations

You can confidently specify Roly-Doors for every commercial or industrial building you design. Their clean, modern, distinctively simple lines blend with any style of architecture . . . their functional design ensures safe, easy, trouble-free installation and operation (manual or electrical) . . . and their all-steel construction provides a durability that defies weather and years of hard use. Available in 112 standard sizes, there's a Roly-Door for every overhead door requirement.

And, Roly-Doors cost no more than ordinary wood or metal doors for the same purpose.

WRITE TODAY for the Roly-Door Technical Data File. It will give you complete information on all Roly-Doors' unique features . . . their sectional design and construction . . . the reasons for their durability and ease of operation . . . Morrison's nation-wide sales and service organization . . . and the many other features that will enable you to fit Roly-Doors into any of your plans. For commercial or industrial buildings, specify Roly-Doors.

In Canada, Roly-Door Distributors, Ltd., 1330 Bloor, W., Toronto 4

Also manufacturers of MOR-SUN WARM AIR FURNACES and CARRY-ALL TRUCK BODIES
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INSIDE RUSSIA

Forum:
In the March '54 issue of your excellent magazine I read a most entertaining article about Russian architecture, the conclusion of which was that the Russians had perhaps invented the Woolworth building. In this connection, I call your attention to a cartoon (above) which appeared in the June 20th issue of the Russian magazine Kroksdil. The cartoon attacks the fondness of Russian architects for columns, decoration and what-have-you. It may be used as proof, from Soviet sources, that Russian buildings look as bad on the inside as they do on the outside.

NAME WITHHELD
Foreign Service officer
US State Dept.

MODERN MET

Forum:
I think your layout and the comments on the redoing of the Metropolitan Museum (AF, May '54) are excellent for many reasons. The first is the fact that so many regional museums are in the process of like renovations and the suggestions of your critical observers carry considerable weight with those of us responsible for recommendations in regard to such changes. However, I do feel that the article itself could have been somewhat longer, including very important details which contribute to the total visual quality found in the museum. The special lighting and color used in walls and trim contribute tremendously to the success of the present installation.

ROBERT M. CHURCH, director
Philbrook Art Center
Tulsa, Okla.

A separate article on the Met's new lighting appeared in the March issue.—Ed.

continued on p. 84
New building trend set by air-conditioned skyscraper

This 26-story structure at 99 Park Avenue is distinctly different from anything ever built in Manhattan.

It's completely sheathed in self-cleaning aluminum, with reversible windows set with heat-resistant glass.

99 Park is also going to set a new standard in comfort for its tenants. Dependable air conditioning is provided by a Worthington system made up of two 665-ton centrifugal refrigerating units, which supply chilled water to 38 Worthington-equipped interior fan rooms. These distribute cooled, dehumidified air to the interior offices on each floor. The centrifugal units also furnish chilled water for individually controllable room conditioners enabling tenants in the outer offices to select their own climate.

For more than fifty years, Worthington-engineered air conditioning installations have been serving business and industry. Whether large or small, Worthington systems are all Worthington-made, not just Worthington-assembled. For the full story, contact your nearest Worthington district office, or write to Worthington Corporation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Division, Harrison, N.J.

Tishman Realty & Construction Co., Inc., Owners and Builders; Emery Roth & Sons, Architects; W. R. Cosenini & Associates, Consulting Engineers; Raisler Corporation, Mechanical Contractor; Cushman & Wakefield, Inc., Agent.
New Phantom Elevator Attendant Cuts Waiting Time In Half

You're going from the lobby to the 9th floor in an operatorless elevator. The traffic is light. The car stops at the third floor for an upgoing call. The doors open. A passenger gets in. You wait.

Then come the seconds that seem like hours. It may be only five or six—but it's time wasted. This is the *fixed* interval in present operatorless systems when elevators are held at intermediate floors, regardless of traffic intensity.

Westinghouse solved this problem with *Traffic Sentinel*, an invisible beam projected across the doorway that substitutes for a car attendant. This electronic “phantom attendant”, always alert, closes the doors promptly after the last passenger has entered or left the car. It adjusts door closing *automatically* according to the intensity of the traffic, substantially reducing unnecessary waiting time. Doors remain open only as long as the traffic flow requires.

This is the latest Westinghouse Elevator contribution to more efficient operatorless service. It’s part of our Selectomatic Traffic-Controlled System, today’s fully automatic heavy traffic Elevatoring for office buildings, hotels, hospitals, and stores. We’d like to show you this system in action. Send the coupon, or call our nearest office listed in the Yellow Pages.

Westinghouse Elevators

*Passenger and Freight Elevators • Electric Stairways
Protective Maintenance and Service

*You can be sure... if it’s Westinghouse*

Westinghouse Elevator Division
9 Rockefeller Plaza, Dept. SP-1, New York City

Please send me booklet on “Traffic Sentinel.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME AND TITLE</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>ZONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send for booklet with complete information on this new equipment.
The magic of remodeling has transformed an older Detroit building into a handsome new main office and bottling plant for the James Vernor Company, producers of Vernor’s Ginger Ale.

A striking combination of enameled glass and porcelain makes this architectural and construction masterpiece one of the most eye-catching structures on famed Woodward Avenue.

Air conditioning, of course, ranked high in the plans for modernization, and Marlo equipment exclusively was chosen for the important year-round comfort-conditioning job.

Whatever your air conditioning problems—large or small, simple or complex—you’ll find the answer in the complete line of Marlo equipment.

Write today for information and literature
See our bulletin in SWEET’S CATALOG

CALIFORNIA’S ARCHITECTS
 Forum:
There in plain print was the accusation that John Lloyd Wright had displayed a sign indicating that he is an architect! (AF, Aug. ’54.)

We know he is an architect, he knows he is an architect; without any disrespect or profanity of thought, God knows he is an architect; and now he is specifically accused of hanging a shingle with AIA after his name, which the discerning members of the California board of examiners construe to indicate that he is an architect!

There are all kinds of men classified as architects, but the ones who show the divine spark are made by the Almighty, not by an board of examiners.

Again practicing engineering, eh? I well remember the time during stress of war when John Lloyd Wright hired out for a few weeks in one of the large aircraft plants and they put him in the mechanical engineering department. That time he picked up a mistake which had been approved by all the registered mechanical engineers up to and including a vice president, and he quickly and neatly corrected what had already lost weeks of critical time. He was reporting to me for that short time, I remember how he baited me to see if I would catch it. What red faces!

I have just been out to Woodland Park where I read this FORUM article to the monkeys. They all moved over to one side of the island to make room for the Californian Board to hold sessions. Smart people, monkeys.

W. L. PHILLIPS, engineer
Bellevue, Wash.

Forum:
Three cheers for your Professor Thrugg and Oceanside’s Municipal Judge L. W. Cottingham in connection with the John Lloyd Wright controversy (AF, Aug. ’54.)

In view of the interest in this case, the following true copies of California Business and Professional Law are self-explanatory and rather curious:

The Professional Engineers Code, Par. 6736
“No person shall use the title ‘structural engineer’ unless he is a registered Civil Engineer in this state and, furthermore, unless he has been found qualified as a structural engineer according to the rules and regulations (i.e., examination, etc.) established therefor by the board.”

Now then, the architects code, Par. 5537
“Plans and drawings by uncertified persons permitted: by structural engineers. This chapter does not prevent any person from...continued on p. 88
The OFFICER—a trim, slender fixture to provide distinctive lighting to commercial interiors.

The SCHOOLMASTER—an all-steel unit which provides upward light for comfort lighting, ideal for close seeing.

For a complete showing of the Benjamin Leader Line, send for our FREE CATALOG.

It is good business to insist on units with "Better Built" features like those illustrated here. That's because such features help cut operating costs, speed up and simplify maintenance, and insure reduced obsolescence and long-life dependability.

It is good business for the user, because such units give better service and save more money. It is good business for those who recommend and install lighting equipment, because the installation of such units results in greater satisfaction and increased good will.

Shown here are but a few Benjamin Leader Line units, each with just one of its "Better Built" features. Manufacturing "Better Built" lighting equipment is a tradition with Benjamin. That's why you can rely on getting Benjamin Quality in every Leader lighting unit.

For a complete showing of the Benjamin Leader Line, send for our FREE CATALOG.
SEE BETTER—FEEL BETTER—WITH VANCO VENTILATED DOME-AIRS...

Dome-Air combines power-controlled ventilation with the standard VANCO DOME-LITE, factory assembled, and mounted on insulated metal curbing. Dome-Airs are packed and shipped as complete units—ready to install over roof opening. Dome-Air's insulated curbs are provided with Roofer's Flashing Flanges. 8" power fans come in standard units, but 10" or 12" are available at slight extra cost—if specified. More than one power fan can be installed in a single unit. Dampers open and close automatically with operation of switch (110 Volt A.C.). Dome-Airs are available in aluminum or copper, in standard or special sizes to fit requirements. All have genuine PLEXIGLAS® domes, either clear or white translucent, as preferred.

Write for complete specs—or bring us your design problems.

DON'T GUESS AT QUALITY . . .
YOU KNOW—WHEN IT'S VANCO!

CERTIFIED VANCO VALUE GUARANTEED

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
UNISTRUT® adjustable metal framing
solves complex pipe supporting...

VERSATILE SYSTEM INSTALLS QUICKLY, ON THE JOB...SAVES TIME AND MONEY FOR ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

Complicated piping such as in the Eli Lilly and Company pharmaceutical plant at Indianapolis, Indiana, required supporting capable of working in difficult spots, around corners, bends...a supporting that could be put up quickly, yet economically.

UNISTRUT framing was the ideal solution. For this quick-erected system is simply cut and bolted together, custom fit to the job. No welding, drilling or skilled labor required. UNISTRUT framing reduces engineering detailing and installation time. And it is completely adjustable, permitting alterations or changes at any time.

Supporting shown here was erected from stock channel, fittings, beam clamps, pipe rollers—all part of the complete UNISTRUT framing system. This versatile framing method will save you hours and dollars on thousands of mechanical and electrical supporting jobs. See your UNISTRUT Distributor for complete details, or send the coupon for a free copy of the UNISTRUT handbook.

The World's Most Flexible All-Purpose Metal Framing

U. S. Patent Numbers
2327587 2329815 2345650
2363382 2380379 2405631
2541908

Oilour Catalog in Sweets


Free Handbook!
84 pages, electrical and mechanical installations with UNISTRUT framing.

UNISTRUT PRODUCTS COMPANY, Dept. F-10
1013 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Illinois

Name: ...........................................
Company: ....................................
Address: .................................
City: ............................. Zone... State...

Supporting piping in difficult places is easy to accomplish with adjustable UNISTRUT framing. Note the many different arrangements and angles supported. Pipe clamps, too, are part of the UNISTRUT system.

CUT AND BOLT TOGETHER

USE A HACKSAW AND WRENCH

NO DRILLING, NO WELDING

100% ADJUSTABLE AND RE-USABLE
WHen a craneway extends from inside a building to an outside railroad siding or storage yard it's an open and shut case that Byrne can provide the finest in a dependable closure. This craneway opening shown above provides a substantial reduction in heating costs with the added advantage of increased working efficiency.

Byrne crane entrances combine upward acting doors at the crane rails with swinging or sliding doors below. The upper door is always motorized, the lower doors may be specified for manual or motor operation. Interlocks insure complete safety, with automatic or selective controls located as desired.

Crane entrance doors are furnished in steel, or aluminum which is gaining increasing acceptance as a construction material. Windows may be installed as desired for consistent architecture.

For successful development of crane entrance doors, our engineering consultation is furnished without obligation.

FOR INFORMATION regarding Byrne doors and facilities consult Sweet's Catalog or write direct for our brochure.

BYRNE doors, inc.
Dept. f-3
1421 East 8 Mile Road, Ferndale, Detroit 20, Mich.
101 Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Cafritz Bldg., Washington 6, D.C.
LOOK OUT, FIRE!

PYRENE and C-O-TWO, world-renowned manufacturers of approved fire protection equipment, are now unified under the same management to give your clients the finest and most complete line on the market today...

- built-in fire detecting systems that quickly respond to smoke, heat or flame...
- all types of portable fire extinguishers and built-in fire extinguishing systems that kill fire fast...
- plus an expert fire protection engineering service that gives unbiased advice on what is best for the particular fire hazard concerned.

Don't take unnecessary chances... the combined fire protection experience of PYRENE and C-O-TWO over the years is at your disposal without obligation. Get complete facts today!

PYRENE—C-O-TWO
NEWARK 1 • NEW JERSEY
Sales and Service in the Principal Cities of United States and Canada
COMPLETE FIRE PROTECTION
portable fire extinguishers... built-in fire detecting and fire extinguishing systems
CARBON DIOXIDE • DRY CHEMICAL • VAPORIZING LIQUID • SODA-ACID • WATER • CHEMICAL FOAM • AIR FOAM
Cut cost, save time—and eliminate one sub-contract by using FIAT Precast Receivers. When you plan showers with plastic or metal tile walls you save labor—speed completion—by specifying a plumber-installed FIAT receptor. You will get a better shower floor... attractive... one-piece... permanently leakproof. There's no lead pan, no multi-layer construction—nothing that can be affected by building settlement. It's the modern, money-saving way to better shower construction.

SEND FOR FREE FIAT MANUAL—
COMPARES methods of shower floor construction
ILLUSTRATES receptor applications with various walls
PROVES many Precast Receptor advantages

FIAT METAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
9201 W. Belmont Ave. • Franklin Park, Illinois

Please send me your new manual on shower floor construction as soon as it's off the press.

Name ___________________________ Address ___________________________
City __________________ State ______
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the project goes out of character and may be unbalanced by its sizeable shopping center.

RUSSELL VANWYK BLAIR
City and regional planner
New Hope, Pa.

Forum:
I congratulate you on the comprehensive account of the new town of Kitimat...

DOROTHY E. WHITEMAN, executive secretary
The Bureau of Urban Research
Princeton University
Princeton, N. J.

Forum:
It is indeed gratifying for one in the Canadian architectural profession to note recent recognition by the FORUM of developments in the field of Canadian town planning. The very extensive and excellent coverage of both Don Mills and Kitimat certainly shows well what is being attempted in Canada.

ARTHUR F. PEACH, architect
Sudbury, Ontario

Forum:
After reading "Environment and Building Shape" in your August issue, I blinked in amazement at the rendering of Kitimat's downtown civic and commercial center in the same issue.

The Olgyay brothers have shown through painstaking research what the basic building shapes should be, and why, in the four climatic regions. According to their findings, closed compact forms are preferable in the cool zone (into which northern British Columbia surely falls), because of their relatively dense cubature. Elongated unilateral buildings are not favorable. The layout should provide shelter against winds. Larger building units should be grouped closely, but spaced to utilize beneficial sun heat treatments. The buildings should be joined to minimize heat loss. . .

Well, if I hadn't recognized the foliage in the rendering of Kitimat's civic center, I would have sworn that it depicted a scene somewhere closer to the equator than Kitimat!

Large expanses of glass (even insulated glass); narrow canopies; flat roofs; wide open stairways serving obviously busy areas; open promenades with delicate railings, and wide open centers of activity obviously vulnerable to north winds spell—the tropics. Which Kitimat certainly is not!

I understand from your article that Kitimat is blessed with weather consisting of "seemingly incessant rain, snow and winds." I also understand that "natives of British Columbia prefer to keep nature at arm's length rather than in their hair." Furthermore, I am told that Kitimat's creators, wishing to forestall wind and drifting snow, "conceived curved streets for visual reasons and to serve as windbreaks." A close study of all the published plans indicates that their civic

continued on p. 95
Use West Coast lumber—the building material with an outstanding record of performance—for sub-flooring. Wood's natural qualities give it high strength, great nail-holding ability, and the important advantages of resiliency and insulation. West Coast lumber is time-tested in conventional construction. And, as always, it remains the natural choice of the day's most creative designers. Specify the West Coast species for dependability...Douglas Fir, West Coast Hemlock, Western Red Cedar and Sitka Spruce.

Send for folder describing free literature available for your reference files. West Coast Lumbermen's Assn., 1410 S. W. Morrison St., Portland 5, Ore.

Douglas Fir • West Coast Hemlock
Western Red Cedar • Sitka Spruce

WEST COAST LUMBER

whatever the job, consider WOOD FIRST!
MORE STRENGTH PER SQUARE INCH.
48" x 48" TITUS GYMNASIUM GRILLE
supports the combined weight of 4 Titus factory workers.

designed by TITUS
Here's a grille that's been especially customed for school and institutional application. It features special built-in durability to withstand gymnasium use and abuse. Made to give long efficient service under the most rugged conditions of bouncing basketballs, baseballs, jarring kicks, and bumps. Has smooth contours, no sharp corners or points. Is safety approved for school use. Is simply so rugged it stops damage and replacement costs.

Clean cut, compact, created to blend with the lines of modern school architecture. Available as grille face only (Model G-1) or grille face with attached volume controller (Model G-2).

The Volume Controller features the famous solid section, extruded aluminum, streamlined Airfoil louvers. Noise and turbulence are cut to a minimum. At the same time, perfect, draft-free air distribution is assured.

14 GAUGE ROUND EDGED FLAT WIRE STEEL BLADES
VERTICAL STEEL SUPPORT BARS PLACED ON 6 INCH CENTERS
16 GAUGE STEEL EXTRA WIDE BORDER FOR EASY MOUNTING
STANDARD GRADE PRIMER COAT FINISH.

TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION • WATERLOO, IOWA

Gentlemen: Please send me complete free information on the new design gymnasium grille.

Name
Company
Address
City Zone State

FREE BROCHURE... also Special School and Institutions Price Chart. Mail coupon today.
NEW CALL STATION SPEEDS PATIENTS' CARE

EDWARDS AUTOMATIC RESET NURSE'S CALL STATION CUTS TRIPS TO BEDSIDE

Here's a complete system that does triple duty! The Edwards Nurses' Call System not only allows patient to call nurse and nurse to call patient...it also has the new Edwards automatic reset and privacy features. Calls are automatically reset from master station, eliminating need of nurse resetting call in patient's room. Bedside stations are provided with privacy switch or lamp — giving patient knowledge of nurse's supervision. Plug-in type construction permits instantaneous replacement, even by untrained hospital personnel.

All this...plus the other well known Edwards advantages: master station about half the size of most others...keys that serve two patients each...super-sensitive Stromberg-Carlson amplifier picks up slightest whisper from patient's bed. For complete information write for Bulletin HO-13, Edwards Company, Inc., Dept. AF-10, Norwalk, Conn.
LETTERS continued from p. 90

center fails to meet their self-assigned conditions.

ALOYSIUS SCHUSZLER, architect
Cleveland Heights, Ohio

Unfortunately, the independent architects and builders who are building Kitimat do not have the same respect for the climate as do Kitimat’s master planners. Added proof of this fact are the colonial houses now being built by the hundreds at Kitimat (see p. 158).—Eo.

Forum:
Your article on the new Canadian town of Don Mills (AF, June ’54) is only mildly interesting, genially platitudinous. I would like to know how it was financed and by whom. How were (or are) the utilities being paid for? Has a school been built? Is the town a self-governing corporate entity? And so forth.

Why not a good comparison piece between this town and Park Forest on the process of effectuation, the problems of future expansion, the managerial difficulties?

HENRY S. CHURCHILL

The community is financed by a variety of means: Argus Corp. (Industrialist E. P. Taylor’s holding company) and several insurance companies and banks. The community lies within the jurisdiction of the township of North York, one of 14 suburbs recently incorporated into greater Toronto. The township will take over the roads, sewage system, and so on. The first elementary school will open this fall, serving the residents of the nearly completed northwest quadrant. Land is set aside for churches but none is in the planning stage as yet.

Don Mills Developments, Ltd., sells off all residential and industrial land, will retain only the shopping center at the center of town. Individual entrepreneurs, not Don Mills Developments, Ltd., own and operate the apartment buildings.

When some of the problems of expansion and management get far enough along to provide an educational case study, Reader Churchill’s suggested comparison will be considered.—Eo.

WARPED SURFACES

Forum:
The article on warped surfaces (AF, Aug. ’54) is very good and clear. The method of analysis without bending—membrane analysis—does not consider deformations of the surface. Consideration of such deformations and the necessity of making them consistent will often lead to bending stresses in the structure of the same order of magnitude as the membrane stresses computed from membrane theory. If the pitch of a warped roof structure is zero, then, instead of a warped surface, we have a flat plate, with loads carried entirely by bending. As the pitch increases, membrane action becomes progressively more important. At some stage bending presumably becomes negligible. But, no one has figured out when this stage is reached.

ERIC REISSNER
Professor of mathematics, MIT
Cambridge, Mass.

SPLIT-SECOND ACCURACY!

Every clock—one, ten or a hundred—tells precisely the same time, thanks to Edwards centrally controlled Clock and Program Systems. No Master clock is needed. Write for Bulletin “CL” or see our catalog in Sweet’s Architectural File.

TRIM, MODERN, EFFICIENT:

Edwards Fire Alarms are chosen by leading architects to protect America’s most important buildings.

SAVES STEPS, TIME, EFFORT...

Edwards Soft Speaking Nurses’ Call System makes life easier for nurse and patient. Patient can make known her needs before nurse goes to bedside.

ADVANTAGES WITH... FII PLYWOOD CONCRETE FORMS

1 TIME AND LABOR SAVINGS
Fir plywood forms speed form construction, erection and stripping by up to 25%.

2 SMOOTH CONCRETE
Fir plywood formed concrete is smooth, pin-free. Requires less rubbing. Ceilings can be painted direct after a minimum of finishing—eliminating plastering.

3 MAXIMUM RE-USE
Interior PlyForm gives several re-uses; up to 12-15 not unusual; over twice as many re-uses with Exterior PlyForm and overlaid panels. Plan and build forms for long service.

SPECIFY BY DFPA GRADE TRADEMARKS

These grade trademarks identify quality panels made expressly for form work. 1. Interior PlyForm (moisture resistant glue) for multiple re-use; 2. Exterior PlyForm (100% waterproof glue) for maximum re-use; 3. Overlaid (hardboard or hard, resin fiber surface) Exterior plywood for maximum re-use plus smoothest concrete.
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Gymnasium Equipment?

CHOOSE WITH CONFIDENCE FROM THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE SOURCE...

If only a single item is needed, or everything required to outfit a complete gym, Medart equipment is invariably a "best buy" in practical design, better construction, and extra years of service. On every phase of gymnasium building or modernization, consult Medart—The World's Most Experienced Authority.

Write For Literature

FRED MEDART PRODUCTS, INC.
3584 DeKalb St. St. Louis 18, Mo.
Wolmanized LUMBER

stresses application versatility

...among these four outstanding benefits

1 Application versatility. Wolmanized clean pressure-treated lumber is an improvement on nature. Having all the versatility and user acceptance that is traditional of wood, Wolmanized lumber goes even farther. It is many times longer lasting than untreated lumber, while being deadly to rot and termites. Wolmanized lumber is the treated lumber that is "pedigreed" with actual documented Service Records. These records not only authenticate more than a quarter century of service but list literally hundreds of applications. Wherever you may have use for treated lumber, Wolmanized clean pressure-treated lumber will meet, and will probably exceed, your requirements. Application versatility of Wolmanized lumber is heightened by important added benefits, too. Besides being clean, it is also odorless, completely paintable, harmless to skin and clothing, and noncorrosive to metal fittings.

2 Available anywhere. There are many kinds of treated lumber, but 48% of all clean pressure-treated lumber is "Wolmanized" brand. This means that nearly as much of it is specified and used as is the combined total of all other kinds. Distribution as well as quality earns such acceptance. 24 qualified wood preserving plants in the United States and Canada provide coast-to-coast distribution, assure certain delivery.

3 Uniform treatment. Wherever you buy Wolmanized clean pressure-treated lumber you can be sure that uniform treatment is providing a product of undeviating high quality. The Wolman brand salts are produced under a single exact formula. High pressure treatment processes by which Wolman preservative, in solution, is driven deep into wood fibers must also meet rigid Koppers requirements. Only properly equipped, responsible wood preserving organizations can qualify for licenses to produce under the "Wolmanized" brand.

4 Proved dependability. The Service Records that demonstrate Wolmanized lumber's application versatility also prove its dependability. Actual case histories of how Wolmanized lumber has served others, and how it can fill your needs have been compiled into an informative brochure. For full information write: Koppers Company, Inc., Wolman Preservative Department, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

"Wolman" and "Wolmanized" are registered trademarks of Koppers Company, Inc.

Pressure-Treated Wolmanized LUMBER
A DESIGN STANDARD LIKE THIS DEMANDS USE OF MODERN POWER

The standards being set in today's office building design call for full utilization of modern electrical power. It's an important consideration—in view of such necessities as high-speed elevators and modern lighting, the heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems.

These devices, as you know, have placed greater demands on a building's electrical system. More power must be carried. And power quality has had to be improved to minimize outages, assure well-regulated voltage.

Thus, a modern, completely adequate electrical system is extremely vital if the service devices you design-in are to operate at peak efficiency. Literally, it's an integral part of the building's foundation. It should be considered in the study stage . . . keyed to the services that will operate from it . . . built with equally modern electrical power equipment.

By so doing, you'll be bringing the power facilities up to the standards you've set for design. And you'll be providing your client with a better building—economically sound and adequately equipped to handle the many functions it must perform.


YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse

WHAT IS A MODERN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM? It's an integral part of basic design—not superimposed or considered after the building is under construction.

The modern system is planned around requirements for reliability, versatility and convenience. And it stresses electrical characteristics essential to building services. Therefore, system design will vary—based on the type of building involved.

The Spot Network System, left, is an example. It emphasizes "reliability"—an important requirement in large office buildings. Efficient, high-voltage power is brought close to building loads from two or more sources. An electrical fault at one source will not interrupt power to the loads being served.

FOR YOU . . . 24-page book, covering modern electrical systems and equipment for commercial buildings. Valuable adjunct to your design planning. Write at no obligation for Cornerstone or Tombstone, B-6151. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 3 Gateway Center, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
MATCH PEAK TRAFFIC WITH PEAK POWER

High-speed elevator service—demanded when tenants must be moved quickly during heavy traffic hours—should begin at the electrical system planning stage.

The need for completely adequate power distribution makes this so. Not only do high-speed elevators require more power, but their drives are usually located in the penthouse—far removed from the power source. Thus, the electrical system must carry heavier loads greater distances. Yet, it has to hold voltage and power losses to a minimum.

A typical way: High-voltage distribution—carrying high voltage from power source in the basement close to the electrical center of load in the penthouse. This modern practice stabilizes voltage. It eliminates line losses that result from long runs of secondary lines. It assures adequate capacity for heavy electrical loads.

At the center of load, then, high voltage is stepped down to operating levels with a Westinghouse Dry-Type Power Center. It installs anywhere to feed the elevator equipment and other local loads. No need for a vault. And the dry-type transformers and air circuit breakers minimize maintenance.

WESTINGHOUSE DRY-TYPE POWER CENTER...
a compact substation that permits high voltage to be carried close to elevator and other remote loads. Comes ready to install.
AIM:

MATCH MODERN AIR CONDITIONING WITH MODERN CONTROL

Modern air conditioning is another tenant demand completely dependent on the electrical facilities behind it. A number of motors and controls is involved in the modern air conditioning system. Thus, early steps should be taken electrically to assure continuous circulation of conditioned air—to the various building services.

In many modern buildings, all control equipment is located in one spot. This brings about easier operation and simplifies maintenance.

More complete integration of the controls is possible with a Westinghouse Control Center. It centralizes motor starting and protective devices in a compact enclosure that installs easily in any convenient location. Then, operating personnel can check operation of all motors at a glance.

In addition, Westinghouse Control Centers meet future requirements. This flexibility is due to standardized design and modular construction of the units.

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse
AIM:

MATCH FIXTURES TO FUNCTIONS

Effective illumination demands this consideration: Lighting systems must be matched to functional requirements, yet blend harmoniously with building design.

This is particularly difficult in general office areas where sharp contrasts must be minimized. Thus, to keep contrast between fixture and ceiling down—to prevent specular reflection from shiny surfaces—indirect lighting is required.

When you select the fixture, you must balance the desirability for comfort—obtained with indirect lighting—with the requirement for efficiency, realized through direct lighting.

Other factors also affect the selection. Fixture design and proportion and the ultimate lighting layout must blend with interior design.

Above is an outstanding example of how these considerations have been met. A Westinghouse CD-80 Luminaire was selected. It assures both comfort and efficiency by providing direct and indirect illumination. It blends well with room proportions... gives quality light for detailed office work... maintains the same high level of balanced design that exists throughout the building.

Architecturally, complete advantage was taken of the 10' ceilings. Fixtures were suspended approximately 2'. This permitted installation of a comfortable system of continuous semi-indirect lighting. Today, it still maintains a desk-top lighting level of over 40 footcandles.

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse
AIM:

PROVIDE MAXIMUM RENTAL SPACE

The heavier electrical loads elevator, air conditioning and lighting systems place on a building's power system make selection of its component parts a vital consideration. This equipment must have adequate capacity for increased loads. Yet, it should be compact to release maximum space to your client.

Modern distribution equipment answers these requirements. Example: Westinghouse Bus Duct—a highly efficient way to distribute low-voltage power. Up to 5000 amperes, in fact, it packs more power into less space than any other method of secondary electrical distribution.

Wesinghouse Bus Duct comes in standard, prefabricated sections that adapt perfectly with building plans. It can be installed in elevator shafts or wireways. When exposed, its neat appearance blends well with interior design. The inherent flexibility of bus duct is another "plus". It provides adequate reserve capacity to handle future loads. Expensive rewiring is eliminated.

MATCH LIGHTING INSTALLATION WITH MODERN PANEL-BOARDS to give your clients both adequate protection and the convenience of circuit breakers. Westinghouse NPLAB-type lighting panelboard, here, features the compact Quicklag® P AB De-ion® circuit breaker. It enables you to design circuit protection into a smaller panelboard... and saves valuable closet space.
"We think every school should have windows like these!"

If you want the real "low down" on school design, talk to the students or the teachers. They'll tell you that daylight walls—clear glass stretching from sill to ceiling—give a feeling of freedom to a school.

School boards and taxpayers also like daylight walls. They mean lower electric bills, because lights are needed less often. Lower maintenance, because there's less wall area to paint and glass is easy to clean. Lower construction cost, because daylight walls are so economical.

In climates where heat saving is essential, you can glaze daylight walls with Thermopane* insulating glass. It cuts heat loss by 44% to 50%, compared to single glazing, so areas near windows stay comfortable. Rooms are quieter, too, because Thermopane muffles outdoor noise.

If you want more information about daylight walls or Thermopane, write for book described below, or call your nearest Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Distributor or Dealer.

Daylight Walls of L-O-F Window Glass make the rooms at Twin Falls (Ida.) High School comfortable, light and cheerful. Frank H. Paradise, Jr., Arch.; Paul K. Evans, AIA, Arch.; Holmes G. Lush, Associate Arch.

Free Book on School Daylighting

If you have anything to do with school construction, you should have this authoritative book on the different ways of daylighting schoolrooms. For a free copy of How to Get Nature-Quality Light for School Children, write Dept. 42104, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 608 Madison Ave., Toledo 3, Ohio.
THIS HOME INSURED FOR LIFE AGAINST COSTLY DRAINAGE FAILURE

with PERMANENT CAST IRON SOIL PIPE

When you specify permanent CAST IRON SOIL PIPE from sewer to roof vent, you are writing an insurance policy against future trouble for your clients—and for you.

OUTDOORS

from house to street, rugged Cast Iron Soil Pipe withstands heavy strain and stresses because of its great metallic strength, and offers maximum resistance to root penetration. It does not warp, flatten, absorb moisture, disintegrate, swell or buckle.

INDOORS

its high structural strength gives cast iron permanence in walls and under cellar floors. It can't be nail punctured, does not corrode. It is the only time-tested permanent piping that you can recommend with complete confidence.

For these sound reasons, cast iron is the only material permitted from roof to street by ALL Building Codes.

* * * * *

Our Company does not manufacture cast iron pipe, but has long supplied the nation's leading cast iron pipe foundries with quality foundry pig iron from which permanent pipe is made.

WOODWARD IRON COMPANY
WOODWARD, ALABAMA
Whenever you've got a job on the boards, Gold Bond "400" Corrugated Asbestone can help you. Asbestone makes exceptionally strong walls for any type of industrial or commercial building, large or small. It's fireproof and resists damage from corrosive alkalis and acids. There's no leakage, even during the most severe rainstorms. Reinforced rock-like composition gives a maintenance-free surface...impervious to extreme winter and summer weather. Before you specify the traditional type wall, investigate Corrugated Asbestone.

GOOD LOOKING WALLS

And you can combine Gold Bond Corrugated Asbestone with brick, cement blocks, or any other basic material for a smart, good-looking building design. Asbestone also blends perfectly with corrugated glass or glass reinforced plastic panels used as fenestration.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Standard 400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>42&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lengths</td>
<td>1' to 12' (in 6&quot; increments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>Approx. 3/8 of the sheets and 9/16&quot; on flaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>4 lbs. per sq. ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Natural Cement Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of Corrugation</td>
<td>13/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refer to Sweets—AIA File 12-F

NATIONAL GYPSUM CO. • BUFFALO 2, N. Y.

Send for your copy of "Corrugated Asbestone Roofing and Siding"—with full technical and application data.

Build better with Gold Bond

CORRUGATED ASBESTOS
Is there a better way to pay for schools?

While Florida puts the Sunday driver to work, while PTA argues for federal funds, and while planners toy with the idea of government insurance, big builders experiment with some ideas of their own: schools for rent, schools of houses, schools financed with higher home prices.

Against the need for 120,000 new classrooms this year and every year through 1960, only 50,000 rooms will have been added by Dec. 31. The problem is easy to state, if difficult to solve: money.

Old methods of financing schools are failing to meet the needs of the second half of the twentieth century. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was logical to make property taxes the source of school funds because much of our economy was based on the value of property. Only in the last 50 years has it changed to an economy that largely measures its wealth in terms of income created by manufacturing.

Today people everywhere—and particularly those whose communities have been flooded with small low-cost houses—are looking for a better way to provide schools. Some communities think that they have already found the answer. Even the motorists who pay for Florida's schools do so happily. Georgia and South Carolina use the sales tax to pay for school buildings which are rented to local districts; Massachusetts uses its general tax fund to help local school districts pay off their bonds, and Maryland lends money to its districts at the bargain rate of 11/2%.

While federal aid to education is a perennial subject of Congressional debate, this year will hear the subject broadened to cover FHA-like insurance for school loans.

All these plans are presented in some detail below, along with a check list of ways in which any school district's building funds may be stretched and a discussion of the stop-gap devices builders are using pending the invention of a better way to finance schools.

In Florida: the people ride to school

Since 1953 fund raising for Florida's schools has been relatively painless. In that year the state decided to use the money it got from motor vehicle licenses to pay for new school buildings. (Revenue is divided among counties on a population basis.) Since the license fee did not go up and since the people were already paying the tax, there was none of the pain usually associated with finding new sources of revenue.

In Georgia and North Carolina: state-built schools for rent

Using sales tax proceeds, Georgia's State School Building Authority builds schools for local systems on a lease-purchase basis. The local district pays a yearly rental and at the end of 20 years takes title to the school. The State Authority sets aside money for a county district based on $7.50 per sq. ft. and an arbitrary number of square feet per student. According to Atlanta Architects Frank J. Bull and Richard L. Aecik: "... it becomes a neat trick to meet the county's needs for as nearly as $7.50 per sq. ft. as is possible" when local bonding ability is exhausted.
A committee of the Georgia State Department of Education decides how many schools a district needs and how large they should be and the School Building Services Division establishes a program for each school. The nonprofit State School Building Authority, then finances these schools on land deeded to it by the local system and the Authority pays each local board enough money to pay the rent. Since the state constitution forbids bond issues by the legislature for this purpose, the "authority" device is used to create a "private" group to float bonds. Since Georgia's credit is better than most of its districts, the cost of such bond issues is lower than it would be if local areas tried to float issues.

South Carolina has a system similar to Georgia's. A 3% state sales tax is earmarked for school construction with the state contributing 75% of the cost and the local community the rest.

In Massachusetts: state aid for local school bonds

With money received from the state legislature's general tax fund, Massachusetts' School Building Commission defrays part of the yearly interest and amortization costs incurred by the local boards through bond issues. The amount paid to each district varies according to the general income in that area and ranges from 30% to 60% of the total amortization and interest costs. This differs from the South Carolina and Georgia systems in that each of the Massachusetts districts issues its own bonds.

In Maryland: state loans at 11/2 %

Once a year each county in Maryland presents its estimate of how much it will need to build new schools in the coming year. The State Education Dept. examines the requests and sends the legislature the combined requirements. The legislature passes a single appropriation bill and authorizes one omnibus bond issue with the revenue from the bonds turned over to the State Education Dept. Up to this point the system is similar to the others already mentioned. But instead of handing over the money to the districts, Maryland lends the money to each of its counties at 11/2%. Maryland's better credit rating saves the counties roughly 11/4% interest. Since 1% interest equals 15% of the total construction cost (on a 30-year issue), by using this system Maryland enables its counties to cut their costs by about 221/2%.

In Washington, D. C.: talk of federal aid and insurance

Despite the strides that some states have made in solving the problem of paying for schools, many people hold that the only real solution is some form of federal aid.

President Eisenhower has called a White House conference to alleviate the school building problem. The state pays each district a sum of money based on the total assessed valuations and that therefore the only logical way to finance the needed schools is to use the same device that got the homes built, i.e., federally insured construction.

A school insurance program would not require great expenditures. Instead it would place the credit of the US behind the needs of the local communities. In this way, proponents argue, lower interest rates would be obtained and school districts would be able to tap funds held by institutional investors (banks, insurance companies, corporate pension funds, etc.) who are not willing to put their money in low-interest, locally backed bonds but will invest if the federal government stands behind an issue.

In other cities: schools by homebuilders

Among the many people who do not favor federal aid to schools are some who place the responsibility on the housing developers who, they believe, should be required to set aside land to meet the educational needs of the people they bring into a district. Some contend that they should also build the schools—at nominal costs—and lease them back to the local school boards. Most builders have not seemed concerned about such contentions until the advocates of this plan became a large group, as often as not old inhabitants of the areas undergoing expansion. They began blocking—or threatening to block—new home construction.

Some builders have agreed to build the schools, lease them to the school board for a yearly rental. At the end of a specified time, the board takes over full ownership. Other builders have agreed to set aside a number of their houses for use as temporary classrooms until the district can build a permanent school. When the permanent school is built, the builder takes back the houses and sells them as the dwellings they really are.

Designed originally for homes, they do not provide the facilities that schools must have. The lease-purchase system is probably a better plan, but even Bill Levitt, one of its active proponents, has no illusions about the method; he knows it is merely a short-term, emergency solution. Both systems manage to let the districts get around their bonded debt limits but this in itself is not necessarily a good idea. Since only a relatively large homebuilder can afford to provide such schools, neither system helps the small community that suddenly gets 100 or so homes dropped into its midst.

Examples of such homebuilder school operations are detailed on the following 2 pages.

FOUR WAYS TO STRETCH AVAILABLE BUILDING FUNDS:

1. Establish realistic property assessments. Some districts set assessed valuation at 10% of full value, others at 20% and a few go over 50%. Property assessments that are less than the district can afford restrict needed building. Adequate tax rates must be established along with property valuations before a district can properly plead inadequate funds.

2. Encourage industry to move into town to help carry the school tax burden. This is difficult to do unless the community can offer suitable industrial sites, power, labor force, reasonable taxes and low transportation costs.

3. Every effort should be made to bring a community's bonded debt limit up to modern standard. (Most of them were set in the horse and buggy days.) This, of course, requires pressure on the state government. This would help many communities (particularly the older, wealthier ones) but is not a cure-all; it merely makes it possible legally to issue bonds. New and growing towns cannot carry the costs of bonds.

4. Some states use a so-called equalization program to alleviate the school building problem. The state pays each district a sum of money based on the total assessed valuations and the number of pupils attending its schools. By reducing each district's outlay for operating costs, the state frees local funds for construction. The fallacy of equalization programs is that the base is not equal. The difference in rates of assessed valuations between districts throws any attempt at equalization out of line. Such a program is sound only if assessed valuations are realistic.
For years Linda Mar was a quiet little coastal town in California, 15 mi. south of San Francisco. Then along came Builder Andres F. Oddstad Jr., with plans for adding 3,500 new homes. This fall 650 of his $9,500 to $11,500 homes were occupied by families with 400 children of elementary school age. The school board thought it might find room for them but there were obviously more children due to move into the area as more houses were finished, and the old schools certainly could not carry that heavy a load. Rumbles of discontent were heard. Before a ban on further construction could be started, Builder Oddstad offered to build 11 of his houses (minus the room partitions) in a row, connect them by covered walks and rent them to the district for $950 a month until the district could build a permanent school. Once the permanent building was operating, Oddstad would take back his buildings, put in the partitions, take down the covered walks, add garages and sell them as houses.

Last month the "school"—ten classrooms and an administration building—opened for business. It was financed by a San Francisco bank which considered the classrooms as "unfinished homes" so they could conform to mortgage procedures. (The 1954 Federal Housing Act, passed after the Linda Mar arrangements were made, permits FHA to insure loans on houses used as schools.)

Under this program five fine schools have been built in Park Forest. The School districts have actually paid for and taken over one of these schools, and they are about to take over two more. Meanwhile, a fairly acceptable educational program has been maintained.

All has not been peaches and cream, however.

For us as builders, the program has been very costly. Our company has given the school districts $500,000 in operating subsidies, loan assistance, and land at par value. In addition we have advanced nearly $1.4 million to the not-for-profit corporations—tying up working capital we needed and could have used more productively elsewhere.

For the community, the program also has its disadvantages, for it pledges its future bonding power too far ahead for sound business practice.

Consequently, we are now developing a new program which should go straight to the heart of the problem, which is this:

The average middle- and lower-income house goes on the assessment rolls at a figure too low to give the community the added bonding power required to provide its share of the community facilities it would require. It goes on the assessment rolls at a figure $200 to $250 too low to meet the added need for new schools for the children who will live in the house, $500 too low to meet the added need for new schools plus the added need for other new community facilities.

Some of this $500 gap can be covered by commercial valuations,
In Levittown: the builder provides handsome, low-cost schools for rent to the town

When Bill Levitt set out to build 16,000 homes 20 mi. from Philadelphia he set aside land for schools and planned to leave the construction of those buildings to the Bristol school board. But, when the board received plans for two schools each costing $1 million, a crisis was at hand. The township simply could not afford to spend that much. Levitt saved the day by offering to build two 20-room schools at $500,000 each, lease the schools to the board which would get title to them after 20 years. The board jumped to accept. Rental of $38,000 a year for each school is to be paid to the specially created Levitt Educational Foundation, Inc. (Levitt financed the buildings himself by placing mortgages with private banks.) Had it built similar schools by floating a 35-year bond issue, the school board's financing cost would have been about $67,500 per year. Operating and maintenance costs are to be paid by the board in the normal fashion—Levitt takes no part in this phase of the schools.

Levitt made just one stipulation when he offered to build the schools—he would have to do it his way. He put up buildings without frills, using many of the same materials that go into his houses. But each room in the new schools has its own bathroom and outside entrance—features that usually go with high-priced schools. According to Levitt, a good part of his savings came from the type of frame he used. By putting up a one-story structure containing two rows of classrooms and a central hall, he was able to do without steel—using concrete blocks as bearing walls. (He also used the concrete blocks as interior walls, painting them but leaving them otherwise unfinished.)

The fact that he was already on the site building homes was another major factor in keeping costs down since it reduced overhead. In effect, he was able to build the schools with his left hand and write off much of the expense of planning the schools and ordering materials against the costs of his homebuilding operation.

The only steel used in his schools is for the two-story, all-purpose room (auditorium-gymnasium combined). The concrete blocks are covered on the outside by panels of colored striated cement-asbestos board.

When he was through, Levitt had built light, airy schools, each covering 38,400 sq. ft. Based on 30 pupils per 40’ room, the costs came to $12.36 per sq. ft., $23,750 per classroom and $791 per pupil for a total expenditure of $475,000 for each building and $25,000 for each lot.

Beyond the cost question, Levitt's lease-purchase school is probably preferable to the temporary-home type used in Linda Mar simply because Levitt's buildings were planned as schools.

One of the real dangers in the temporary-house method is that such a "school" may become permanent if the district using the system cannot or will not boost its tax rate.

Districts that might find the temporary-home idea appealing are the kind that have the most trouble raising the cash they need to pay for permanent schools because they have little nonproperty revenue available and cannot afford high property levies.

Both methods have a common shortcoming: the builder has no maintenance worries; that is up to the schools. Since maintenance can add 25% to yearly operating outlays, savings in original costs by using cheap materials can easily vanish as upkeep rises.


COSTS: A construction, excluding architects' fee: $1,274,350; $13.60 per sq. ft.

Sprawling campus-type high school contradicts dogma with...
Keokuk, a small industrial center tucked into the angle of the Mississippi and Des Moines Rivers, is obviously a town with an unusual tradition of civic pride. It shows at once in the magnificently tree-lined streets, in the enchanting town park perched on a Mississippi bluff, in the loving maintenance given the older school buildings.

The tradition stood the town and school board in good stead back in 1950 when bids were opened for the proposed new high school. Coming just after the start of the Korean war, bidding was flabbergastingly high. There were the usual reactions of shock, disappointment and frustration, the usual temptations to settle for a “safe” minimal substitute. But doggedly the board determined absolutely not to compromise on quality of concept or quality of construction, instead worked with the architects on the hard, uphill job of rethinking the necessities, postponing some of the desirables. Their instructions: “We still want the best doggone high school in Iowa.”

What they got is one of the best doggone high schools in the country.

“They never let frustration jell into timidity,” says Architect Phil Will, “and I’ll never cease to honor them for it.”

This is a daring school in many respects. With a full year’s operation behind them, the big innovations have been judged by the administration, teachers, maintenance men, students and community; the report card says “Excellent.” The most provocative feature is the four-story stack of classrooms—superficially an old-fashioned idea now discredited, but carried out here in a way that has nothing to do with old-style stacking. Showing what can be done by reconsidering the stack, Perkins & Will have now rehabilitated and rejuvenated the whole idea of the multi-storied high school. A second big feature is use of open partitions between corridors and classrooms.

“Granted good classrooms, it is the spaces around and between instructional rooms that make the difference between a good routine school and an outstanding school,” says Will. Here, as in this firm’s other pace-setting schools—like Crow Island (AF, Aug. ’41) or Heathcote (AF, Oct. ’52 and March ’54)—the “spaces between” are rich with ideas.
Here is an academic building in which the architects have used every means to say “Learning is a live and vital thing.”

First of all the building dominates the campus, spanning a ravine on the highest piece of ground. The campus looks to it; and it looks into the rest of the campus and far beyond—into the community and Mississippi Valley farmland.

The architecture itself is alive. The 6" vertical sun fins and open-glazed corners give this facade a striking three-dimensional character. Red of the fins and yellow of the operating window frames contribute a scintillating color pattern. South sunlight and sky reflections add some of the magic of distant mountains: a bluish look where the fins catch shadows, brilliance where they catch sun.

But the real life in it is the people. At class changes, the whole facade suddenly becomes a fascinating theater of strolling, conversing, crisscrossing adolescents. And the moving patterns of their bright clothing—plaid, stripes and prints—behind the high-keyed pattern of the wall say with the truth of symbolism that here are a building and a crowd made for each other.
... and are the heart of the school inside

CANTILEVERED CORRIDORS tiered up south facade are open, above locker-tackboard partitions, to classrooms tiered up north side. Architects provided for future glazing at partition tops, but experience shows no need for it; thus in high school architects are doing for Kellogg, Iowa, only separation will be suspended lockers.

NOISE: not one complaint on noise from corridors. When classroom audiovisual equipment is too loud, it disturbs other rooms, but this is fixed by tuning machines at proper room-audience level. LIGHT: corridors shade rooms but transmit light. Corridors have no electric lights; room lights are used relatively little. Students enjoy sun-flooded corridors. HEATING AND VENTILATION: in warm weather, north and south windows are opened, breeze sweeps building. When classroom heating-ventilating units operate and north windows are closed, smoke tests show air in rooms behaves as if partitions were closed too; nobody knows why. Corridors are heated with finned pipes behind guard rail. Exposed risers are painted, add to cheerful pattern. Typically corridors are heated only briefly in morning; solar heat does rest.
Structural regularity of economical 12' bays yields classroom flexibility

Simplification made this four-story building very economical in spite of the fact that it embodies the luxury of a single-loaded classroom corridor.

Each floor has identical beam and slab design. This permitted economical re-use of plywood formwork. There are only two lines of columns and each floor’s 76 bays are all of the same dimensions.

Janitor’s closets, toilets and stairs are combined in the two end bays on each floor, making these the only untypical bays and simplifying plumbing stacks. There is now no demand for an elevator but should one be wanted in future, the west janitor’s closet on each floor is designed with a removable floor slab for conversion.

Laboratories and home-arts rooms are all on main-floor level so all special classroom piping can be concentrated at the ceiling of first-floor shops. These ceiling pipes are exposed and designated by color, incidentally supplying teaching material on mechanical equipment.

Window washing of the 50'-high exterior is no problem. Two men—one on the ground, one handling a guide rope from the roof—wield a brush-equipped telescoping aluminum tube attached to a hose. Only complaint: windows are putted from the outside—“Suppose the children do pick out putty; we can put it back more easily than we can replace broken windows from the exterior.”
Night view shows classroom lights spilling into corridor over open partitions

in Keokuk high school

Plans show variety of rooms obtained from 12' bays. "Standard" room is two bays. Bilateral lighting keeps rooms bright throughout 28' depth, also permits interior partitioning of special instructional equipment or supply rooms. (See enlarged main-floor plan, opp. p.) Ground floor has protected outdoor corridor under cantilevered overhang. All partitions are removable.

Classrooms have full windows on north, as in homemaking room (above). Biology laboratory (left) shows typical south wall of classroom, with 7'-6"-high, partition at corridor, 3'-6"-high opening above. Classroom color schemes vary; most have three wall and tuckboard colors and light-colored asphalt tile flooring. Some floors have inlaid color strips to aid in lining up movable furniture.
Activity rooms in Keokuk high school have been rethought—to return extra value

When original plans were reworked to meet inflated costs, auditorium, shop building, library at south ground level and junior college campus at north ground level had to be sacrificed or postponed. Results: the cafeteria-assembly combination is a success but putting the library there too is makeshift. Revised library plans, about to go into construction, give this a more convenient and appropriate location than the first scheme, off the main lobby. This will also give more architectural importance to the entrance and add room for visual education at ground level. Junior college students, although they lack their terrace, have a lounge at their end of administration. When other items were cut, the fieldhouse was enlarged. Says Principal Franklin Stone: “We have so very much more than a gym, and at little greater expense.”
Fieldhouse is 192' (eight 24' bays) x 121', seats 3,000, contains a gym floor surrounded by a dirt floor large enough for all track sports and even for indoor football practice, as well as for garden shows, small fairs, exhibits. Bleachers for long sides are rolling for quick restoration of encircling track during basketball season. Those for wide dirt areas are assembled like circus seats. Girls' lockers are on level above, will eventually lead into 48' x 121' balcony gym, also to be equipped with rolling bleachers to retain present seating capacity. Lights are on pulleys; rear door is size of firehouse's so hook and ladder can be used if overhead work is necessary.
South wall is protected by exterior shades at left, entry at right.

Classrooms have pleasant, open feeling. Partitions stop at bottom chords of joists; tops are glazed.
Here is a bold and adroit exercise in design. Architects Paul Schweikher (new dean of Yale’s school of architecture) and Winston Elting have juxtaposed Mies-like steel framing with Viking-like tower and walls, successfully achieving an effect at once austere and romantic, but all of a piece. Much of the design success, inside and out, springs from the meticulous precision of the detailing (left), starched up with heavy angle irons. Steel throughout is warm tan to blend with variegated stones; most other finishes are neutral grays. All this elegance was surprisingly economical: the school came to $20,000 under the budget!

In spite of the piquancy and surprise of the stonework, this is profoundly adults’ architecture. Its appeal is coolly intellectual, not sensuous. It is witty, not playful. This of course raises the old, knotty question about the rights and wrongs of subordinating the architect’s taste or personality to the personalities of those for whom he builds—in this case (if the children still have their birthright), the most sensuous and playful segment of the population.

SCHWEIKHER & ELTING, architects
SAMUEL LEWIS & ASSOCIATES, mechanical engineers
E. W. SPROUL CONSTRUCTION CO., general contractor

CONSOLIDATED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
△ Schaumburg, Ill. △ 4 classrooms. △ 103 pupils.

FEATURES: simple, economical plan and detailing. △ Playroom divisible by partition rising from basement.


COSTS: construction, excluding architect’s fee, $122,033; $13.50 per sq. ft.
Prestressed and precast concrete yields a $12.50 per sq. ft.

junior high with every unit expandable

UNIVERSITY HILL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Boulder, Colo. 17 classrooms. 400 pupils.

FEATURES: plastic skylighting in gym and at inner walls of classrooms. Metal-louvered awnings on east and west windows. Sloping site used to set gymnasium conveniently at half-level elevation between ground and main floors and to avoid gymnasium bulk dominating upper-level entrance facade. Community-use facilities separated by corridor gates from academic portions. All elements of school expandable for doubled enrollment.


COSTS: construction, excluding architect's fee of 6%, $642,400; 12.50 per sq. ft.

When the tidal wave of elementary-school enrollment hits junior high in a few years this school will be ready. It is now built for 400 pupils, but every element is designed so it can double capacity—without being uneconomically overbuilt in the meantime.

The precast wall of the gymnasium pictured in the foreground above can be taken out and the gym expanded by adding more members to the existing structural arch system; locker rooms under the haunches will expand simultaneously. The auditorium, now seating 567, will be given a balcony over its northern bay, requiring no structural change. In the shop-arts-typing portion of the academic unit, walls can be removed and this area given over to expanded shop space. Laboratories and more vocational space can be added to the southeast; other classrooms will be added to the north by extending the present corridor at half (stair landing) level. Administration now houses advisory offices that can go into the new structure, leaving more space for administration proper. The kitchen, a shade overelaborate for the present, can serve 800 with tighter time scheduling.

The cost figures show how economical this school's unusual prestressed and precast concrete construction proved. The architect reports the prestressed concrete roof of the central core cost about $1 per sq. ft. in place, comparing favorably with the cheapest nonfireproof and high-maintenance materials. Precast concrete and insulation panels cost $1.30 per sq. ft. in place, less than local brickwork. For more details on construction, see the following pages.
Rear elevation shows low side of site with gymnasium at left. Ground floor of classroom unit is dug into slope, with lower-level classrooms ranged along single-loaded corridor.

Gymnasium is framed with 27'-high laminated wood arches running the length of the room. The architect reports that "although the height is greater than required for basketball, the arches were more economical than any type of truss system we could have devised; the wood is entirely in compression and uses the curved shape structurally." Use of arches also reduced the number of caisson foundation penetrations into unstable shale below. The long dimension was chosen for arching both because of immediate economy and ease of future expansion. Arches are spaced 16' o.c. to take 2"-wide matched wood decking without purlins. The curved shape is also used to put economical locker rooms under the haunches. Concrete walls, including the removable end wall, are precast as in school's other units. There are no windows; ample plastic domed skylights—the largest, 6' sq.—give 40 foot-candles even on dull days.
Main facade has entrance beside auditorium; gymnasium bulk is minimized by slope at rear.

Auditorium and classrooms use the same kind of...
Auditorium has interesting precast concrete end wall with wide-sawtooth profile and columns exposed on inside (see interior photo, left; exterior, opp. p.). Wall slabs are 6' x 8' precast panels, similar to those used for spandrels in academic unit. Panels were cast face down 1/2" thick, reinforced with mesh; on top of this, 1/2" of glass-fiber insulation was laid, then a second layer of mesh-reinforced concrete was poured, giving both interior and exterior concrete surfaces. In the case of these auditorium end-wall panels, a decorative exterior pattern of rectangles was cast in the downward face of the slabs. All openings in either full wall or spandrel panels throughout the job were cast in the panels. Decorative brick walls of the auditorium have columns exposed on the exterior. The auditorium roof is economically framed with a commercial grade of laminated plywood beams, with timber joists and wood decking. The suspended fireproof ceiling is acoustic plaster on metal lath.

JAMES M. HUNTER, architect
SWANSON-RINK & ASSOC, electrical engineers
MARSHALL & JOHNSON, INC., mechanical engineers
MARSHALL & JOHNSON, INC., mechanical engineers
McNICHOL CONSTRUCTION CO., general contractor

Roof construction of academic unit is one of the school's most remarkable features. Beams and roof slabs are entirely prestressed concrete. Drains, skylight openings and patches were all precast in 4' x 20' slabs. Big slabs were then swung into place with crane using handling rings, were set in position across beams and grouted home.

Up to main-floor level, prestressed structural members of academic unit were poured in place with dowels exposed. All structural members from this point upward were precast with exposed dowels which were welded on job to dowels from understructure, and grout-packed. Walls were filled in with windows and with precast sandwich spandrels. These are same type of panel as that used in auditorium wall construction (see above).

Plastic-domed skylights give highly uniform natural lighting at desk level throughout main-floor rooms. Metal louvers on east-west windows control glare and aid in achieving uniform light levels.
Chicago will add touch of country to city

Eisenhower, after looking at plans, says such programs offer new basis of hope for future of US cities

Much of the reason for America's withering urban residential neighborhoods is their inability to compete with suburbia for the growing young family of today. These families demand facilities for outdoor living, private play areas for their children, protection from street traffic and a degree of community cultural uniformity. These are available in the sprawling suburbs, but they are not available, for the most part, in high-density urban areas where multi-story apartment houses are packed side by side on congested blocks, emptying out into congested streets.

It was to try to put city living back in the race against suburbia that Architect Harry Weese laid out plans for one of Chicago's most promising reconstruction projects—its urban renewal project No. 1 which may well become a prototype of the attack on city slums, envisaged in the Housing Act of 1954.

Arcades, town houses. The plan, sponsored by the kinetic South East Chicago Commission, calls for renewal of parts of 21 square blocks located near the Illinois Central Railroad tracks north and south of 55th St. at a cost of some $26 million. It is an area originally built up for the Columbian exposition in 1893 and now a hodgepodge of good and bad residential and commercial buildings. It is one of the "infestations of blight" that the commission, backed by the University of Chicago, is trying to clear out of the once-fashionable Hyde Park district.

Unlike most slum clearance projects, this one is a highly irregular piece whose boundaries were determined by the character of the existing structures. Each building in the area was carefully inspected by Weese and by the Chicago Land Clearance Commission staff to determine whether it could be classified "blighted" and therefore eligible for federal urban renewal funds. The boundaries were then carefully drawn to exclude whenever possible the ineligible buildings and to include all blighted buildings. Architect Weese's plans submitted to the Land Clearance Commission provide for an arcaded shopping district along 55th St. and a mixture of town houses, elevator apartments and double maisonnets. The project would utilize the existing rectangular streets and utilities, yet it successfully separates much wheel traffic from pedestrian traffic.

Gardens will be provided for each townhouse unit. Some streets would be closed to help provide playgrounds and park spaces. The area's existing 1,600 dwelling units would be cut to 712 units, but the proportion of family-sized dwellings would rise. Of the 712 units, 545 would be in apartment buildings, 258 in row houses.

Prompt surgery. In announcing renewal project No. 1, Julian Levi, executive director of the South East Chicago Commission, said it was the result of the commission's policy of "carving out the infected tissue of our neighborhood and replacing it with good tissue. Surgical operations of this kind, we believe, can save the life of Hyde Park if they are conducted with intelligence and dispatch."

When Chicago submitted the plans to HHFA for approval recently, a group of Chicago leaders took the occasion to show them to President Eisenhower. The President commented that such programs give a new basis of hope for the future of America's cities.

As it should be, urban renewal project No. 1 is conceived as part of a larger neighborhood conservation scheme. Three others, also being planned with a $100,000 research grant from the Field Foundation, are to be undertaken under Illinois' pace-setting Neighborhood Redevelopment Corporation Act. In the three projects, a total of 26 blocks will be redeveloped by corporations organized by property owners of the district. Renewal project No. 2 will be a new park immediately adjacent to the Project No. 1 area. Still other parts of the plan to save the 750-acre Hyde Park community from encroaching slums are on the planning boards.

Row in San Francisco. With decisive moves like these, Chicago was increasing the lead it already has on other big US cities in attacking its slum problems. Other news: in San Francisco, where the firing of Redevelopment Director James E. Lash last March (AF, April '54, News) set off a hurricane in local politics and brought the city's redevelopment program close to a standstill, Mayor Elmer Robinson bowed to HHFA pressure, replaced Lash's successor and fired the redevelopment commissioner who was at the bottom of the trouble. Things had reached such a state that HHFA had cut off payments to the local agency, leaving its 14 employees a month behind in their wages. After a hurried trip to Washington, Mayor Robinson replaced Redevelopment Director Robert J. Dolan, former assistant chief clerk of the board of supervisors, with retiring CityProperties Director Eugene J. Riordan, a civil engineer and veteran real estate appraiser. Forced to resign as a redevelopment commissioner: Paul T. O'Dowd, in private life a private detective.
Over-all view of project (school at top is not part of the scheme of things, although Architect Weese feels it will be an important adjunct) shows irregularity of boundaries caused by character and location of existent structures. Houses were placed south of 55th St. (horizontal, center) to be nearer the University of Chicago, with high risers (dark patch) placed on land that had a high reuse value.

Three types of housing in the project are shown in view of Harper Ave., with double maisonettes at right (described by Architect Weese as "one row house on top of another, with gallery access") high rise apartments in rear center and town houses—single-family dwellings on their own lots—at left. This is the only street where the three types will be placed so close to each other.

Shopping arcade of 800' is completely enclosed to protect pedestrians against weather, boxes diamond-patterned flooring and lampposts along the stretch to break monotony. A 27' truck tunnel runs below the street, with access to all stores. Tunnel entry and exit are marked A in plan (left); arcade, B; plaza, C.

Front view of town-house models, illustrating the variety of design possible in owner-occupied dwellings in urban areas. Gardens in this instance are placed in front—the expected procedure when lack of rear area prohibits such planning. Car space is available under the houses.
In the late nineteenth century a magnificently businesslike city dared build an original kind of building; that era of Chicago's history is still with us as strongly and uniquely as pyramidal Egypt, in the existing work of Louis Sullivan, Chicago's lyric architect.

In one voice Sullivan was able to talk directly in inspirational terms to the merchants of the eighties and nineties who were becoming merchant princes, to the other fine architects around him, and to the people who were just plain bustling through Chicago looking for a handle to wealth. He said that architecture should not merely mirror the times in which it happens, but should shape and impel them, should make history; the mark of his enthusiasm and poetic genius is still on his city.

On these six pages are photographs from a recent collection inspired by Aaron Siskind, assistant professor of photography at the Institute of Design, who assigned his classes the valuable task of recording this cultural legacy before it is all chipped away or painted over. Sullivan would have appreciated this, for he was anxious that his vitality endure. He tried to ensure this himself. Toward the end of the century, when Chicago shied back in genteel embarrassment from the cultural frontier and refused to build in Sullivan's robust way any longer, the architect turned to writing. His message was composed in wise anguish; our captions are quotes from his writings.

Today, 30 years after Sullivan's life ran out in a Loop hotel room, architects who are looking desperately to find subjective content or significance in "modern" work might well look to this architect. The subjective was where he began; he saw architecture in deep moral terms. "Form ever follows function" is only a part of that famous paragraph of Sullivan's; it is worth reading on: "... that this is the law—a universal truth. That the main function, so far as you will be concerned, will focus in the specific needs of those who wish to build, and that such needs are quite apt to be emotional as well as what is generally called practical."

---

Chicago's
SULLIVAN
in new photographs

Photos: (left & below) Aaron Siskind; (above) Alvin Logiashi

WALKER WAREHOUSE (SINCE DEMOLISHED). 1888-89
“Well then, tell me now . . . what characterizes a real architect?

“First of all a poetic imagination; second, a broad sympathy, humane character, common sense and a thoroughly disciplined mind; third, a perfected technique; and, finally, an abundant and gracious gift of expression.

“Then you don’t value logic.

“It has its excellent uses.”

—James Blair

“... More subtle, more intricate, more subjective than either pier or lintel, the arch has just so much more of man in it.

“... The arch is, of all constructive forms, the most emotional. It is susceptible in possibility and promise to the uttermost degree of fulfillment that the creative imagination can forecast.”

“... We shall have discerned the limitations as well as the great value of unadorned masses. We have in us romanticism, and feel a craving to express it. We feel intuitively that our strong, athletic and simple forms will carry with natural ease the raiment of which we dream, and that our buildings thus clad in a garment of poetic imagery, half hid as it were in choice products of loom and mine, will appeal with redoubled power, like a sonorous melody overlaid with harmonious voices. . . .

“Unless subjectivity permeate an artwork, that work cannot aspire to greatness.”
"... Nor do you now know what a man of unfettered observation and fair average intelligence might soon have learned to know and fully grasp, namely: that every building you see is the image of a man whom you do not see. That the man is the reality, the building its offspring. That the bricks, stones, steel and what-not came into place in response to an impulse; and the cause at work behind that impulse was mental, not physical."

"... But tell me: When you say the value of a building, do you really lay more stress on the subjective value than on the dollar value?

"On both. For human nature determines that subjective value, sooner or later, becomes money value; and the lack of it, sooner or later, money loss. The subjective value is inseparable from the affairs of life; to ignore it would be moonshine."
"Is architecture a plaything, or is it a great force—a revelation of human character and an inspiration? Is it a remnant, or is it a whole cloth from which we are to make for us new garments? Is it human, now, or is it posthuman? Has it a foundation, or has it none? Is it a part of human utterance, is it a phase of universal speech, or is it dumb?"

"... I insist strenuously, that a building should live with intense, if quiescent, life, because it is sprung from the life of its architect. On no other basis are results of permanent value to be attained."
OFFICE OF MERIT—the first in a series

Whether he is a store executive, manufacturer, hospital executive, government official, architect, engineer, contractor, or any one of the many other professional and businessmen with a stake in building, every Forum reader is interested in offices. He works in one.

To serve this common interest, Forum on these pages inaugurates a new department which will present the newest and the best ideas in office design, furniture, fixtures and finishes.

This month's object lesson concerns the handsome interiors which Thomas & Betts Co., manufacturers of wiring devices, built into the second floor of an old factory.

Any reader who feels that publication of his office might help others make their offices more attractive, efficient or comfortable is invited to submit pictures.—The Editors

Storage partition puts waste space to work

Forming a partition between the general clerical area and the utility rooms, the bank of metal file cabinets is raised 4 1/2" off the floor to facilitate filing and cleaning, and is topped with wood cabinets to make use of this usually dead space. Walls are painted gray to contrast with the white plastic ceiling and the light red asphalt floor tile, and to blend with the gray metal furniture to be installed in the future. The luminous ceiling of corrugated plastic is supported beneath fluorescent tubes by acoustical baffles. In the adjoining clerical area baffles run in opposite direction.
COMPARE YOUR OFFICES WITH THESE

Their good design contributes to the profit margin by raising efficiency and morale and by keeping within a modest budget.

These handsome offices occupy the made-over second floor of a small factory building and are a tribute to the talents of the architect and the good taste of the owner. They cost only about $250,000—less than half the estimated cost of putting the 130 employees in a comparable new building. And they are designed to save money throughout their life by raising the efficiency of the staff, smoothing intrainhouse communication, boosting morale, reducing absenteeism and attracting and holding high quality employees.

Ranging from fabric walls to open-end offices, the devices used to save construction and operating costs are pictured on these and the following pages. The basic devices are good lighting, air conditioning and sound control and their careful articulation. For example, the architect points out that "luminous ceilings are often used like wallpaper, running in and out of all irregular spaces and covering the entire area. This merely emphasizes the irregular shape and creates a disorderly appearance. Instead, we formed two dynamic panels of luminous ceiling, one 33' x 136' and one 65' x 70', with acoustic baffles running in the opposite direction for each panel. The highly irregular space now is unified. Sparkling downlights in the surrounding acoustic plaster ceiling give the same over-all intensities as the luminous ceiling (40 foot-candles). Air-conditioning diffusers become accents by designing them as aluminum drums to hang below the ceiling for the proper diffusion of air."

Other details worth noting and not covered in the picture captions: 1) Fin-type radiators around the building walls supplement the zoned air-conditioning system; they offset body heat losses to the window walls. 2) The luminous ceiling does extra duty as a mask for the maze of beams, ducts, sprinkler pipes and heads and lighting equipment above the ceiling level. 3) The hollow perforated steel baffles which support the luminous ceiling have a noise reduction coefficient of 40%. 4) Color is exploited as an inexpensive design element: gray walls serve as a background for the brightly colored storage walls, cabinets and dwarf partitions which are only three quarters as high as the ceiling.

Reception area is screened with sound barriers

Part of the general office area, the reception room is marked by a big 7' x 28' acoustic absorption panel 6" thick. It separates the reception room acoustically from the general office area, but the absence of doors and 3' opening between the panels and ceiling permit the two spaces to flow together visually. Framed in wood, this sound barrier consists of 1 1/4" mineral wool blankets on each side of a solid gyspum core and is covered with perforated pressed fiberboard on the office side and with yellow duct fabric and bronze wire screen on the reception room face.

Open-end offices aid supervision and communication

To eliminate the mental block posed by a door and to permit closer supervision of the big general office area, these offices for operating executives are open-ended. The success of such a scheme obviously depends on sound control, achieved here by the acoustical plaster ceiling, perforated face of the acoustical partitions (one side only; the other side is paneled in walnut) and wall-to-wall draperies. Recessed fixtures in this area maintain the light at same level (40 foot-candles) as the adjoining luminous ceiling. Colors of screens were selected in consultation with occupants.
Secretary's office has built-in files

Because it doubles as an entry to the president's office (below), this secretarial office must be tidy as well as efficient—a requirement met with ease by this unique storage partition built around a battery of two-drawer file cabinets. Above and below the files are shelves with hinged doors; to the left, a coat closet for the secretary and her boss. The storage partition is topped with glass to borrow light from the conference room on the other side. (Cabinet details are shown at right, above.)

Specifications


CARPET: Carpet Co. Wall paint, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Doors, Rezo, Paine Lumber Co. Metal trim, Milcor, Inland Steel Co.

FURNITURE: executive office desks, chairs and cases, Jens Risom. Semiprivate office and reception room chairs, Knoll Associates. Desk and case tops, black and walnut plywood, Formica Co.


Haircloth draperies camouflage old windows

The wall-to-wall draperies in the sales manager's semiprivate office serve four purposes: 1) Their color harmonizes with the red of the floor tile, the gray of the painted partition, the white of the acoustical plaster ceiling and the natural walnut and upholstery fabrics of the furniture. 2) Their open weave diffuses the light from the windows. 3) Their absorbent folds reduce noise reverberation. 4) Their gauzelike quality camouflages the old factory-type windows lurking in the background. The sliding panel of white plastic permits the sales manager to see and talk with the product managers next door.

President sits before a permanent window blind

The panel of 2 1/4" natural maple strips behind the president's desk is more than a beautiful foil for the room's white and blue-gray walls and its warm gray-beige carpet; it is an inexpensive means of masking the factory windows. (Air conditioning and electric light make such tricks feasible.) The walnut furniture is upholstered in tough black transportation cloth and natural leather; the wall cabinets' sliding doors are white enameled. Like the desks of all other executives, the president's is L-shaped, with the smaller wing lowered to accommodate the telephone, dictating machine and similar office equipment.
Fabric panels create translucent screen

This 50'-long wall running from the vice president's office (above) through the conference room (right) into the president's office is actually a row of continuous factory sash and an old brick spandrel wall inexpensively dressed in fabric and plywood. The windows are curtained with stretched panels of silver-gray haircloth, and the spandrel wall is covered with naturally finished panels of white maple. Both materials are set between bronze T-section uprights. The fabric panels serve the same purposes as the draperies in the sales manager's office (photo, far left). In detail drawing above, note how plywood panel is capped with hardwood.
Can rapid transit save your city?

A close look at the economics of moving people suggests some new answers to the problems of urban congestion and blight

Excerpts from an address by E. L. Tennyson, traction commissioner, Youngstown, Ohio, before the National Planning Conference of the American Society of Planning Officials.

EXCERPTS

How other people and other publications see the building industry—a digest of interesting remarks by public speakers and of pertinent articles in the nation's press

Tennyson's nine tips for planners

▷ People will switch to transit in large enough numbers to relieve congestion if transit is fast enough, cheap enough and on time.

▷ Planners can solve the traffic problem by coordinating transit and highway development and by building transit right into our cities.

▷ Since most people go downtown by transit, transit development should be put ahead of expressway development.

▷ Subsidy should not be given to highways unless transit is offered equal help in proportion to use.

▷ Private companies cannot make the large investments that are necessary in congested areas, so cities must treat rapid transit like highways for all of the citizens, for that is just what they are.

▷ Fast transit service is often cheaper than slow transit.

▷ All kinds of facilities must be welded together to form an integrated economical rapid transit system for every city—railroads, buses, streetcars, subways and expressways.

▷ Zoning requirements must be drafted with the transit rider in mind, if zoning is going to improve the general community.

▷ New communities should have rapid transit built into them, along with streets, sewers and water lines.

Planners have known for a long time that transit is the key to the whole urban problem. If planners, transit managers and politicians had done the right things, we would not have today's serious problems of congestion, blight, bankruptcy and dissatisfaction. We have neglected the problem of moving most of the people and have concentrated our efforts on moving a few.

Buses compound the problem, rather than solve it

You cannot sell a motorist on leaving his car at home or outside the congested district unless you give him something better than a bus averaging 9 mph or less, a bus that is scheduled to carry 150% of its seating capacity if it is on time. (Most transit vehicles 35 years ago had enough floor space to carry 150% loads without undue discomfort, but modern buses have less door space, less aisle space, less headroom.)

Buses are so widely used by transit companies because they can be bought on credit and require little private investment in physical plant. But this minimum investment does not assure low-cost rides. Many cities with only $25 per capita invested in their transit system have 26¢ fares. In Toronto, on the other hand, where electric vehicles predominate, they have $175 per capita invested in the transit system and it is self-supporting at 8 1/3¢ per ride, with service on a very high standard.

We can never solve the problem of moving people in urban areas by using only buses and automobiles. They conflict with each other.

Even small cities can afford rapid transit

Before transit-system wage scales were tripled by inflation, it might have been true that only the biggest cities could afford rapid transit, but now many cities can profit by it if they will only plan for it. Toronto, for example, is only one tenth the size of New York. Nine cities in North America larger than Toronto are without rapid transit, and a tenth is abandoning a potential rapid-transit system rather than improving it or integrating it with the freeway system.

Perhaps the reason why this city has no interest in rapid transit is that the facilities are privately owned. The federal corporate income tax, when applied to transit, makes private financing of new facilities impossible. The tax on the necessary return on investment alone takes over 5¢ per ride additional, 33% more than the cost of the service. Corporate income taxes on rapid transit price the product out of the market and prevent private business from doing anything about rapid transit. This same tax rate, applied to automobile operations on the Ohio Turnpike, would require $21 million alone during the first year assuming earnings that would give investors the market rate of dividend on their stock. Against this the first year's gross has been estimated at $15 million. In other words, the turnpike would be $6 million short of a total revenue sufficient to pay its federal taxes alone, without meeting a single dollar of operating expense, amortization, other taxes or dividends. There would be no Turnpike. To solve this inequitable tax situation a few
cities have already built transit facilities for lease to private operators.

**Tax benefits should be figured like highway benefits**

The path of the automobile has been smoothed by generous computations by traffic engineers right up to the Bureau of Public Roads. They use a financial analysis called the "benefit ratio" to justify the huge expenditures of tax money on superhighways. Typically, this analysis computes the time that would be saved by motorists using an expressway instead of existing streets over a period of 30 years. This time saved is evaluated at 2¢ per minute and divided by the construction cost to get the benefit ratio.

If, for example, 10 million cars per year use an expressway 5 mi. long, and save 7 1/2 minutes each or 15¢, the 30-year savings would be $45 million. The expressway might cost as little as $4 million per mi. or $20 million. The benefit ratio would be 2 1/4.

I cannot accept this method of accounting which justifies the expenditure of public funds by the computation of hypothetical private savings. Nevertheless, if we accept it because our government has, the benefit ratio must be used for transit too.

Let us assume a rapid transit line was built for a medium size city, and that it would attract 60,000 riders per day. Assuming the same right of way as the expressway mentioned above, but without the expressway, this line might cost about $15 million. Such a 5-mi. route would save each rider about 12 1/2 minutes as compared to surface bus travel, or 25¢ under the benefit ratio using 2¢ per minute. (It thus appears that the rider should be given a 20¢ ride free, with a nickel refund.) Seriously, the 60,000 daily riders would accrue benefits of $150 million in 30 years, giving a benefit ratio of 10, compared to 2 1/4 for the expressway. Since the expressway is figured at near safe capacity, whereas the rapid transit is estimated at only one seventh of capacity in this case, $1 spent on transit could do as much good as $4.50 to $31 spent on highways in con-

**New York’s newest big theater: rubbish**

Excerpts from Fortune, Aug. ’54

Although the great buildings of Rockefeller Center look no less eternal than the pyramids, Lipsett, Inc., has moved right into the middle of them and is destroying the Center Theater. The theater is only a little more than 20 years old and is the most recent big one built in Manhattan. On the last night of his TV show in the theater, Milton Berle made some nostalgic remarks about the place that caused people in the know to snort. Rockefeller officials, wasting no tears on an old error in judgment, simply snapped: "We don't look behind. We look to the future."

The logic governing New York real estate is complicated, but one rule is invariable: anything is rubbish if it does not make money. Because it was too big for plays, too small for opera, Rockefeller Center's magnificent Center Theater never provided a proper return on the original investment. It cost $3.5 million to build. It is costing around $500,000 now to tear it down, and only about $50,000 of it is considered salvageable scrap. In the cavity it leaves will rise a 19-story office building costing $11 million, but promising "an adequate return."

**Trends in office building finance**

Halfway between ownership and sale-leaseback is the new real estate bond issue

Excerpts from an address by Glenn McHugh, head of the City Mortgage Dept. of Equitable Life Assurance Society before the National Association of Building Owners and Managers

One of the most interesting outgrowths of the sale-leaseback is the real estate bond issue.

In the sale-leaseback, the original owner usually becomes the long-term tenant. The new owner is willing to take on ownership if the investment is sound, gives him a reasonable return and requires no management on his part. The price paid for avoiding management is a lower-than-usual return; some sale-leasebacks have been based on as little as 4% to 4 1/2% return, including write-off. We feel such rates are too low. We figure this way: suppose a corporation has a new industrial plant and wants to sell it to us. If they had asked for a first mortgage, the rate would probably be 4 1/4 or 4 1/2%, because of their high credit rating. In the case of a first mortgage, we would have got a one-third hedge against the future; we only lend two thirds of the value, and if something happens, we have a 3 1/3% safety factor.

When we buy the plant for leaseback, we do not have that hedge, and I feel we are entitled to something in its place—perhaps 1 1/2%. Moreover, New York law requires us to write off 2% of our investment in both land and building each year. When you add up the 4 1/2% interest, the 1 1/2% hedge and 2% write-off, you arrive... continued on p. 202
YOUNG MEN

Architecture is a difficult profession in which to gain traction. The young architect, when he begins to scramble up the slippery slope to an established practice, knows he has to offer something special against the competition of his established elders. A good many young architects offer design.

The paradox is that in recent decades this design offering has not been young or new, but a kind of design learned from the elders of the profession, the great originators. The young men of several generations have listened to such men as Aalto, Corbu, Gropius, Mies and Wright and then have colonized our culture with their ideas.

But this is only a beginning for young men in architecture. There comes a time of insistent need for originality, for evolution. The young architects owe it to themselves, to their teachers, even to the great architectural techniques which they have inherited, to take ideas and develop them further, not merely repeating. For architecture never stops; if it does not go forward, it goes backward. In the first half of this century the tendency of architects to coast backward into history for their inspiration has triumphantly been turned into a real forward momentum, but will the momentum be held? The question is real.

In June '51, Forum showed in a Young Men's issue the work of some then little known young men. Most of them today are proving further to be providers of the forward push the profession needs from the young. Here, on these 18 pages, is another group of young architects emerging to take up the same task.

Drive-in church in Venice, Fla.
by 31-year-old Victor A. Lundy
(see p. 142).

Photo: Lundy
This young idea survives the easy mockery it inspires. The architect was presented with a pleasant pine-punctuated, level Florida site, and a total building budget of $4,000. The congregation included permanent residents as well as a mobile winter population, which goes to Florida to escape cold formalism as well as cold weather. The temporary structure meets the demands admirably, preserving the site with its trees and garden-sanctuary informality. It is a building which can be adapted when the permanent church is built, or sold and converted into a house.

There are 50 speaker stations on the 4 1/2-acre plot, scattered with careful informality under trees to avoid the grim feeling of drive-in movie theaters. "Not a tree was disturbed in locating the stations and the building. By using slender verticals in scale with the surrounding pine trees and by using very little glass I tried not to make the building an intrusion on the site but rather a fundamental little structure through which the congregation could look beyond and around to the real sanctuary, and in the future to the permanent structure as it rises." The drive-in church has been very successful, sympathetic as it is to the special needs of invalids and physically handicapped, families with small children, tourists and people who do not want to dress up, attracting even truck drivers—and their trucks.
Pulpit is on second-floor overhang of temporary building.

Second Floor Plan:
- Sound Control Desk
- Organ
- Choir
- Sliding Glass Doors
- Pulpit

First Floor Plan:
- Sunday School Room
- Pastor's Study

Line of Overhang:
- Pulpit is on second-floor overhang of temporary building.
STEALING SPACE ON A SMALL LOT

The site is 50' x 125'. On it the photographer-client wanted a secluded studio, a patio for outdoor photography, a pair of rental apartments to carry the project, a good advertising face on the street and covered parking for at least four cars. He got everything he asked for, and some trim architecture too; it had to be trim to fit this bill.

To get outdoor space, and a long, interesting vista from the street, the designers lifted the apartments on 7'-6" stilts. This device also accommodates the cars underneath, and gives the apartments privacy. The living rooms overlook a charming interior court; the bedrooms are shielded from the street by a long sign bearing the client's escutcheon at one end.

The studio itself is a handsome little temple at the back of the plot, with a luxurious approach across the garden patio. The floor of this garden continues the 10' module of both buildings, which are simple steel frame—5" columns and 8" channels—filled with stucco, glass and brick panels. Cost: $31,561, or about $10 per sq. ft.
Studio building viewed from carport. Ceiling of carport was kept low (7'-6") to give visitors a lift by contrast when they enter the rear studio, which has an 11' high ceiling.

In the studio: workroom (left) is high, lighted top and side. Reception room (right) of brick and glass relies on furnishings for decoration.
SKELETAL RESTAURANT IN TIMBER

Zoning regulations demanded that this structure be all timber or masonry, without steel, yet the designer and owner were after a light, open environment. Within the large space defined ruggedly by the geometrical timber frame, a planar treatment accomplished this. The planes: glass, fixed in wood stops; bright-painted concrete block walls; white acoustical ceiling.

The public area is executed as one large, sunny enclosure, sheltering the dining room and open terraces, entry and waiting room, and coffee shop. All definition of space is accomplished simply by furniture arrangement, plants or movable screens. (Stewart also designed the furniture and other details, right down to the menu.) Radiant heating in the slab permits use of the outdoor terraces most of the year. The building cost a total of $92,585, or about $10 per sq. ft.

KIPP STEWART, 26, majored in industrial design and architecture at Chouinard Art Institute, teaches, has worked for Charles Eames, designs furniture as well as structures.

TERRACE RESTAURANT
LOCATION: Arcadia, Calif.
KIPP STEWART, designer;
FREEMAN CAMPBELL, associate
CARSE CARPENTER, structural engineer
SHEPARD MORGAN, general contractor

Timbered frame is played against cement-block walls

Service core is a center of dining area

Photos: S. C. Burden
CAUGHEY & TERNSTROM, both under 40, have been partners two years. TERNSTROM graduated from the University of Southern California in 1940, also spent more than three years in the navy. CAUGHEY graduated from Yale Architectural School in 1938, went West to work on the coast and serve three years in the navy.

PACHAPPA SCHOOL, Riverside, Calif.
M. H. CAUGHEY & C. C. TERNSTROM, architects
HEERS BROTHERS, general contractors
WILLIAM PORUSH, structural engineer
HILBURG, HENGSTLER & TURPIN, mechanical, electrical engineers

Points worthy of note in the trim, low-cost building ($11.50 per sq. ft; total, $292,680): • exterior metal louvers on both north and south glazing in classrooms to stave off sky glare as well as sun; • both side walls of classrooms 100% glazed, horizontally stiffened with exposed X-rod bracing; • frame and stucco construction throughout; • classroom partitions of plywood plastered on one side against sound transmission, left naked as own finish on other side (and serving also as the only shear bracing in the building—there is no diagonal sheathing).

Bright colored and cheery, this 12-classroom school accepts the bright sun and California's kids with unostentatious, but real, architectural charm.

Covered crosswalks connect two main wings of school, save hallways
Raised on stilts, building projects toward street to form protected parking space and entry.

HILLSIDE HEADQUARTERS FOR A CONTRACTOR

ROBERT CIKA, 38, was born in Hungary, attended Cooper Union and Columbia University, worked as a carpenter, cabinet maker and field engineer, was with Antonin Raymond six years, Harrison & Abramovitz three. GERARD SILVERMAN, 34, attended New York University and graduated from Yale, had three years service with the Army Engineers, worked for Harrison & Abramovitz and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.

LAUREX OFFICE BUILDING
LOCATION: Woodbridge, N. J.
SILVERMAN & CIKA, architects
TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION CO., general contractors (and owner)
JAROS, BAUM & BOLLES, mechanical engineers
GABRIEL SENES, structural engineer
SMITH & SILVERMAN, electrical engineers
There are 24 columns in this horizontal office building, and 16 of them are outdoors—out of the office. This is a key to the spirit of clear efficiency with which the design was produced; what the client wanted was a plain, simple, light, airy home office that would do his business credit, standing beside New Jersey Route 17.

The architects' solution is simple, but not plain. Their emphatic structural system plays reflections and shadows against the heat-absorbing glass wall, a standard aluminum-framed industrial product of notable beauty; everything is defined for the eye without being too simple; deliberate separation and shaping of some of the concrete elements gives the design a lot of body, too.

The site was difficult. Long and narrow, it drops 40' in 100', yet the building function demanded a one-level operation. Slope and drainage conditions required a series of retaining walls, and the office floor was set on the edge of one of the terraces thus created. There are two principle entrances: at the upper level from the rear, and up into the center from underneath, via a spiral reinforced concrete stairway (photo above). Cost: $16 per sq. ft.

Plastic bubble skylights keep the central portion of the office floor as well lighted as the periphery. At night and on dark days, cold cathode tubes above the luminous plastic ceiling can deliver 85 foot candles at the desk level. Hung 18' below the concrete roof slab, the ceiling slopes up to the slab at the edge (photo below).
From across street building is first rate advertisement for builder.

From higher level clients and office workers can park, enter without walking upstairs.
A NEIGHBORLY OFFICE BUILDING

THOMAS A. BALZHISER, 34, graduated from Montana State College in 1942, was a navy man in the war, graduated University of Oregon in 1949. ALAN SEDER, 29, joined him in partnership in 1953 after graduating the University of Illinois in 1949 and working for Schmidt, Garden & Erickson in Chicago and for other offices in Eugene.

BALZHISER & SEDER, architects
E. L. SCHREINER, general contractor

The shape of this insurance office building is deliberately calculated to create a strong identity, yet not shock the predominantly residential neighborhood it inhabits. The use of laminated beams (curved on a 60° radius, the least-expensive shape other than straight), combined with enough glass to reveal the structure, did this job without flamboyance.

The flavor of wood is all through the building in the interior wall finishes of cedar boards, either matched or deliberately varied. Cost: about $10 per sq. ft.
SCHOOLHOUSE INTO CIGAR FACTORY

Reversing the usual trend, these architects took an old school and converted it to another use—a cigar factory. The substantial character of the original building was not toyed with, after the lower windows had been bricked up to accommodate humidification space for tobacco inside. But the original was not allowed to inhibit the new wing, either; it is a long trim steel-framed corridor production line, bounded by exterior pipe columns whose footings were designed to take the load of an additional 20'-wide bay on either side when further plant expansion becomes necessary. New construction cost: about $7.50 per sq. ft.

EDWARD W. SLATER and DANIEL CHAIT are both 33, honor graduates of Pratt Institute in New York, saw navy and army service respectively in World War II, worked in numerous N. Y. offices.

Photos: (below) Ben Schnall; (opp. p.) Tom Burns Jr.

New wing is joined to old school building by central truck dock

Old school was partially bricked up to aid manufacturing process
A NEW FIRM WITH AN INDUSTRIAL PORTFOLIO

RICHARD M. BARANCIK, 29, has studied at U. of Nebraska, at Cambridge at the U. of Chicago, at the Beaux-Arts and at the U. of Illinois. RICHARD N. CONTE, 36, studied at the U. of Illinois. Both served in the army.

In Des Moines on a speaking engagement last fall, Philip Johnson of the Museum of Modern Art took pleasure in turning his listeners toward one another in cautious inquiry by calling a new warehouse building (right) near the statehouse a “perfectly beautiful building.” His architect’s eye was sharp; most local Des Moines citizens, if they knew about the building, knew it only as an enviably inexpensive job for the client, under $8 per sq. ft.

This office and warehouse for a steel company is an example of how the bustling firm of Barancik & Conte is hitting them high and low with architecture and economy. The other two buildings shown on this page are two more of the architects’ feats in the fine tradition of Midwest industrial design. Recent commissions as far from home as Philadelphia attest the success of the firm in this highly competitive field.
Steel company structure is crisply divided in plan and on facade into factory area and administrative area. Big doors are for trucks.
Interstate Steel Co., Evanston, Ill.
Barancik, Conte & Associates, architects.
Cost per sq. ft.: $7.90; total: $197,500.

Scrap-yard building is 70' x 300', admits both trucks and railroad cars. Office wing added later has window sills which are I-beams turned on their sides, filled with terrazzo.
Robinson Bros. Steel Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Barancik, Conte & Associates, architects.
Arthur Neumann Bros., Inc., general contractors.
Cost per sq. ft.: $7.80; total: $196,139.
ROGERS (right), 37, graduated from Princeton in 1939, then got his masters in architecture in 1942. After drafting for Cross & Cross in New York, and spending three years in the navy, he formed a practice in 1946. TALLIAFERRO (middle), 32, a graduate of the University of North Carolina in 1944 and the Marine Corps in 1946, was made a partner in 1949. Associate LAMB (left), 28, graduated from Georgia Institute of Technology in 1943, from the Merchant Marine Academy in 1944, and in architecture from the University of Michigan in 1950.

The girl scouts of Anne Arundel County have a fireplace in the new dining hall of their summer camp that is a fascinating device. Out of use, it lifts up into the air, telescoping out of the way into its chimney stack. Nor is the big timber tepee around it without surprises; built by amateurs, it proved the professional quality of its design by winning an award of merit from the AIA at the Boston Convention this year.

There were several basic requirements in the design program for this building: a dining room (capacity 100), kitchen and storage space and a recreation room with a fireplace affording maximum visibility for scout rites. Less-tangible demands: low, low cost, and if possible a structural system which volunteers could assemble.

The designer let the building grow from the campfire, expressing it in a circular plan with 360° visibility and dining tables radiating from the center. The conelike structure gave him not only a symmetrical building shape, but a good pattern of natural convection currents venting at the peak. Then he had to worry about getting it built, for the 8" x 16" rafters needed were too big for volunteers to handle.

The solution: treating the structure as a single cone, with compression members in a rough ring to diminish the number of framing members, which are stabilized by tension rods. The clear span is 42'. Designer Lamb superintended construction; total cost was $14,500.
Fireplace in center is lowered to help convert tepee into recreation hall.

At mealttime fireplace is lifted out of way to make room for table service.
Houses, 300 at a crack, are produced by Johnson & Crook's expert building operation. Made of prefabricated sections, the houses are set one-half story into the ground.

Neighborhood A is developing fast in the wake of clearing which is now nearly complete. Part of Minette Bay recreation area shows at upper right; part of city center at lower right.
The switch has been thrown from the great Kemano hydroelectric project in to the transmission line over the snow caps to Kitimat. The first stage of smelter and seaport is operating round the clock. A thousand men are smelting and at least an equal number are town building. A hundred families, making do in temporary quarters at the port, are eyeing hundreds of housing units going up 4 mi. upriver on the townsile and 75 or so are already in purchased house lots in the first neighborhood with the swirl of all-out town building all around them. More families wait at a distance to join their ménageau and read of progress as reported in the Kitimat Sentinel—local paper with world-wide subscribers.

Winter will find 300 to 400 families living in the first neighborhood served by a handsome local shopping center designed by Architects Semmons & Simpson. Children will go to the adjoining school now designed by Sharpe, Thompson, Berwick & Pratt. Both are Vancouver firms. Russell Baxter & Associates, local Kitimat architects, are preparing plans for the Anglican Church at the first neighborhood center. Merchants and businessmen are negotiating to build in the city center, and in the service center which has already sprung to life with local contractors' establishments. The local paper now housed in a shanty is among those about to build. The rail line is being laid down the valley.

The municipality of Kitimat is wrestling with money by-laws to extend roads and utilities started on the account of the Aluminum Company of Canada who, with the province, are the prime land grantors for the building of the new city. Swan Rhodes & Wooster of Vancouver did the civil engineering for Alcan's part of the work. Large-scale builders are vying with each other to produce the best housing for the market. Norman Hullah, expert B.C. developer, has built 80 splendid prototypes in singles, twins and rows on Alcan's account and is finishing 50 singles on his own. Johnson & Crooks are "highballing" along with 310 more on their account.

Color, variety, the mountain backdrop and vistas over the fiord make Kitimat's first neighborhood sparkle. A people, mostly young, and all energized by their vision of life and work in Kitimat, set a fast pace. A dozen or so are having their own houses built and throwing in some of their own labor as "sweat-equity,"

Meantime Alcan can say that Kitimat, as a people, a government and a city building operation, has come of age. As one of the prime grantors of land, Alcan keeps a watchful eye over the master plan it sponsored. It continues to clear new land on which the municipality opens up roads and utilities. These are financed from taxes. While Alcan is the biggest taxpayer, there are plenty of others who eye money by-laws as they affect taxes on their own home or local business. So Alcan has succeeded in starting a public town. Though it has built prototype housing and stores and may build more prototypes as time goes on, these are soon sold and Alcan's work narrows down to its prime function. This, along with that of the province, is to open new land and assure that town development stays on the main track of the master plan.

What assurance is there that booming Kitimat will keep on the track of its master plan?

There are two main forces which will keep present and future development on the track: one is legal, the other is operational, and both are based on planning.

The legal tools, all shaped up from the master plan which Alcan sponsored, are these:

1. Conditions under which the province releases crown land to Alcan and others as prime developers, as well as to the municipality, meantime continuing licenses for forest use of undeveloped land.

2. Land use conditions which Alcan attaches to the sale or lease of land to private developers and to any jurisdictions making public facilities, be they roads, utilities, schools or hospitals. Such conditions are held to a minimum; they are designed to provide insurance lest municipal zoning regulations drawn from the master plan should fail or waiver at some crucial point, and to provide a foothold for influencing orderly design.

3. Municipal zoning regulations tied in with the municipal building code which in turn is influenced by provincial and federal codes and recommended standards.

The operational tools which support the master plan include the three-way contact during the planning process between the planning consultants, the Aluminum Company of Canada and the provincial departments concerned with municipal developments including education, health and natural resources. Now, even though the master plan is completed, the planning consultants are still retained to continue contact and to extend it to the British Columbia architects and engineers concerned, to the municipal government now that Kitimat is incorporated, elections held, and administration boards and departments set up. (The school board and the public works office are examples.) The planning consultants will also keep the master plan up to date with actual field conditions. This involves adjustments to reflect detailed topography and to take due account of the exigencies of market demand and Alcan's negotiations with private developers. (The underlying utility framework of the master plan has proved to be a major influence in preserving the planned order of development where it might otherwise have gone off the track.)

Alcan's own planning staff, headed by J. E. Dudley, has a continuing part in negotiation with private developers, checks on what they finally come up with and sees to it that it is carried out in a manner consistent with the master plan.
Kitimat is to be a public town, houses built by private enterprise

Housing and financing were complicated because Kitimat is not to be a company town. No company, however powerful, could hope to order up and operate a complete town with all the auxiliary features. A public town is the converse of a company town. The problem is to cause the town to get built, to coax it to organize, finance, govern itself, to set up taxes and credit.

It was evident that Alcan must prime the pump; neither state nor federal government could act on a town not yet here. Steps were taken for earliest possible municipal incorporation enabling public debt to be incurred for schools, hospitals, utilities, roads.

Meanwhile sources of independent financing were periodically tested: government and private mortgage sources, risk capital by operative builders and commercial firms. Family housing for initial plant workers had to be ready and much more in sight. Starting Kitimat was bound to be a bootstrap operation—equipment piled on the beachhead, tents at first, then barracks, mess-halls—a man's frontier, no women, no liquor, just work, and overtime pay the prime incentive. Temporaries got first priority. Permanent housing on the company's account was programmed to types, materials and methods. The hope was that operative builders working at first for the company would branch out into their own operations. This is now happening.

How homes will be financed*

Alcan will build no rental houses in Kitimat. Manager Dudley explained the buying terms: homes now being built would sell for around $11,000 in Vancouver, but transportation and high labor costs make the Kitimat price $14,000. Central Mortgage & Housing Corp. is granting first mortgages of $9,360 (90% of the Vancouver value); the purchaser makes a $700 down payment, and the balance, $3,940, is assumed as a second mortgage by Alcan. But to encourage home ownership and offset Kitimat's higher prices, Alcan gives every employee who builds a house a monthly bonus of $82.85 per $1,000 of the home's cost. This is $39.90 per month on a $14,000 home, roughly equal to principal and carrying charges of the second mortgage. This leaves the purchaser with a monthly payment of about $60 to make, plus his bonus.

Any time within ten years Alcan will buy back a house at predetermined depreciation rates from anybody wishing to sell and leave. The buy-back price is arranged so that, with the taxes he has paid, he will be out the equivalent of about $55 a month rent.

* From MacLean's Magazine
City-wide zoning map shows major city areas. Where several of these areas have related uses, they are grouped under districts. Thus, manufacturing and service center areas comprise Kitimat's industrial district and the agricultural-forest, recreation and institutional areas comprise the Greenbelt district. Until any neighborhood or portion of the Greenbelt is taken up for development, it remains as an agricultural-forest area available for uses licensed by the province. Thus, Kitimat's land is withdrawn as needed from a giant reservoir of agricultural forest land.

Neighborhood zoning map shows land use areas for Neighborhood A—the first neighborhood to be pulled out of the "reservoir" and then planned in detail and zoned accordingly. The by-law gives detailed uses for all city and neighborhood areas. The zoning maps are developed from the master plan.
1. Laminated timbers for 30-story towers
2. Stainless steel for curtain walls
3. High-velocity air for low-cost air conditioning
4. High-tensile bolts for speedy skyscraper construction
1. TIMBER SKYSCRAPERS

Twin target towers stand 357' high on bases 80' wide

Timber framing outbid steel for two 357' towers (the world's tallest timber structures) at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, Calif. Though bids are not available, the towers cost an estimated $400,000. Built 600' apart, these boldly engineered towers are surmounted by laminated wooden sheaves to carry three 4" manila ropes by which 2½-ton targets can travel between the two towers for the development of naval guns and gunners. Ropes are attached through eyes to 1" cable falls several hundred feet away from the towers. At initial tests, deflection of the tower tops under design loading was less than 6" inward. (A failure in the ropes once caused a sudden release of tension and considerable strain on the towers, but the whip at their tops was under 9".)

The towers are three-sided structures, each side an independent panel tapering from 8½' at the base to 5' at the top. The tower is calculated to stand on two sides only should the legs of one panel become damaged.

Design loading: 30 psf wind load on the projected area of the three legs and on twice the projected area of the diagonals (equivalent to 110-mph gale) plus a load of 28 tons suspended 250' off the ground between the two towers.

Laminated construction. For economy, all timbers are laminated from 2" x 10" structural grade Douglas fir, then finished 9" thick and varied in depth as required. Legs, for instance, are 14½" deep at the base, while diagonals average about 6" deep. Gusset plates and connecting members are of 2½" plywood, fastened with metal connectors and ¾" bolts.

Each side panel is built with 24' leg members throughout, joined by a K-brace web system. Above 240' the K-brace sections are 12' deep, while the top three sections are 7' deep each.

The structural design was by Holmes & Narver, consulting engineers, fabrication by Summerbell Roof Structures and erection by Henry E. Robertson Co.

Workmen are dwarfed by the 24' long 9" x 14½" laminated timbers of this huge tower. Legs stand 80' apart on triangular concrete base.

Timber connecting plates and ¾" bolts can be clearly seen in framing close-up of twin of 357'-high tower in middle distance. Air connections are made with steel shear plates back to back.
2. BEHAVIOR OF STAINLESS STEEL CURTAIN WALLS

Research report reveals merits and deficiencies of existing installations to hel

Study by Princeton's school of architecture of the 30-odd US buildings that have used stainless-steel walls reveals that sheet metals require careful design to avoid visual distortion, corrosion and excessive dirt collection. Other major findings: thickness and profile must be balanced; a curved section best permits expansion without distortion; horizontal surfaces should be avoided because they collect dirt; and many caulking materials require considerable maintenance because of their rapid deterioration.

Part of a two-year research program, Princeton's preliminary study is made for the American Iron & Steel Institute's Committee of Stainless Steel Producers to provide sorely needed data on stainless-steel walls for the guidance of the building industry. The committee and the researchers at Princeton see a tremendous demand for metal walls that can be prefabricated and installed quickly at reasonable cost. Since stainless steel is a high-quality material, expensive in first cost (though requiring practically no subsequent maintenance), the extent to which this highly weather-resistant steel is used in building will depend on the ingenuity and economy that goes into its design, fabrication and installation.

Performance. Stainless steels are completely weather-resistant in urban, industrial and rural areas, whether or not they are cleaned regularly.

Appearance. Although properly designed stainless-steel panels may be "self-cleaning" above a certain airborne dust level (as observed on the 87th floor of the Empire State building), they should be cleaned occasionally to preserve their original sheen. Horizontal surfaces should be avoided as they collect dirt. Water leakage from inside the panel must be controlled to avoid streaking.

Calking alone will not prevent air or water leakage because it deteriorates with continual expansion and contraction of joints.

Dust pattern. Wherever there is metal-to-metal contact between interior and exterior surface skins, a dust pattern develops reflecting the inner framing of the panels.

Distortion. Finally, the greatest problem is to control surface distortion while using a minimum thickness of steel. The controlling factors—thickness, unbroken surface area, "flattens" of face, configuration—must be carefully balanced since even the smallest physical distortion may produce unsightly visual disturbances. On this major problem the report notes:

• The lightest metal observed, a 26-ga. prefabricated panel with 3/4" ribs, 5/8" deep, shows no distortion.
• Flat panels of 24-ga. steel, well reinforced, show no distortion when more than 3" wide for a depth of 3/4". This same thickness of steel in 4" V-sections, 3/8" deep, appears distorted unless extensively reinforced.
• Minimum thickness for relatively wide, flat facades is 22 ga. (.031") . This presents a satisfactory appearance when used with lightweight insulation in flat rigidized panels 10" to 12" wide and 1/2" deep.
• A slight distortion occurs in 16"-wide panels of 18-ga. stainless.

Visual distortion is overcome by a slight curvature in the panels, which helps relieve local expansion and contraction.

Since a factory-made curtain wall requires volume production for economy, the report points out that there must be considerable agreement among those responsible for the design before it is likely to be widely accepted.

Experience abroad. The trend to thin metal curtain walls is increasing rapidly both here and overseas, notably in Germany, where many curtain walls are manufactured using formed aluminum and stainless steel, and in England, where the emphasis is on prefabrication and lightness. We can benefit from British experience with the pitting of stainless steel in their exceptionally corrosive atmosphere, since this experience serves as an accelerated weather test for us. They find that the occasional cleaning of exterior metals is the best deterrent to corrosion.

In conclusion, the report states that study, now under way, is needed to develop design and performance data, to be used to fabricate full-size wall sections, each analyzed in regard to initial and maintenance costs, building codes, speed and method of erection, backup materials, interior finishes and window applications.
Guide today's designers in use of stainless-steel wall panels

General Electric Turbine building, Schenectady

Construction: 20-ga. square-ribbed panels 3/4" deep, 2" wide and of varying length attached to structural frame with spot welds 12" o.c., at flat 18-ga. carbon steel interior panel. Glass-fiber insulation 1/2" thick; "U" factor of 0.14.

Performance: In four years this wall has required no maintenance. Some minor rust spots have occurred but seem to be deposits left from other metals at time of erection. Poor drip design has led to discoloration at the fourth-story window soffits where water marks can be seen from below.

Designers: Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.

Truscon warehouse, Baltimore

Construction: a vertical "V" corrugated 24-ga. stainless-steel panel prefabricated in 36" and 60" widths. This light-gauge panel is reinforced by horizontal angle stiffeners 30" o.c., insulated with 2" glass fiber and backed with 20-ga. carbon steel panels. Thickness 4/8"; "U" factor 0.11.

Performance: this panel has the shallowest corrugations of any in this study, 4" wide "V's" only 3/8" deep. This does not appear sufficient to prevent surface distortions from thermal and other hidden forces. The lower panels bowed out vertically due to thermal expansion and the vertical joint between panels opened and closed with the weather, squeezing out the calking in the joint. Though the exterior surface has never been cleaned no rust spots or corrosion could be observed.

Designers: Truscon Steel Co.

Allegheny Ludlum Research Laboratory, Brackenridge, Pa.

Construction: walls are composed of H. H. Robertson standard panels having an exterior ribbed surface of 22-ga. stainless steel and a flat interior panel of 18-ga. metal coated carbon steel. There is no direct metal-to-metal contact between the two surfaces. Insulation between them is 1/2" rigid glass fiber. Panels are welded to supporting channels on the frame of the building. Thickness 3/4"; "U" factor 0.18.

Performance: good, except for a few minor cases of dimpling at spot welds, which is accentuated by the high reflectivity of the metal. This tendency of sheet metals to deform at fastenings must be watched carefully during installation.

Designers: William York Cocken, architect.
Prefabricating plant of the E. F. Hauserman Co., Cleveland

Construction: prefabricated panels about 5' x 9'-8" high are attached to a steel frame by angle clips bolted to angle girts and by bolts to welded nuts inside each metal panel. The exterior sheet is of 26-ga. stainless steel, the lightest gauge ever used in curtain wall materials, strengthened by small vertical ribs, four every 7". The interior sheet, of carbon steel, is joined to the exterior sheet by a cork spline to avoid metal-to-metal contact. Inside the panel is 3" of inorganic rigid insulation. Thickness of the panel: 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)".

Performance: since erection in 1950, these panels have required no maintenance and show no evidence of corrosion.

Designers: The E. F. Hauserman Co.

Armco Steel Corp., laboratory and dispensary, Middletown, Ohio

Construction: 18-ga. stainless exterior panels in 16"-wide sheets fastened to the girt angles by hook bolts. Interior walls are furred out with wood and covered with foil-backed rock lath and plaster or hardboard. Wall thickness: 3". Insulation: 2" glass fiber giving a "U" factor of 0.11.

Performance: Armco tested various methods of construction. Where painted hardboard was nailed directly to the wooden furring strips, without using a vapor barrier, every strip was discernible on the hardboard. This clearly shows the importance of a vapor barrier. Although open hearth furnaces are close by, no corrosion or discoloration can be seen. Some slight waviness in the width of the 16" panels developed during fabrication.

Designers: Peter J. Welch, architect.

Twin Towers Apartments, Chicago

Construction: spandrel sections of 22-ga. stainless steel, horizontally ribbed and backed with 1/2" lightweight insulating concrete. Vertical stiffening is provided by 3/8" x 1 1/2" stainless-steel channels, set 28" o.c. Each 3" spandrel section is bolted to reinforced concrete spandrels. Horizontal joints overlap and are welded, vertical joints butted and caulked.

Performance: satisfactory. In effect, this building uses stainless steel, not as a curtain wall, but as a veneer for masonry.

Designers: A. Epstein & Sons, architects and engineers.
Empire State building,
New York City

**Construction:** 18-ga. stainless-steel mullions between windows and cast aluminum spandrels are attached by straps to structural steel spandrel beams. Column covers are 22" wide and angle-braced on the back. Each joint is caulked for weathertightness, requiring a major maintenance operation which has to be repeated every few years.

**Performance:** There is no evidence of corrosion on the stainless-steel trim used on this building. A gray-to-black deposit covering the steel on all sides up to the 84th floor is easily removed by soap and a damp cloth or a rubber eraser. In spite of this layer of dirt, the trim gleams in direct sunlight. Above the 84th floor the stainless-steel strips are comparatively free of dirt and have never been cleaned since the building was erected.

**Designers:** Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, architects.

---

Heppenstall building,
Pittsburgh

**Construction:** This existing brick building was entirely enclosed in stainless steel. Concave strips of 18-ga. stainless, 13" wide, 1/4" deep and 14' long, are bolted to clips on stainless-steel supporting angles, which in turn are bolted to the masonry wall. Vent holes, 3/4" diameter, are provided at 2' centers. The roof is also covered with stainless steel.

**Performance:** The concavely curved profile of the vertical wall members is most practical for stainless steel, as the curvature takes up thermal expansion and contraction. The renovation was completed in 1952; the steel appears in excellent condition showing no distortion or corrosion.

**Designers:** Hoffman & Crumpton, architects.

---

Gateway Center,
Pittsburgh

**Construction:** Prefabricated concrete spandrel, mullion and column panels faced with 22-ga. stainless steel. Back of the steel is first a 1/2" layer of porous concrete as a "breathing" space and a further 6" of lightweight perlite concrete, giving a "U" factor of 0.23. Spandrel, mullion and column cover panels are first bolted, then welded into position. Wall thickness: 5/16".

**Performance:** Some unfortunate waviness has appeared over the stainless-steel surfaces, the cause of which has not yet been determined. Possible causes of the blistering: 1) the relatively flat surfaces are too flat to permit thermal expansion and contraction without distortion; 2) the backup concrete shrank in setting, causing buckling of the steel sheet to which it is bonded; 3) the steel sheet might not have been truly flat initially.

**Designers:** Eggers & Higgins and Irwin Clavan, architects; Starrett Brothers & Eken, builders.
3. HOTEL AIR CONDITIONING

High-velocity and low-temperature air supply permit small ducts and inexpensive controls, help hold costs to $750 per room.

Painstaking engineering analysis of an air-conditioning problem paid off in the 36-year-old Lincoln Hotel in Indianapolis. The central system exploits high-velocity (4,000 fpm) air at a low supply temperature (58° F.), and thus provides high-quality individually controlled air conditioning. Cost of supplying 250 rooms of this 400-room hotel was only $728 per room (plus about $20 a room extra for furring and plastering). And this was accomplished in 60 days with no loss of rental space and with no more than four rooms out of commission at a time.

Since the ceilings of this old hotel are relatively low (9%), ducts had to be small and, for low costs, as short as possible. Two zones on each floor are supplied from rooftop fan equipment via two vertical supply ducts. As these ducts have the same cross-section throughout the 15-story building, air supplied at 4,000 fpm falls to an average 3,000 fpm at floor take-offs. This air velocity is still high enough to permit floor ducts of one third conventional size which can be concealed above new false ceilings.

No noise, no drafts. Air velocity falls again (to 2,000 to 2,600 fpm) in the branch ducts, room take-offs and diffusers.

Individual room controls. Since the type of hotel-room occupancy is highly variable, the client considered individual room controls mandatory. Here, with a stable high-velocity system, room temperature is controlled by varying the incoming air supply. This is done by a simple wall control operating the damper in each room.

Minimum revenue loss. By placing refrigerating equipment in the basement and air purifying equipment on the roof, economical concentration of equipment is achieved without taking up valuable rental space. Vertical supply ducts are placed in unused space at the ends of corridors and in the elevator lobby. Air return is via existing pipe shafts running up from bathrooms to roof, where return air can be exhausted or purified and recirculated.

Cost of the remodeling was low: air conditioning, $150,000; electrical, $12,000; and two penthouses, $20,000 — total, $182,000. The installation was designed by Gardner Savage and Bevington, Taggart & Fowler, Inc., consulting engineers, in cooperation with Connor Engineering Corp.
4. BOLTING SPEEDS STEEL ERECTION

Mile High Center saves time and money with high-strength bolts and wire reinforcement of concrete

Two 23-story steel-framed office buildings erected simultaneously in Denver, Col. allow direct comparison of bolting vs. riveting.

The Denver Club building, with 2,615 tons of structural steel, was riveted in 18 weeks; while the larger Mile High Center building, also 23 stories high and with 4,606 tons of structural steel, was bolted in 13 weeks, thus saving at least five weeks in steel erection time.

Direct per-ton costs for bolting proved about the same as for riveting, according to Bethlehem Steel engineers who erected the Mile High Center, but they cite other important advantages for bolting: 1) more strength—the high-tensile steel bolts have greater shear, tensile and fatigue strength than rivets; 2) smaller erection crews—only two men per crew are needed for bolting compared to the four-man crews used for riveting, and further, bolting is easier, requiring no specialized training; 3) less noise—the pneumatic wrenches used to tighten the high-tensile bolts make less than half the racket of a rivet gun and for considerably less time.

High-strength floor reinforcing

As well as high-tensile bolts, the Mile High Center uses new high-tensile wire fabric to reinforce its 5" thick lightweight concrete floor slabs. The 3" x 16'-6"/10 welded wire fabric is designed for stresses of 29,000 psi thanks to a minimum yield strength of 56,000 psi (ultimate 70,000 psi). The fabric is draped continuously over 8'-4" spans, providing negative reinforcing over the supporting beams and drooping to provide positive reinforcing at midspan.

There is a further saving of about 10% in floor steel since the floors are designed as composite beams, with the floor steel acting in unison with surrounding concrete to resist live loading. Poured at the same time as the floor slab itself, this concrete provides fireproofing as well as added strength.

The Mile High Center is designed by Webb & Knapp, Inc., with Kahn & Jacobs and G. Meredith Musick, associate architects. George A. Fuller Co. is the general contractor.  

continued on p. 210
Booming school enrollment has forced school administrators, architects and kitchen planners to look for new answers to the old problem of the school lunch. In existing schools as well as new ones, the answer is no longer a simple matter of providing an ordinary cafeteria and a big dining room. The high cost of such facilities and the pressing need for classroom space has ruled them out.

Happily for the school people, the children and the taxpayers, the search for new school feeding techniques has paid off in at least five ways:

1. The traditional cafeteria has been restudied for greater efficiency.
2. Whole school districts are now fed from a central kitchen with the aid of mobile steam tables, delivery trucks and a small serving area in each building.
3. In existing schools the overcrowded dining room has been supplemented by food carts from which lunch is served in classrooms.
4. In new schools the dining room has been replaced by the space-saving and cost-saving multipurpose room.
5. Vending machines, which dispense sandwiches, ice cream and all kinds of beverages, are saving floor space and manpower in schools as well as in industrial plants and offices.
For the cafeteria: faster service

Although the cafeteria is here to stay, the kind that forces hungry children to suffer the tortures of a long, single serving line is on the way out. The modern cafeteria recognizes that while some children require a full meal, others need only a bowl of soup, a glass of milk or a dessert to round out the sandwich lunches they bring from home. There are many ways to accomplish and speed up the service operation:

- Dispense milk and ice cream (the two most popular à-la-carte orders) from a separate table well out of the way of the regular serving line. (A student attendant and student cashier might operate this table.)
- Invite vending-machine concessionnaires to handle the à-la-carte demand for milk, ice cream and soft drinks.
- Provide two serving counters (each 30' to 35' long) when more than 250 students are to be fed at one sitting.
- Widening of the serving-line aisle to permit and encourage children to leap-frog each other and by-pass parts of the food counter.
- Offer three types of service with one line for each: 1) a standard lunch, 2) à-la-carte selection, 3) beverages only.

Success or failure of a cafeteria may depend more on the space relationship established by the architect in his preliminary design than on the precise equipment layout suggested by the kitchen planning consultant. Although conditions vary greatly in different communities and even in schools within the same school district, some rules of thumb are useful in early stages of design. As a rough preliminary guide, these space allowances are often used:

| Dining-room area | 10 to 12 sq. ft. per seat | 3 sq. ft. per student |
| Kitchen and serving area | 5 to 6 sq. ft. | 2 to 3 sq. ft. |
| Total area | 15 to 18 sq. ft. | 5 to 6 sq. ft. |

These data are based on assumption that some students go home for lunch and that the others eat in three settings. Kitchen areas include storage, toilets for staff, office, etc.; 3 sq. ft. per student are needed for 100 meals in three shifts, 2 sq. ft. for larger numbers.

The area required for a school cafeteria varies with the degree of separation between the kitchen, serving area and the dining room. Although it is ideal, complete separation of these three areas requires more space than when only the kitchen is separated from the serving counter. The most economical plan in both use of space and construction calls for a large opening in the wall between kitchen-serving area and dining space with drop doors to shut off the kitchen-serving area when the dining room is used for other purposes (sketch No. 3, right, above). This construction is not so "soundproof" as a fixed wall with ordinary doors but could be made so by using two sets of drop doors. It does save space, because the back serving counter is in the kitchen where it can be used for preparing meals and the space in front of the forward serving counter for circulation of the serving line is in the dining room which may be planned as multiuse space.

School menus are usually much simpler than those for commercial cafeterias. School cafeteria costs can be minimized if the planning is closely related to sample menus provided by the school board. If the school is going to serve only soup and sandwiches, little equipment will be required. On the other hand, if a choice of two meats, several vegetables and salads is offered, obviously more elaborate equipment will be needed.

School cafeteria managers point out that they generally employ as kitchen help local women who have had no experience in the use of commercial restaurant equipment such as steam jacketed kettles, giant pressure cookers and large bake ovens. Some women learn to use and like this type of equipment, but often it stands idle. Moreover, the school kitchen may be used by local community groups inexperienced in the use of efficient restaurant equipment.

Automatic dishwashing equipment is an important part of the modern school cafeteria. The smallest school might get by with a domestic type of washer, but most schools will require the commercial type. Dishwashing is generally separated from the kitchen by a partition, but some recent, well-planned small kitchens have done away with this barrier so that the dishwashing counters may also be used in the food preparation process before a meal.

The receiving area should have direct access to the truck platform—not across or down a hall. Storage room and walk-in cooler, if used, should be close to the receiving door and under the direct observation of the chief cook's desk so that she may check on all persons and supplies moving in or out. Space is required for the storage of garbage and rubbish cans, empty crates and boxes, and cases of bottles being held for pick-up. A slop sink or a hose and floor drain are required for cleaning garbage cans.

Although these suggestions and the Design Standards prepared for FORUM by Architect Harold R. Sleeper (p. 174) point the way toward efficient school cafeteria planning, the detailing of a big school kitchen may best be done with the aid of an expert. The potential labor savings in a well-planned kitchen usually warrant his employment either by the architect or the school.
For feeding entire school districts: central kitchens

In some large cities the preparation of lunches for several schools in one central kitchen has long been standard procedure. These lunches usually consist of sandwiches plus one hot dish such as soup, beans or spaghetti delivered to the schools in insulated containers. Milk and ice cream are delivered by commercial dairies directly to the schools.

The new developments in this kind of school feeding are the adaptations of the central kitchen to smaller communities and the handling of more varied menus. This has been made possible by improved methods of packing and shipping—notably a food cart designed to keep various types of meats and vegetables hot and to double as a serving counter. This cart is delivered from the central kitchen by a truck equipped with an elevator-like hydraulic tailgate which lowers the carts to the doors of the various schools. They are then pushed into place in the kitchen or serving line and their extension cords are “plugged in” to keep the food hot through the three 45-minute serving periods.

Although soups, stews and creamed dishes may taste equally well when kept for some time before serving, potatoes and most green vegetables lose some of their flavor and vitamins. Therefore, the central kitchen tends to limit menus to those items that will stand holding.

The central kitchen (usually located in the community’s biggest school), the dishwashing facilities in the other schools and the truck and food carts cost less than kitchens for all schools.

A variation on the central kitchen-food cart theme is the use of food carts to extend feeding facilities from a school equipped with a kitchen to a new kitchenless school within pushing distance.

For crowded dining rooms: push-cart decentralization

The electrically heated food cart has also come to the rescue of the schools which have outgrown their lunchrooms—by making every classroom a lunchroom. The idea of delivering hot lunches directly from kitchen to classroom was pioneered in California three years ago, has enjoyed a growing acceptance in existing schools and is now influencing the planning of new schools.

A typical example of how the pushcart helps existing schools is found in Brazosport, Tex., where the school enrollment was so high and the building budget so low that Frank G. Moosberg, director of lunchrooms, was forced to serve some of the lunches in classrooms. He started with a 115-v. electric steam table (the bids ranged from $465 to $525) and a semi-enclosed hospital food cart with four shelves ($138 to $165) to haul milk, silver, napkins, some trays and desserts. These items were loaded in the school kitchen and delivered to all classrooms from kindergarten through fourth grade. Originally the carts were pushed into each room, but it was found that this caused overcrowding and confusion. It has proved more convenient to have the children come into the hall between two rooms to get their food.

Two part-time luncheon workers with these two carts have no difficulty in serving up to 230 pupils in eight to ten rooms in 50 to 60 minutes. Result: what started out as an emergency method has been adopted as standard procedure for classes up to sixth grade. They now have 14 food-cart steam tables in operation.

Brazosport teachers prefer feeding in the classrooms: “It eliminates the noise and crowding and shoving of the little ones in the lunchrooms. We have better control of the pupils while eating and have an opportunity to teach better eating habits and social graces.” Says the management: “Thousands of dollars that would have been spent on additional lunchrooms have been saved. We not only save money here, but have a better feeding program.”

In other schools the pushcart has been used as a substitute for a serving counter in the teachers’ dining room, thus making it unnecessary to place this room immediately adjacent to the kitchen.

Solution for cafeteria overcrowding in Freeport, Tex.: ... service from food carts in hall and ... dining in classrooms
For multipurpose rooms: built-in flexibility

The multipurpose room is not a new idea. But there are new ideas on how to make it better serve its various purposes—including school feeding. The principle need has been for effective sound barriers between kitchen or serving area and dining area so that the latter may double as a study hall, library, art classroom—all of which require quiet. If the space for an aisle can be afforded, the use of a fixed partition to separate the serving area from the dining room is the most satisfactory method of keeping out the kitchen noise. Where space saving is important, the division between the service area and the dining room might well be a series of openings extending from the counter to eye level with Mullions to furnish stable joints between vertical or horizontal sliding doors. These doors should be of relatively heavy wood or metal construction to furnish the mass and stiffness required for good sound insulation. They should have a tight fit or felt strips to reduce leakage around the edges.

An alternate would be the use of a folding partition having a sound reduction factor of 35 db or better. Where a high degree of sound insulation is required either between the kitchen and the dining area or to subdivide the dining area for alternate uses, the use of double partitions is often specified.

Other important considerations:
- If the room is large, folding partitions will increase its flexibility by dividing the space into several rooms of different sizes.
- If the room is to be used for study as well as dining, it must have better lighting than is required for dining alone.
- If it is to be used for educational movies, black-out curtains should be specified and provision made for use and storage of the projector and screen.
- If the secondary use is to be for an assembly room or gymnasium, provision must be made for the storage of tables and seats. There are several methods of accomplishing this. Tables with benches attached may jackknife into the wall or, after folding, may be moved on their own rollers into convenient storage space. The use of stacking furniture is gaining popularity with the introduction on the market of tables and desks designed specifically for use in school multipurpose rooms. Some stack vertically, others nest horizontally (see sketches). For dining rooms serving kindergartens through sixth grade, sets of tables of different height for different age groups provide ideal seating for both instruction and lunch, with the added feature that they can be nested.

For low-cost mechanized service: vending machines

Experiments in the use of vending machines have been conducted in Chicago schools over a period of three months.

Although the number of machines and the variety of items vended in each of the Chicago schools varied greatly, the largest installation offered a long list of foods: white and chocolate milk, fruit juices, carbonated beverages, hot soup, sandwiches, hot dogs, French fries, potato chips, pies, cakes, ice cream, fresh fruit and candy. The test showed that the students bought more beverages than when sold over a counter, and although the consumption of milk more than doubled, some authorities were disturbed by the increase in use of carbonated beverages. Others felt that the vending machines prompted students to select meals which are not so well balanced as the hot lunches provided by the school cafeteria.

The vending machine will probably not replace the school cafeteria but it may be of real value for supplementary purposes such as adding soup or milk to a lunch brought from home.
KITCHEN PLANNING

This and the following page show schematic drawings of various kitchen areas. The drawings are intended to show efficient functional relationships of the main equipment and do not attempt to present design solutions to kitchen equipment layout.

Work aisles:
If no thru-traffic, minimum width is 3'-0". With 2 parallel work tables, minimum aisle width is 3'-6", preferably 4'-0" to 4'-6".

VEGETABLE AND SALAD PREPARATION

MEAT AND FISH PREPARATION

SECTION AGAINST WALL

KEY TO EQUIPMENT

A. Ranges
B. Fryers
C. Broilers
D. Salamanders
E. Shelves
F. Roasters
G. Hood (over)
H. Steamer
I. Kettle
J. Cook’s Table
K. Bain Marie
L. Sink
M. Pot Rack (over)
N. Short Order Ref.
O. Steam Table
P. Plate Warmer
Q. Mixer

SECTION FOR LARGE DINING ESTABLISHMENTS

COOKING SECTIONS

Type, quantity and layout of equipment will vary with anticipated patronage and menu. For example, large kitchens may need more items, such as ranges and kettles, than are shown under “Cooking Sections”. Small kitchens may combine in a cooking area functions shown separately below, such as cooking and baking.

Data by Anthony J. Amendola, Food Service Equipment Consultant
A cafeteria differs from other restaurants in two major ways:
1. It generally requires more advance preparation for hot foods.
2. It does not dispense food to counters within the kitchen proper, because it is a patron self-service operation.

Employee cafeterias should be as near to the work areas as possible but should provide a completely different change of scene.

The percent of employees patronizing a plant cafeteria (60-75% is average) depends on:
1. length of lunch period.
2. proximity of work areas to cafeteria (over 700-800 feet distance deter employees from using cafeteria).

NOTE: Some industrial plants are using mechanized food trucks, with refrigerated and hot food compartments, to go to the on-job employees at break-time or mealtime or both.

Serves about 200 persons at one sitting.

COMMERCIAL CAFETERIA

Scale all drawings: 3/32" = 1'-0"
Many types of dish and glass washers are available. Work tables may be of various shapes and designs, depending on requirements.

Provide shelving, movable racks, soiled silverware basket, etc., as required.

Silver washers, dryers, and burnishers are sometimes incorporated in this area.

Check local codes for use of garbage grinder under scrap hole on soiled dish table.
Corrugated metal panels provide ceiling finish and acoustical control

Enameled perforated metal backed with mineral wool has long been used as an acoustical ceiling treatment where the requirements of the job call for an incombustible, high-efficiency, low-maintenance material. It is often used in square tile-like units, presumably because most other acoustical materials occur in that form. A more efficient way to use metal is in the form of ribbed or corrugated sheets which are self-supporting over a span of several feet. Light-gauge perforated metal, rolled to the same sections as roof decking, has long been on the market as an acoustical ceiling material. Now US Gypsum offers a perforated corrugated metal for this purpose. The advantage of the corrugated form is its lower cost, high acoustical efficiency and the opportunity it offers for a change of pace in room decoration. Corrutone can be installed for an average cost of 65¢ per sq. ft. and has a sound reduction coefficient of .90 at 1,000 cycles. It comes in standard sizes of 2' x 2' and 2' x 4'. Corrugated sheets are supported at each end by continuous Z-splines, 1½" deep, which are in turn supported by 1½" furring channels 5' o.c. Complete accessibility is provided to the space above the ceiling; any panel can be removed by pushing up on it and sliding it over the adjacent panel. For maximum efficiency, an acoustical ceiling should be fully integrated with recessed lighting fixtures and air-conditioning outlets. The illustration shows one method of using recessed lighting fixtures with Corrutone.

Manufacturer: US Gypsum Co., 300 W. Adams St., Chicago.

continued on p. 232
OPEN LETTERS

To Bob Weinberg:

You had the audacity the other day to propose nothing less than a 30-year program for Forum—and we love you for it.

You said the last 30 years had been the establishment of contemporary architecture. In this you said the magazines had been a major force and Forum leading. The next 30 years, you said, should establish the idea of an architecture of cities—the deliberate construction not of picture buildings but of a city picture.

You said that 30 years ago the average US citizen thought you had to go back to colonial Williamsburg to find truly beautiful buildings but we know now that we can create them out of the needs and methods of our own time. You pointed out that the average US citizen still thinks you have to go back to old towns and villages of Europe to find truly beautiful towns, on tourist tickets. Within 30 years we should realize we can create them for ourselves.

In Europe, you said, there is still some living memory of how such things are done. You spoke of a German city where the city architect—think of it, over there an architect always heads planning! —had the municipality make a free gift to a landowner of air rights above a certain stretch of sidewalk, and positively demanded of him that he build his new front out over a sidewalk arcade. The reason? At the head of the street was a fine old church. In the “street view” a narrowing of the street at just the point chosen by the city architect would give this church a more suitable “frame.”

It may take us a long time in the US to arrive at sophistication like that. And some patient groundwork must first be laid. But some time back we at Forum had set our feet on the new path.

The first point to be made is that with every building we put up we are building and rebuilding not only our own structures but buildings and rebuilding America. Next, there has to be realization that whole districts have to be developed or “redeveloped” at a time, and the tools for this exist. Ever since 1949, Forum has been examining case after case, proposal after proposal, not only for “new towns” but for “urban redevelopment” and rehabilitation.

Then, after that, there has to be realization that even the practical, utilitarian building of our time can be harmonized better with its neighbors. In our modernization issues, both this year (May) and in 1950, we went into detail about how this can be done. In September of 1953, in talking of “curtain walls,” we talked of the discouraging look that some of them give to the street and we proposed remedies. In that issue we also scolded the ambitious redevelopers of Pittsburgh and Philadelphia for bringing architecture last, not first, into their schemes.

Part of the problem lies in getting people to see that there actually is such a thing as outdoor “space.” The average American thinks this space out of doors is nothing but so much air. Next month we shall print pictures showing that city streets and spaces are outdoor “rooms.”

We have even talked (April ’54) about the advantage of design for roadside structures—our roadsides are America’s fastest-growing visual slum.

Our European cousins, especially in England, can get quite impatient with us. We can’t help that. Step by step is the only way you and we together can win. You can help, not only by suggestions but by watching more closely what Forum is trying to do, and bringing it to the attention of your business friends.

To John Lyon Reid:

Through some exceptionally keen school men who were deeply concerned about it, we have heard that a truly good-looking school can give the architect medals from architectural juries and a demerit from school boards for the very same reason—sheer attractiveness!

The curious reasoning of school men and public runs like this: we have to have our schools cheap. A cheap school cannot look good. And a good looking school does not look mean and cheap. An architect who makes a cheap school look good is wasting his time and ours. A school board member can never explain it to his constituents. Even if it is cheap it doesn’t look cheap, and that’s fatal.

The good common sense of our people has to be brought somehow to bear on this. Surely this, the most prosperous country on earth, cannot tolerate the doctrine that being cheap and looking cheap and acting cheap, and cowardly to boot, toward one’s own children, is the finest way of being an American.

To get down to cases, we hear that doing fine architecture has been a positive hindrance to you personally. There was that California district (let’s not name it) where every school that you built for it was a prize winner—three in a row! Think of it! And did they give you a bonus and bannquets for it, because all this was done handsomely within their budgets? Not in the least. Your reward was, as I hear it, that a mistaken committee of citizens began looking extra hard for “further possible savings,” and decided to try somebody else as architect.

Our scouts tell us that this district’s new architect is a fine man too, so on the surface of it your loss is not yet the loss of the community. But let’s hold on a minute. Is he going to have to be a hang-dog architect to succeed with them? Is he going to have to act cheap and look cheap?

Elsewhere in this issue we are trying to get at the financing mess that seems to condemn the US to poorer schools at just the time when we have raised the far-from-cheap Buick to third place among our cars, and are preparing to give lots and lots of us the luxury of color TV.

But something is deeper wrong than financing. Where are we as architects if our fellow citizens do not even know that being noble or nasty in building expression is a choice that does not necessarily make the difference of a single copper? I hope every architect who reads this lets some school board member read it over his shoulder and start thinking about it.

—OH.
FOLLOW-THROUGH
that's good for you!

...you really get it from your RO-WAY Distributor!

Your RO-WAY Distributor has the finest overhead type doors for all your jobs—commercial, industrial and residential. He's proud to bring you such outstanding RO-WAY features as: Taper-Tite tracks and Seal-A-Matic hinges; Double-Thick tread rollers; famous Power-Metered springs; the better designing, engineering and construction that give RO-WAY doors their exceptional long life of easy-up, easy-down operation.

But he has something else to offer which is just as vital to customer satisfaction. That's the extra care with which he handles every installation detail!

Call it "follow-through" or "thoroughness" or "pride in a job well done." It's all these things and it's mighty important to you. It means you can save time by depending on your RO-WAY Distributor to help select the proper size and type of RO-WAY door for the appearance and service requirements of each installation. It means you always know your RO-WAY Distributor shares your own interest in seeing that every job is done right!

We think that's the kind of man you like to do business with. So remember—on your next job call your RO-WAY Distributor for "follow-through" that's good for you.

ROWE MANUFACTURING CO.
938 Holton St., Galesburg, Ill.

It Pays to Call Your RO-WAY Distributor First—On Any Job!

Look in your classified telephone directory, or write for his name and address. He's an important member of a nationwide network of selected sales and installation engineers.

He has a wide choice of RO-WAY doors to show you, in both standard and special sizes and styles—for practically every commercial, industrial and residential need.
WOOD WINDOWS

Practical, Beautiful, Functional . . .
Preserve Them With Monsanto Penta

Architecturally impressive, wood windows are available in an almost endless variety of styles. The natural insulation of wood helps keep out winter's cold and summer's heat . . . wood windows reduce excessive moisture, minimize sweating.

Treated with water-repellent solutions containing Monsanto Penta, wood sash and frames will remain snug and weatherproof over the years with comparatively little maintenance expense. They will not rust or corrode.

Service life of wood, whatever its use, is tripled when you protect it with Penta. This chemical will not leach out or lose its preservative strength. Penta-treated wood is clean, odorless, easy to handle and store.

Ask us for a list of woodworking plants offering products treated with Monsanto Penta. Write: Organic Chemicals Division, Monsanto Chemical Company, Box 478, St. Louis, Missouri.
NEW Exposed “J” Suspension System Ceiling

Lift up and out! That’s the way acoustical ceiling tiles are removed to provide access to hidden utilities in this latest Gold Bond “J” Suspension System development. Now, white-painted exposed “J” Channels carry the acoustical tiles, and at the same time add a smart design effect.

The “J” System is used to build suspended ceilings that hide heating and air conditioning ducts, electrical wiring and plumbing. Because 12" x 24" Gold Bond Travacoustic or Acoustifibre units are easy to lay on the “J” Channel flanges, installation moves fast.

Only three basic parts are involved, and the Exposed “J” System’s cost per square foot often is as low as that of cement-applied acoustical ceilings.

Write our Architect Service Department for Technical Bulletin No. 577 showing complete details and drawings of the new Gold Bond Exposed “J” Suspension System.

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY • BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK

Build better with Gold Bond

ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS

Gypsum Board Products
Plaster and Lime
Rock Wool
Paint Products
Acoustical Tile
Asbestos-Cement Products
MET ARCHITECTS' REQUIREMENTS FOR 35-FOOT VERTICAL WINDOW TREATMENT WITH NARROW HORIZONTAL LINE RELIEF

Behind the bold, imaginative design and engineering that built the Keokuk, Iowa High School is a story of how Ceco helped solve a knotty lighting problem and achieve the architect's aim.

The Problem: Architects Perkins & Will visualized a design that would relieve the broad reaches of the Iowa countryside with a vertical effect and at the same time achieve a functional approach to better daylighting. Mindful that students need natural daylight, and relief for their eyes by gazing at distant outside scenes, the architects wanted a "wall of windows" that would perform all functions to an optimum degree. Standard window treatment would have left unsightly horizontal lines to mar the design's bold vertical appearance. Since the vertical lines of the windows were accentuated by the mullion treatment, it was believed necessary to minimize horizontal lines by keeping them narrow and of the same size. Here's how Ceco helped solve the problem: To create the illusion of a single 35-foot tall window, three Ceco Standard Steel Architectural Projected Windows were nested one on top of another and welded together by Ceco Construction Crews in the field. Vertical expansion was made possible by clips at the head and sill of each unit. Horizontal expansion was accommodated through the joints at the vertical "T" mullions. Thus, at no extra cost, the effect desired by the architect was achieved...a massive expanse of vertical lines, uninterrupted by heavy horizontal sight lines at the windows. The assembly method provided a tighter weatherseal, and a color scheme of windows that was most unique. For areas needing ventilation at inaccessible heights, mechanical operators were installed for easy control from the floor.

The Result: Viewed from a sharp angle, the protruding "T's" give the effect of a wall of steel. As the viewer moves toward right angles to the building, the windows begin to unfold, until, viewed head-on, they have the effect of a wall of 35-foot high windows. The "School of Changing Faces" is another example of architect-contractor-supplier teamwork in action. Next time consult Ceco on your building problem. Consult Sweet's files for Ceco windows and screens.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities
General Offices: 5001 W. 26th St., Chicago 50, Illinois

CECO -- AMERICA'S WIDEST LINE OF STEEL AND ALUMINUM WINDOWS
1—View of wall of windows in Keokuk High School. Note how the "T" mullions create an illusion of a steel wall in the distant areas of the school face.

2—As you move around this wing of the Keokuk High School, the face of the building begins to change in character as the windows become more evident, the mullions less prominent.
Curtis
AIR CONDITIONING
Units Are Your Assurance of Client Satisfaction

The Curtis line is precision-built to assure a long life of trouble-free service. You can specify Curtis air conditioning equipment with the assurance that it will never let you down.

✓ Installation is fast and easy.
✓ Maintenance costs are low.
✓ Priced to meet competition.
✓ Smooth, quiet operation.
✓ A Curtis Unit for every job—a complete range of sizes and types.

See Curtis data in Sweets Catalog File, and write for your free copy of NEW Curtis Architects' Air Conditioning Manual.

RESIDENTIAL . . . INDUSTRIAL . . . COMMERCIAL

NEW Attractive Window Units in 3 models, for commercial and residential use.

Package Units—2, 3, 5, 7½ and 10 tons. Choice of Open or Semi-hermetic Compressors... and 15 ton packaged central type units.

Residential Cooling and Heating Units

Air handling units, cooling towers, and evaporative condensers

Water Cooled Condensing Units—through 80 tons

1914 Kienlen Avenue, St. Louis 20, Missouri
The new Gunners Mate School, at Great Lakes, is a revolutionary concept in school construction. It is a building within a building, for within a glass shell is a free-standing, three story classroom area. The exterior, an intricate steel framework 235 by 240 by 55 feet, supports 1,130 steel Lupton fixed and projected windows. With the exception of the entrances, all glazing is with green, heat repelling glass. Built at an approximate cost of $1,750,000, this new school is a tribute to the skill and imagination of the architects and engineers. Sparkling in the sunshine like an emerald jewel, it combines beauty and efficiency to an unusual degree.

More and more, Lupton windows are being used as exterior walls. Such glazed walls are often cheaper than masonry construction. Combinations of Lupton Metal Windows, glazed with the special glass now available, make it possible to have completely practical "glass houses". Architects all over the country find the Lupton line of steel and aluminum windows adaptable to a wide range of commissions — from extremes like the new Gunners Mate School to conventional housing. See the complete line in Sweet's or write for full information — your inquiry will receive prompt attention.
A new concept of safety with beauty

WELDWOOD STAY-STRATE DOORS have the same guarantee as Weldwood Fire Doors; made with the same Weldrok core. Unmatched for beauty and serviceability. Most dimensionally stable wood-faced door made for indoor or outdoor use. Economical, available in a variety of wood faces and standard sizes.

Weldwood Movable Partitions and Partition Panels have same incombustible Weldrok core and same guarantee as Fire and Stay-Strate Doors.
...WELDWOOD FIRE* DOORS

with a new, incombustible mineral core—

WELDROK®

Strong, light-weight, solid-core Weldrok construction now gives Weldwood Fire Doors even greater degree of fire protection. Backed by the most outstanding guarantee in the industry. Yet they cost no more!

Weldwood Fire Doors have an unmatched record for absolute safety and dependability under every type of service condition. That is why for years they have been standing guard in leading hospitals, schools, business institutions and better built homes.

OUTSTANDING FIRE PROTECTION. Weldrok, the important new safety feature of Weldwood Fire Doors, was developed and is being manufactured exclusively by the United States Plywood Corporation. Weldrok is an inert, incombustible mineral core material offering a higher degree of fire protection, plus higher insulation value. Weldrok helps keep the door straight and true for the life of the installation. Weldwood Fire Doors with new Weldrok core are listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories for Class “B” and “C” openings.

OUTSTANDING BEAUTY. Weldwood Fire Doors have long been known for their beauty as well as safety. They are available in a wide variety of handsome hardwood faces... birch, walnut, Korina®, rift oak and in almost any exotic wood veneer you may want to specify. Furnished in standard sizes with special sizes and cutouts to order. If you are planning to install wood paneled interior walls, doors can be ordered with faces made from matching veneer flitch.

OUTSTANDING GUARANTEE. Weldwood Fire Doors have the most sweeping guarantee in the industry. Read it and see for yourself! Every word of it is backed by the United States Plywood Corporation, world’s largest plywood organization.

For further information consult with your lumber dealer or contact the architects’ and builders’ service section at any of the 73 United States Plywood or U.S.-Mengel Plywoods distributing units in principal cities, or mail coupon.

WELDWOOD FIRE DOOR FEATURES

• Bears Underwriters’ label
• Doors are edge-banded with solid hardwood treated with class “A” fireproofing agent
• Incombustible Weldrok core
• Crossbanding is 1/16” hardwood veneer permanently bonded to core with waterproof resin glue
• Face Veneer: Birch is standard; any wood face available on order.

*U. S. PAT. NO. 2693060

United States Plywood Corporation
55 West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Please send me complete information on Weldwood Fire and Stay-Strate Doors.
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CITY
STATE
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Balanced Daylighting Plus Economy

Low initial cost, savings in construction, no maintenance . . . these are the reasons why Architect Leslie N. Boney, Wilmington, N. C., has specified Skydomes for 42 schools during the past four years.

Mr. Boney says: "We specify Skydome toplighting because this method achieves balanced daylighting with lower ceiling heights, reduced cubage costs and simple roof construction . . . at substantial savings. School administrators and teachers are very satisfied with the quality of toplighting achieved."

"In designing these schools, we call on Wasco's engineering staff to make complete daylight analyses. This service is extremely helpful.

"We are proud of these schools. They are among the state's most advanced in design."

Wascolite Skydomes are available in White Translucent or Clear Colorless acrylic plastic. They come in 3 basic shapes — square, rectangular, circular — and in a wide range of stock sizes.

CREDITS: Leslie N. Boney, Architect; M. L. Skinner, General Contractor; Isham B. Hudson, Superintendent of Schools.

Patent No. 2610593 and Patent Pending

See Sweets or write for School Catalog

WASCOLITE SKYDOMES

... WASCO FLASHING COMPANY, 89 Fawcett Street, Cambridge 38, Mass.

BETTER HOSPITALS

are built with CONCRETE

More and more modern hospitals are being built better with concrete. Hospital planners have found that architectural and structural concrete and concrete masonry can help them achieve the maximum in rugged strength and durability, attractiveness and overall economy.

In architectural concrete, the broad versatility of concrete construction is especially apparent. Walls serve as structural members, and at the same time lend themselves to almost unlimited variation in exterior treatment and ornamentation. Such effects can be cast integrally with the walls.

For typical examples and design details, write for the free booklet, "Concrete for Hospitals." It is distributed only in the U.S. and Canada.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 10-7, 33 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois
A national organization to improve and extend the use of portland cement and concrete through scientific research and engineering field work

Concrete frames and floors ensure structural strength of McNeal Memorial Hospital addition for nurses' residence in Berwyn, Ill. Architects and engineers were Burnham and Hammond, Chicago.

Right: utility and restful charm can be achieved with concrete masonry interiors, as in the laboratory and reception room of the Phillip Fife Medical Building, Guthrie, Okla. W. H. Schumacher, Oklahoma City, was architect and engineer.
One of Chicago's newest and finest apartment buildings shows

How to give your clients a new concept of indoor weather

Honeywell Customized Temperature Control is becoming a "must" in all types of modern buildings

In building design, in kitchen facilities, in picture windows and a hundred other ways — the new apartment building rising at 1000 Lake Shore Drive in Chicago will offer tenants the finest in modern city living.

And in keeping with this tradition of the finest, heating comfort will be assured by a Honeywell Customized Temperature Control installation. This will take the form of Individual Apartment Temperature Control. Each apartment will have one or more thermostats, as the floor plan indicates.

The story, in brief form, of the Honeywell Customized Temperature Control installation in the new 1000 Lake Shore Drive Apartments in Chicago is told by the pictures and captions on these two pages.

The techniques used, applied to your particular problems, can help you give clients the indoor weather they've always wanted — customized to their requirements.

The key word here is "customized." It means that whatever your clients' control requirements, a Honeywell Customized Temperature Control installation designed to fit the needs of the building and its occupants is your answer. This applies not only to heating and cooling, ventilating and humidity control, but to industrial control as well.

Only Honeywell can provide true "customized" control. Because only Honeywell manufactures the three types of controls — pneumatic, electric and electronic — needed for an integrated system.

Sculpture on Lake Shore Drive exterior wall, "Gold Coast" by Bernard Rosenthal

Living area comfort. Comfort in the living areas is controlled by an individual thermostat in each apartment, as the floor plan shows. Tenants select the temperature they like. They don't have to put up with an unsatisfactory average building temperature that satisfies practically no one.

Sleeping area comfort. In the larger apartments having two exposures (see floor plan) there's a second thermostat in the sleeping area. This enables tenants to maintain a second, cooler temperature in the bedrooms for more healthful sleeping. And with one or two thermostats in each apartment tenants on the north are just as comfortable as those on the south—no matter how bitter the winter winds.

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

For comfortable, even temperature in new or existing buildings—of any size—specify Honeywell Customized Temperature Control

Whether it's an apartment, office, school, shopping center, factory, motel, hospital—or any size building—new or existing, Honeywell Customized Temperature Control can help meet your clients' heating, ventilating, air conditioning and industrial control problems.

Your clients will not only enjoy more comfort and efficiency, they'll save fuel, too.

For full facts on Honeywell Customized Temperature Control, call your local Honeywell office. Or mail the coupon today.

Harold L. Perlman, sponsor of 1000 Lake Shore Drive Apartments, says:

"We expect our new building to be one of the finest, most comfortable places to live in Chicago. Certainly Honeywell Customized Temperature Control will contribute importantly to making it just that."

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY
Dept. MB-10-192, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota
Gentlemen: I'm interested in learning more about Honeywell Customized Temperature Control for a new building □.
For an existing building □.

Name..................................................
Firm Name...........................................
Address...............................................
City....................................................
Zone..................................................
State...............................................
Highways for the few vs. transit for everyone

Nationally, we are spending $40 billion a year to move just one half of our people by automobile. The other half use common carriers at a cost of $6 billion. Now it has been recommended that another $7 billion must be spent annually to make our roads safe for automobiles. Only 40% of our population is licensed to drive on these expensive facilities. Only 25% own automobiles. How can we justify such a disproportionate expenditure on a minority of the population? Even in a smaller, less congested city like Youngstown, 54% of the people come downtown by transit. As cities increase in size the percentage rises to 70%, 80% and sometimes 90% in congested cities with good rapid transit services.

Why can’t we get proportionate attention paid to transit? A fraction of the highway dollar would end urban congestion if spent on taking transit out of the traffic jam.

The conclusions of the Forum’s Round Table on urban traffic are basic (AF, Feb., ’54). They include the recommendation that the price mechanism be used to ration street space, just as it rations everything else. If this were done, sufficient money would automatically become available to construct the facilities necessary to satisfy the demand. I am sure it would also solve the transit problem by emphasizing the true economy of transit service. I commend the Round Table Report to all planners. They can obtain solid support for vital programs when support can be drawn from such sources as Forum’s Traffic Round Table.

Even though three fourths of our families own automobiles, all members of the family do not usually travel together. For this reason, it is not necessarily true that car ownership automatically reduces transit riding—not if acceptable transit service is offered. In Toronto, there is one automobile for every three people, but every man, woman and child in that area averages 275 transit rides per year, exclusive of transfer rides. In the 1951 Annual Report of the Toronto Transportation Commission it was pointed out that “The increase in passenger automobile registration in York County since the end of the war in 1945 has been over 95%. The number of passengers carried on the City System of the Commission since 1945 has remained virtually constant. The Commission believes it can meet this competition from motorcars.”

This is the kind of thinking that will solve the transit problem.
New Iowa High School Outstanding In Design — and Classroom Comfort!

KEOKUK refused to tie to tradition. Result—America's most modern secondary school! Consisting of an academic wing, cafeteria and field house, this unique structure combines dash with dignity and the pleasant with the practical.

The academic wing is of particular interest. This dominating, multi-story building achieves bilateral daylighting for all classrooms; features sun-flooded, deck-type corridors which double as student lounging quarters. And in the interest of student comfort and good teaching practice, all classrooms are equipped with modern Herman Nelson Unit Ventilators.

Selection of the Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator was based on its ability to provide all three essentials for classroom comfort. Granted, heating and ventilating are two such essentials, but the third, COOLING, is a "must" to compensate for the uncontrolled heat from students, lights, sun and skyshine through glass—prevents the recognized dangers of the overheated classroom.

For further information on how you can do the complete job of cooling, heating and ventilating more effectively and economically, see our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File, or write Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, American Air Filter Company, Inc., Louisville 8, Kentucky.

Provides COOLING, HEATING, VENTILATION, ODOR CONTROL All at minimum cost
Build Better with Vibrapac Block

Detail in the office of a well-known manufacturing plant — Vibrapac Block — 2 course 8" high and 1 course 4" high. (Unretouched photo)

NOW you can create distinctive exteriors and interiors at low cost . . . because Vibrapac Better Block combines beauty, utility and permanence that compares favorably with any other masonry material. You build a reputation with every structure you erect using this highly regarded, economical block masonry.

Consistent Exterior-Interior Masonry Harmony
Coordination of exterior and interior design are assured with Vibrapac Block . . . plus light structural load advantages, ruggedness, firesafety, superior insulation values and minimum maintenance cost. See your nearest Vibrapac Block Producer . . . or write to

Besser Company
Box 179, Alpena, Michigan, U.S.A.

Besser Vibrapac . . . The fully automatic concrete block machine . . . produces high quality modern masonry units of any desired texture or density . . . AT LOW COST!

. . . a Half Century of Concrete Masonry Progress!
skyscrapers
OR APARTMENTS

USF
HOLLOW METAL
DOORS AND FRAMES

Here’s beauty, permanence and perfect balance for use in high-traffic buildings. Internal box-type design and innerweld construction provide exceptional rigidity without excessive weight. Truly modern doors for modern buildings: 1 3/4" flush design, acoustically silenced, up to 1 1/2 hour UL label and finished to specifications for field application of hardware. You'll find full details in Sweet's Catalog.
Architects know that maintenance cost is one of the major considerations in specifying a floor covering. Dense, yet resilient, floors of Wright Rubber Tile bring savings in maintenance that quickly offset the initial savings of a "cheaper" floor. Dirt won't penetrate Wright's non-porous surface. Mopping and occasional waxing will retain its new-look luster indefinitely.

Because of these characteristics, Wright Rubber Tile is particularly appropriate in large, heavy-traffic jobs, where maintenance costs might otherwise become excessive.

Pictured above is Battelstein's fashionable River Oaks Store in Houston. Wright Rubber Tile was used in all principal sales floor areas.

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING CO.
5205 Post Oak Road, Houston, Texas

WRIGHT RUBBER TILE
The 100 Year Floor!

New buildings and neighborhoods must be planned for transit

Planners often require that new buildings provide off-street parking. Is it not more important to require new buildings to provide transit service if they do not choose to locate convenient to existing transit facilities? The requirement for extensive parking facilities forces the location of buildings where they are far removed from transit facilities, and therefore far removed from a majority of the people. A transit rider cannot make use of highway facilities if he does not have a car available at the moment, but any motorist can make use of transit facilities, anytime.

We need some neighborhoods designed for families who do not own automobiles. Real estate developments are often located without regard to transit. That makes it very difficult for millions of families who do not have cars, and it scatters the potential transit riders so that they cannot be served conveniently or economically.

Would it not be possible to zone a residential district—in a convenient location where it could get good transit service—so that automobile storage is prohibited as a permanent thing? Only short-term parking would be permitted. If a man can be stopped from boarding people in certain districts, why cannot a man be stopped from boarding autos where they do more harm than good?

Home ownership in some new communities costs only $60 per month with all improvements. However, these places are often built without means of public transportation, and residents must add $70 per month to their budgets to provide for additional automobile transportation. Transportation expense is all out of proportion to the cost of home ownership.

Transit must be separated from traffic

We need much greater investments in our transit systems. We need to invest in big, fast, rail rapid-transit cars that can increase the output of bus drivers by 150% or more, double schedule speeds, give a smoother ride, operate on time during traffic jams and snow storms, and offer enough seat space so that the man on the aisle doesn't have to sit in it, as he does on a bus. The 10' of added width that are needed cannot be permitted on city streets. We have got to separate transit from traffic.

We spend $500 per capita on express
Light-weight, waterproof FOAMGLAS proved ideal insulation
for curtain wall panels
at Douglass Elementary School, Kansas City, Missouri

Light-weight and waterproof, FOAMGLAS proved to be the ideal insulation for prefabricated curtain wall panels used on the new Douglass Elementary School, Kansas City, Missouri. This unique cellular glass insulation used as the core of porcelain faced panels for the new School, has been a major factor in making them a success.

The Douglass School panels were designed to secure ideal performance in non-load bearing curtain wall construction. They had to be light, rigid and weather-proof, with consistently good insulating qualities. They had to be free from possible deterioration and the formation of moisture traps.

They must also be fireproof, vermin-proof and require little maintenance. FOAMGLAS is the only insulation that meets all these requirements. Here’s why:

Since the sealed glass cells of FOAMGLAS are impervious to moisture, its insulating performance is consistent and long-lasting . . . reducing costly maintenance and replacement. In addition, this unusual insulation is light, yet strong and rigid. It is fireproof, vermin-proof and acid-proof.

You, too, are sure to find that FOAMGLAS is the ideal insulation for panel or other construction. Let us send you a sample and complete information on how you can best use FOAMGLAS to meet your insulating needs. Write today telling us the use you have in mind.

PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION
Dept. D-104, One Gateway Center • Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

FOAMGLAS®
the cellular, stay-dry insulation

PITTSBURGH CORNING also makes
PC Glass Blocks
De Paul Hospital saves 47,000 gallons

DE PAUL HOSPITAL: St. Louis, Missouri.
ARCHITECT: Maguola and Quick, St. Louis.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Harry F. Wilson, St. Louis.
HEATING CONTRACTOR: Elliott and Barry Engineering Company, St. Louis.

From radiator traps
to fully engineered systems
you can DEPEND ON DUNHAM for
everything you need in heating

Dunham Radiator Valves. Complete line of radiator valves, traps and other specialties for steam heating.
fuel oil in one heating season...

with DUNHAM VARI-VAC® HEATING

Like so many others... De Paul Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri, wanted the most comfortable heating it could buy... at the least possible operating cost. So Dunham Vari-Vac heating was chosen.

The 47,000 gallons of fuel oil saved in just a single heating season quickly fulfilled its lowest possible operating cost needs. As for comfortable heating... hospital authorities state, "Even if we'd saved little or nothing on fuel, we'd still call Vari-Vac a good investment because of the greater comfort it gives us."

Your clients can cut their fuel costs too and enjoy comfortable heating with Dunham Vari-Vac... a versatile heating system that has proved time and again that fuel savings as high as 40% are not at all uncommon.

For you see... Dunham patented temperature controls on variable vacuum steam mains can lower fuel bills on any building... regardless of size, type, age or location. With Vari-Vac, outside weather conditions and inside heat losses promptly and automatically control steam consumption so that you need less steam for more comfortable heating. What's more, you can "zone heat" with Vari-Vac to meet varying conditions of building exposure and occupancy.

There's far more to both the cost-saving and comfort features of Dunham Vari-Vac. For full information, write for bulletin 2101-A. C.A. Dunham Company, Dept. AF-10, 400 W. Madison Street, Chicago 6, Illinois.

Quality First for Fifty-One Years
C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY
CHICAGO • TORONTO • LONDON
HEATING & COOLING EQUIPMENT
RADIATION • CONTROLS • UNIT HEATERS • PUMPS • SPECIALTIES


Dunham Unit Heaters. Line includes heating-cooling units, vertical, horizontal discharge and large blower unit heaters.

ways that only 40% of the population is licensed to use; yet we seldom get practical about spending $175 per capita to achieve excellent transit service that 100% of the population can use. The $175 can even be financed with self-liquidating bonds. If we must build expressways to satisfy motorist pressure groups, why not add just 5% to the investment so that a transit line can be included that will boost the number of people carried by 400%? Do not waste that 5% on a bus lane either. The bus lane will be limited to a safe capacity of only 8,000 persons per hour in high-cost, minimum-comfort vehicles. A rail line with the same right of way can move 40,000 people per hour each way. It will be free of delays caused by automobiles, particularly on slippery or foggy days when the greatest number of people need dependable transit service. Split-second schedules can be adhered to on a private right of way. With buses, a traffic delay of only one minute on a route serving only 1,333 passengers per hour will cause an overload of passengers so great that many will have to be passed up, and all of those accepted will be packed to the doors. Some later bus will then run with empty seats, which benefits no one.

With the new urban supercongestion and our present-day wage scales, it takes at least 5 mills per mi. from every seat in a bus, occupied or not, just to pay the driver. With rapid transit, this cost is cut to 2 mills or less, a 60% reduction. Personal injury and property damage can be cut two thirds by substituting rapid transit for bus service. Power costs can be cut in half for the same amount of horsepower. Most important, travel time can be cut in half, if not more. The number of vehicles can be reduced 60%, without reducing the number of seats at all.

Transit has found a new use for railroads

It isn't necessary to build complete subways to obtain rapid transit. The only essential ingredient is a schedule speed of 18 mi. per hour or faster. This 100% increase in speed will necessitate a private right of way, but we already have some of it. Railroad tracks are often the same width as transit tracks. In the past four years, new types of railroad equipment have been developed which provide economical rapid-transit service on main line railroads. These new developments have made it possible for railroads to make money with one-car trains carrying only 50 to 90 riders. The railroads cannot do this job alone, however, for free transfers and schedule coordination are essential. Every planner should study the existing rail network, looking for an opportunity to charter railroad service for transit riders, or for lightly used lines that can be shared with rapid transit. Many urban redevelopment plans should include proposed, if not actual, rights of way for transit.

In Youngstown, our planners have recommended development of a rapid-transit line that would cost only $150,000 per mile to put in service. An expressway in the same area has been estimated at $8 million per mile. The $8 million per mile for the highway would be paid out of taxes; the $150,000 for rapid transit would come out of the fare box.
They belong together

CORBIN
Exit Fixtures for emergency doors,
Locks for other doors

For proven performance, for simplified maintenance . . . specify Corbin Exit Fixtures for the emergency exit doors of any building to be equipped with Corbin Unit, Cylindrical or Mortise Locks. You can recommend Corbin Exit Fixtures with complete confidence. Rugged simplicity of construction . . . almost frictionless Oilite bearings . . . permanently-aligned unit design . . . insure responsive action at all times.

Other quality features include drop-forged levers and a foolproof dogging device. P. & F. CORBIN Division
The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut
Saving space is an important element in washroom design. Modern, functional, Scott-designed Fixtures help eliminate traffic-jams—make for cleaner, easier maintenance.

A full-color booklet on functional washroom design and planning is now available. For your free copy, mail this coupon today.

**SAVE SPACE...**

**dispense and dispose in one recessed unit**

**Specify Scott-designed Fixtures**

---

**SCOTTISSUE® TOWELS**

SYMBOL OF
THE RIGHT KIND
OF WASHROOM

---

**SCOTT PAPER COMPANY**
Dept. AF-9, Chester, Pa.

Please send me free color booklet

Name:

Address:

Company:

---

EXCERPTS continued from p. 139

at a 7% rental for a 25-year deal.

In the intermediate zone between 100% ownership and the 66 2/3% zone, the real estate bond issue has come into play. It works like this:

Suppose the Smith Co. wants a new office building but would rather be a tenant than an owner and does not want to make an investment beyond ordinary tenant improvements. It gets the Jones Co. who will build and manage to help plan the building and arrange financing. Jones Co. becomes the owner and gives long-term (usually net) lease to Smith Co. If the credit of Smith Co. is A or AA, an insurance company will finance up to 90% of cost, upon completion or as a construction loan, by purchasing all of the real estate bond issued by the Jones Co. on the proposed building. These bonds provide the insurance company with two assurances of repayment: 1) a first mortgage on the property, and 2) assignment of the Smith lease. The Smith lease should be for an annual amount big enough to pay interest on the bonds, to make regular sinking fund payments so that all of the bonds will be retired by the end of the lease and to leave something for equity. Since cost properly includes a reasonable builder's profit and architect's fee (and sometimes tenant improvements), the legal owner, Jones, has a very thin profit equity. He has a management control which limits his return until the insurance company is paid off. And as owner and manager, he in effect has obligations to two owners: the owner of the money and the owner of the credit. Either or both will really give him trouble if he does not perform as agreed.

I submit that the sale-leaseback concept and its first cousin, the bond issue, have injected some strange changes in the conventional relationship between landlord tenant and managing agent. The ex-owner now the tenant, still has all the management problems under his net lease, yet he has to go to an owner for permission (and for additional money, if he can get it) to make major changes in his building. If his money need is substantial and if he has a low rental to start with, he may find the price of the new money rather high. That is, the rent will not be quite so low as it was before. Yet, he has no other place to go, and usually he has no right of repurchase even if he had capital.

One of the tip-offs that the owner did not take too seriously in the early days of the sale-leaseback was the nominal continued on p. 206
How to Design for a Touch of Colonial America... Economically

If you are designing colonial dining rooms in homes and restaurants, Roddis factory-finished Craftwall paneling can add authenticity and save you money. Roddis-craft offers a plate rail height. There is no waste. And the wood pegs in the style illustrated add a touch of true colonial charm.

Craftwall offers many new design opportunities. It's made in seven woods, four styles and three sizes. Stock items in hardwood moldings and trim to match are made for doors, windows... the entire room.

Craftwall is durably and beautifully finished at the factory. You can specify from samples with complete confidence that your room will match the sample. The hazards of on-the-job finishing are eliminated.

Ask your Roddis-craft representative for samples of Craftwall and matching trim. Or write for complete information. See for yourself the beauty and versatility of this new product.

Craftwall design suggestions...
No. 1 of a series
Illustrated is Cherry Craftwall Style 300... size 32 x 64-in., v-grooved, cross-scored, and pegged... used in combination with paper, Roddis-craft matching hardwood trim. One of the many designs possible with Craftwall.
Savings with Wheeling Metal Lath actually start with manufacturing. Precision machines in control from start to finish eliminate human error.

All sheets are uniformly flat...no buckling, no fish-tailing...machine-cut to uniform, true right-angle corners. Every sheet is a perfect rectangle.

Savings mount when Wheeling packages Metal Lath in its exclusive “Engineered” Package...500 sheets in compact lifts of fifty 10-sheet bundles. Follow a load of Wheeling Metal Lath from the factory to the warehouse to the job-site to the job:

1. Unloading. Tremendous saving right here. One man a fork truck unloads a car in 45 minutes...job for took 16 man-hours!

4. Truckload of Wheeling Metal Lath at the job-site. Each Package is uniform...just the way it left the factory...trued up parallel sides and angle ends uncrushed.

5. Ready to unload. Insert levers behind center and...in Falling off the truck can’t damage that Package. It’s ru It’s solid! It’s tight!

8. Lathers get busy...work swiftly...every sheet is true, flat, rigid. Minimum selvage edge prevents overlap bulges and avoids waste.

9. Ready for the plasterers. Wheeling Metal Lath guarantees a good plastering job. That’s because it “gives” and “bre a...allows for contraction and settling.
get both with Wheeling Metal Lath!

2. Storing — another big saving. Wheeling's "Engineered" Metal Lath Packages stack ceiling high without shaking or wavering...because the Packages are flat!

3. Color-keyed near ends and number-stenciled for weight identification are time-saving features. Each bundle is tagged for easier counting.

6. Workman has to deliberately cut open the Package. This, plus weight of the Package makes pilferage virtually impossible...another saving.

7. All set. Lather inserts baling hook into bundle and hoists with block and tackle to desired floor. Every sheet is uniformly rectangular. Every corner a perfect 90°.

10. Another job well done with Wheeling Metal Lath...and savings, too, all along the line because of handling ease, packaging care, product superiority.

The complete line of Wheeling building materials includes Metal Lath and Metal Lath Accessories, Expanded Metal, ExM Angle Frame Partitions, Steelcrete Reinforcing Mesh, Steelcrete Vault Reinforcing, Tri-Rib Steel Roof Deck, Cop-R-Loy Galvanized Sheets, and SofTite Galvanized Sheets.

Louisville Minneapolis New Orleans New York Philadelphia Richmond St. Louis

MATERIAL DIVISION • WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA
Door coils above the opening, completely out of the way.
Clears the entire opening — jamb to jamb, floor to lintel.
Opened door stays out of reach of wind or vehicles.
All surrounding floor and wall space is always fully usable.
Rugged all-steel curtain repels wind, fire, theft, vandalism.
Heavily galvanized curtain gives lasting resistance to elements.
(1.25 ounces of pure zinc per square foot of metal, as per ASTM standards.) Kinnear Paint Bond — a hot phosphate immersion assures thorough, lasting paint grip.
Smooth, easy coiling upward action saves time and labor.
Ideal for motor operation; remote control switches if desired.
Any size; quickly, easily installed in old or new building.

Write today for full details.

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Co.
1640-60 Fields Ave.
Columbus 16, Ohio
1742 Yosemite Avenue
San Francisco 24, Calif.

Why careful design does not always save money
Digest of remarks by Architect Perry Coke Smith of the firm of Voorhees, Walker, Foley & Smith before the Building Research Institute.

In designing buildings, the things we think we are arranging particularly well in the interests of costs, both in the manufacture of the subassembly and assembly in the field, later disappoint us because cost savings are not realized. Old unit prices are applied by subcontractors regardless of what the new arrangement is. The owner does not get the saving; the subcontractor merely makes more profit due to someone's sterling efforts in design.

One of the most outstanding examples of this occurred in one of our public housing projects. We designed the concrete wall columns clear of the wall. The exterior wall was simply 6" of structural tile and 4" of common brick. This meant that the structural tiles did not have to be cut around the columns and that the walls were not weakened by being notched.

But we discovered that no money was saved by that method. As a matter of fact extra money was spent, for in the masonry subcontract for a subsequent job of ordinary design the amount of tile displaced by the columns was allowed as a credit to the job!

But we discovered that no money was saved by that method. As a matter of fact extra money was spent, for in the masonry subcontract for a subsequent job of ordinary design the amount of tile displaced by the columns was allowed as a credit to the job!

However, architects should not give up trying to design such economies. They should give the contractors more time in which to prepare accurate bids and should call the contractors' attention to each unusual design detail which should yield lower costs.

charge he made for renewals. He was getting 5½% and 6% net rental for 30 years. He figured he would be out at that time, so when it came to discussing renewals, he foolishly granted these renewals for 1½% or 2%.

This is being changed. We notice the change particularly in our post office deals today. The owners are now looking for capital gains. They are willing to forego income for the five- or ten-year period of the lease, and they are looking forward to capital gains at the end of that period. Their ownership interest is more lasting.
Corrugated Transite makes a major contribution to the handsome exteriors of the new Link-Belt, Ltd. plant in Ontario, Canada. The uninterrupted shadow lines have been created by installing the large sheets horizontally.

For maintenance-free exterior walls and roofs, plus protection from fire, rot and weather

You save money on construction and maintenance when you build with Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite®. Corrugated Transite comes in large sheets that require a minimum of framing... permits fast economical construction of maintenance-free industrial, commercial, institutional and agricultural buildings.

Made of asbestos and cement, Corrugated Transite is practically indestructible. It never needs paint or special treatment to preserve it... it's fireproof, rotproof and weatherproof. Corrugated Transite is also used increasingly for smart interiors... the streamlined corrugations and attractive shadow lines that give it such unusual architectural appeal for exteriors offer unlimited interior design possibilities.

Investigate Johns-Manville Corrugated Asbestos Transite and learn how you can build quickly and easily... have an attractive, long-lasting, trouble-free structure regardless of size or purpose. For complete details write Johns-Manville, Box 158, Dept. FM, New York 16, New York. In Canada write 199 Bay St., Toronto, Ontario.
First All New pipe insulation in 60 years!

**G-B SNAP-ON**

PIPE INSULATION

One-piece molded pipe insulation of fine glass fibers

*Trademark Reg.*

GUSTIN - BACON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
First All New pipe insulation in 60 years!

New G-B Snap*On Pipe Insulation is a one-piece molded pipe insulation of fine glass fibers for hot or cold piping.

SUPERIOR THERMAL EFFICIENCY!
"K" factor is remarkably low—only .23 at 100° mean. ½" of this new material is the insulating equal of many 1" pipe insulations!

UNUSUAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES!
G-B Snap*On is 4 to 10 times lighter than other pipe insulations. It is virtually immune to damage—won't break or crumble when dry, won't get gummy or muddy when wet. It will not shrink, rot, mold or decay.

A SNAP TO APPLY!
G-B Snap*On is flexible and resilient—snaps quickly around piping. The single seam is closed with staples, wire or bands. One man can easily handle lightweight 6' sections. No dust, no coarse irritating fibers. G-B Snap*On cuts easily with any knife. It can be left "as is", covered with canvas, painted or finished as desired. It is available with factory-applied vapor barrier facing for cold piping.

LOW IN COST!
G-B Snap*On Pipe Insulation, as a material, costs no more than conventional insulations for any given job. Its unusual characteristics make it far cheaper to store, handle, and apply; users report application savings up to 50%!

AVAILABLE IN SIZES ½" TO 24"!
G-B Snap*On comes in one-piece sections in a complete range of pipe sizes from ½" to 24", and in wall thicknesses down to ½".

See Sweet's File (Architectural) or Write for Samples and Complete Information
GUSTIN-BACOH MANUFACTURING CO.
258 W. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.
"They Can't Permanently Damage Carpet."

There is no such thing as a permanent stain, cigarette burn, or scuff damage in Loma Loom carpeting. All you do is cut out the damage and replace it with a new piece the same size and shape. Not even you will be able to tell where the repair was made. In this Loma Loom plus, one of your major nightmares is eliminated!

And Loma Loom — the tough Nylon and sturdy wool blend with the built-in sponge rubber cushion — is noise-proof and shock-proof.

And don’t forget — it can be laid over any type of flooring, including cement, tile, and plywood.
Washrooms of another notable building finished in Carrara Glass

Hospital standards of asepsis and sanitation may begin in the operating, delivery and other specialized treatment rooms, but they don't end there. Hospital administrators insist upon the greatest possible degree of cleanliness throughout the hospital.

And that's one important reason why more and more architects specify Carrara Structural Glass for hospital washrooms. For Carrara Glass is easy to keep clean, shining and sanitary.

Carrara is all glass, with a smooth, homogeneous texture that is highly impervious to the attacks of acids, water, steam, soap, chemicals and cleaning compounds. Its surface is mechanically ground and polished to an unusually smooth, even surface. And because Carrara is manufactured in large sections, there are fewer joint crevices to catch dust and dirt. Carrara wipes clean readily with a damp cloth, greatly simplifying the maintenance problem.

Additional information on Carrara is available from Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Dept. 4315, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Philadelphial General Hospital. This modern hospital, recently completed in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was designed by Gilboy and O'Malley, Architects and Engineers, Alfred Claus, R.A.—Partner, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pre stressed girders span 82' in this entirely precast concrete warehouse. Girders weighing 22 tons are hoisted by two cranes to be simply supported on column heads. Poured concrete joint between precast girders and sway frames is made with de-mountable formwork.

Precast warehouse costs $5.68 per sq. ft.

Because structural steel was not immediately available, this 150' x 1,200' cotton warehouse completed this year at Long Beach, Calif., was entirely precast, including 62 prestressed girders spanning 75' main bays and 42 concrete Vierendeel trusses spanning 25' secondary bays. Construction cost of the warehouse was $1,072,718, or $5.68 per sq. ft., including a $96,000 sprinkler system. While the long prestressed girders cost $100 each more than exposed structural steel, they came out $100 cheaper than steel in this cotton warehouse where fireproofing is mandatory.

Other precast elements in the warehouse structure include 25' interior columns, 29'-high wall panels and 25' x 4' roof panels.

Prestressed girders are 4 3/4' deep, weigh 22 tons and are prestressed with 12 cables, each 1/4" diameter, using the Prestressed Concrete Corp. system. Design loading is 60 psf plus 17 psf live load. Including roof panels but excluding wall panels, the concrete structure weighs 68 psf; the 29' x 22' wall panels weigh 27 tons.

The warehouse was designed by the late Structural Engineer J. H. Davies; James R. Bole, associate.

Fluorescent lighting at 400 cycles ups efficiency

Because current reversal in A.C. circuits takes place faster at 400 cycles than at 60 cycles, a lamp at the higher frequency does not deionize each half cycle; consequently it gives a more constant light having up to 50% greater output. After long research, General Electric has applied high frequencies to commercial lighting and states that it should prove particularly economical for high bay industrial lighting systems.

GE's first installation will supply electricity at 400 cycles and 600 v. to 490 8'-flourescent lamps covering 42,000 sq. ft. at a new Union College Field House in Schenectady, N. Y. Advantages: 1) 25% more light output; 2) initial cost down 10%—the savings on wiring more than offsets the extra cost of a rotary converter to generate 400-cycle current; 3) weight of lighting fixtures halved due to the more efficient capacitor ballasts that can be used at 400-cycle operation. The installation is designed by General Electric Engineer Howard D. Kurt.

continued on p. 216
J&L Junior Beams prove economical, adaptable
at Orgill Brothers $2,000,000 warehouse

Five hundred and fifty tons of J&L Junior Beam roof purlins have been specified for Orgill Brothers' new $2,000,000 wholesale hardware warehouse in Memphis, Tenn. Both architect and contractor agree that Junior Beams enabled them to save money on this 14-acre project and complete the job on schedule.

Architects W. C. Jones and W. C. Jones, Jr., chose Junior Beams because their physical characteristics permitted greater economy in design, allowed more head room, better clearance and thus provided a better stabilized building. In addition, Junior Beam's light weight made for fast, easy handling during construction, as well as during hauling to the building site.

Clinton J. Wagner, Vice President of S&W Construction Company, contractors on the job, reported that "we found Junior Beams to be adaptable and economical for this type of construction. Deliveries were satisfactory and well ahead of schedule. This was a great factor in enabling us to complete the project on time."

Additional savings were outlined by B. S. Merrill, structural engineer for the architects. He said, "we had 6500 sprinklers to install and the use of Junior Beams effected considerable savings... I would estimate we would have had to put in 10 to 20 percent more heads if we had used some other joist and at $20.00 a head you can see what we saved."

Take a tip from the men who built Orgill Brothers Warehouse, Junior Beams are adaptable, rigid, shrinkproof, fire resistant, vermin-proof, and impervious to termites. Write for more information today. Our new booklet, J&L Junior Beams, shows how these modern structural steel beams are being used as floor joists and roof purlins, with loading and spacing tables for various spans.
Wherever people give a building a beating outside or inside, that's the place to use STAINLESS STEEL.

You have to design for maximum attractiveness in those areas of buildings which have most traffic—such as building fronts, marquees, entrances, lobby details, railings, etc. Yet those same places are exactly the locations where you need maximum utility, too.

What's the best material to use? Just remember that stainless steel—and only stainless steel—gives you the nearest-to-perfect combination of satiny beauty and rugged toughness. No other material is as good-looking and at the same time as strong, hard-surfaced and resistant to rust or discoloration. No other material requires as little maintenance, cleans as easily and lasts as long.

In short, whether you're considering Allegheny Metal for just the "hard-wear" spots or for an entire curtain-wall design, keep this fact in mind: no other material costs as little over the long pull as stainless steel.

Let us give you any information or technical assistance you may require.

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Make it BETTER and LONGER LASTING with Allegheny Metal

INFO" for Architects and Builders
1 "AL Structural Stainless Steels"—12 pages on stainless grades, properties, forms, finishes, standard "specs," uses and advantages.
2 "Stainless Steels for Storefronts and Building Entrainces"—40 pages of valuable data on examples and details. A1A File No. 263.

Write for Details
Address Dept. B-58

Make it BETTER and LONGER LASTING with Allegheny Metal

Warehouse stocks carried by all Ryerson steel plants
FOR COOLING • HEATING • VENTILATING...

new Modine Airditioner outpoints them all!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>MODINE AIRDITIONER</th>
<th>CONDITIONER A</th>
<th>CONDITIONER B</th>
<th>CONDITIONER C</th>
<th>CONDITIONER D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available in 4 types? (Console, concealed, overhead and deluxe ceiling models.)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fan speeds</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can end panels be removed to facilitate piping?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is ample space provided for piping?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is coil easily reversible for right or left-hand piping?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does design prevent condensate from dripping into fan cooling?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is coil protected from objects dropping thru upper grilles?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are motors lifetime lubricated?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can power assembly be easily removed?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is internal wiring done at the factory?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is front small and easy to remove?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is offset for toe space provided?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are two access doors provided?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are corners square for ease of recessing?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection into room when recessed to full depth</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>Not recessable</td>
<td>7 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>8 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Trademark

THE QUALITY CHART TELLS THE STORY. Only Modine Airditioners have all the extra quality features that mean superior cooling and heating... longer life... quieter operation. For all the facts, see the Modine representative listed in your classified phone book or mail the handy coupon below... today!

LOOK! Airditioner is styled by Jean Otis Reinecke, leading industrial designer. Attractive marine green primer is often used as finish coat. Console model is shown recessed.

LISTEN! You can enter a room in which an Airditioner is running and hardly be able to tell it is operating. Quiet operation certified by decibel ratings.

MODINE MFG. CO.
1507 DeKeven Ave.,
Racine, Wisconsin

Please send me a free copy of Bulletin describing "The New Modine Airditioner."

Name ____________________________  Position ____________________________
Firm ____________________________  Address ____________________________
City ____________________________  State ____________________________

A-1225
Here's the brand new 800—extra-efficient Ozalid machine
... at a new low price!

Product of 30 years of Ozalid experience, the 800 is a compact model of advanced design with phenomenal production capacity. It handles roll or sheet stock as wide as 42", prints and develops in continuous one-step operation as fast as 30 feet a minute, with front or rear delivery. Easy to operate—all controls close at hand, big feedboard, and twin blowers carry off heat and vapors.

The improved mercury vapor lamp works faster, lasts longer, uses less current. New jet atomizer maintains high vapor pressure, assures complete and uniform development. Vapor circulation is automatically regulated to machine speed. Parts are easily accessible.

The 800 will turn out prints of any kind in volume, and in more than one color, has innumerable applications. And it's priced far below any print machine of like capacity and versatility. Ask the nearest Ozalid distributor to show you the 800 (see phone book). Or write to 154 Ozaway, Johnson City, N. Y.

OZALID—A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation...From Research to Reality.
In Canada, Hughes Owens Company, Ltd., Montreal.

"Prestressed" Logs
span 100' bridge

This is the strangest bridge construction since Pauline's perilous suspension between two cliffs. Instead of bringing in tons of structural steel, engineers for Rayonier Inc., big cellulose producer, used four 140' Douglas firs to build a 100' railway bridge over a gravel-bed river in one of the company's northwest forests. A clear span was necessary to avoid the log jams that harassed the multiple piers of the previous bridge.

A hundred feet is a large span for a shallow timber bridge. Here, by means of counterweighted ends, the main span is given an upward chamber of 3', unloaded, with the result that there is no deflection under full 260 ton loading. The 140' firs, each about 6' thick at the base and 3' at the top, are stripped and laid (with thick and thin ends alternating) across two pier foundations so the ends of these Bunyan-size logs are cantilevered out 20' each side. Concrete slabs (97 tons, 50, cu. yd. each) are hung from ten 15 ½" steel cables slung over each end of the logs. The weights in effect "prestress" the main span by applying a negative bending moment equal to half the positive bending moment due to live loading. Each concrete deadhead is anchored to the ground by eight piles driven before the concrete is poured around their exposed tops. Cost of this ingenious improvisation: roughly $30,000—"Peanuts for a bridge!" says one of the designers, Rayonier Engineer W. K. Merridith.
LOWEST COST PER POUND OF STEAM

STARTS WITH FEATURES LIKE THESE

OPERATING ENGINEER:  "Ease of maintenance at low cost in time and materials — more dependable year-round operation."

INSURANCE INSPECTOR:  "All-welded construction — approved electronic operating and safety devices meet ASME and Underwriters Laboratories codes."

PLANT SUPERINTENDENT:  "Steam when you need it and in the quantity you require."

CONSULTING ENGINEER:  "Exclusive boiler-burner design gives you highest efficiency even with fluctuating loads, down to 30% of rating."

ARCHITECT:  "Compact, space saving design simplifies boiler room planning for single or multiple units."

ARCHITECT:  "That's why you profit most from Cleaver-Brooks self-contained boilers."

CONSULTING ENGINEER:  "Top to bottom, inside and out, you get more money-saving features when you specify or buy Cleaver-Brooks self-contained boilers. You make an investment in quality that pays off in lowest net cost per pound of steam for processing or heating."

ARCHITECT:  "One typical owner can count on yearly savings ($15,000 fuel and $10,000 labor) from this battery of three 150 hp Cleaver-Brooks self-contained boilers."

YOU BENEFIT from more than 20 years of experience, working closely with men who have made it their business to be right about boilers. You profit from complete coordination throughout planning, installing, supervising and final operation.

YOU BENEFIT from self-contained design and original four-pass construction. These Cleaver-Brooks engineered "firsts," plus forced draft, 5 sq. ft. of heating surface per boiler hp, and exclusive burners, all contribute to highest heat transfer. Guaranteed 80% thermal efficiency when firing with oil is the direct result!

Whether you're planning a new steam plant or modernizing, make certain you get the complete Cleaver-Brooks story before you buy. See your Cleaver-Brooks representative, or write for catalog AD-100. Cleaver-Brooks Company, Dept. L-366, East Kenne Avenue, Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin, U.S.A. Cable Address CLEBRO — Milwaukee — All Codes.

Cleaver-Brooks
ORIGINATORS OF THE
SELF-CONTAINED BOILER

BOILERS ... STEAM OR HOT WATER ... FOR HEATING OR PROCESSING, IN SIZES FROM 15 TO 500 hp, 15 to 250 PSI.
Incandescent and fluorescent light are combined to illuminate this exhibit of 16th and 17th Century English Art in glare-free, shadow-free lighting. Water-white curved lens panels and lenslites blend the two types of light.

Ceiling in this room is of specially designed panels of water-white crystal by Corning, louvers of Alba-Lite shield directional lighting used to highlight centers of attention.

How Metropolitan Museum created natural lighting for great art exhibits

Visitors to New York's "new" Metropolitan Museum now enjoy the world's great art treasures in shadow-free, glareless lighting.

In his role as the Museum's consulting engineer for the $9,000,000 restoration program, Laurence S. Harrison sought to create a lighting system approaching the ideal qualities of daylight in the exhibit rooms and corridors. He achieved his aim with a combination of incandescent and fluorescent lighting, skylights and a wide variety of Corning Engineered Lightingware.

Corning developed a new water-white crystal glass with true color transmission characteristics to meet exacting specifications. This glass in 2-ft. square panels is installed in the skylight ceilings, in the second floor galleries. Formed into curved prismatic lens panels, it is also used extensively in recessed fluorescent troffer fixtures in lighting the first floor galleries.

True colors assured

Corning Alba-Lite glass because of its ability to diffuse and transmit fluorescent light without altering color is used in the fixture installed in the ground floor galleries.

Corning's Pyrex brand "Double-Tough" Lenslites are used to direct the light from incandescent lamps. They resist both thermal and impact shock.

You find the answer to a great variety of lighting problems in Corning Engineered Lightingware. To learn more about the many kinds of Corning lightingware available, write for Bulletin LS-43, "Architects and Engineers Handbook of Lighting Glassware."

CORNING GLASS WORKS
CORNING, N. Y.

CORNING GLASS WORKS, Dept. AF-10, Corning, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of the "Architects and Engineers Handbook of Lighting Glassware."

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________
Company _______________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zone ___________ State ___________
Why ALUMINUM for Roof Deck...

The architect who specifies a Roof Deck has in mind, first, the flat supporting basis for a built-up roof—with its further detail of vapor barrier, insulating board and successive protective layers. So far as concerns the built-up roof itself, the requirements of the deck material are primarily structural.

Equally a part of the Deck, however—and a source of endless heavy expense in many large buildings—is its undersurface. Where this surface is to be exposed, and where the material requires protective coating—as in the case of steel, wood or concrete—periodic painting, often with elaborate scaffolding, is expensive and impedes normal use of the area.

Aluminum, fabricated in a design meeting all structural requirements, is a practical answer to this problem. It is rustproof, requiring no painting for moisture protection even in highly humid atmospheres. It is corrosion-resistant, suitable for industrial applications where atmospheric fumes would attack other materials. The aluminum undersurface is also radiant heat reflective—which, under many conditions, will reduce the cost of year-round temperature control. Its light reflectivity helps in illumination of the area, and the material presents a modern appearance.

In addition, the lighter weight of Aluminum Roof Deck speeds installation, saving labor cost.

Reynodeck...

Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Roof Deck. Aluminum .032" and .036" thick (No. 30 and No. 19 Gage), formed into panels having six customer ribs 1.75" deep and 4.8" center to center. Rib sides slotted for nailing. Flat surface embossed for added rigidity, 23" wide (average 24"), lengths up to 18'6". Write for full Data Book including load-span and insulation tables. Reynolds Metals Company, Building Products Division, 2020 S. Ninth St., Louisville 1, Ky.

SEE "MISTER PEEPERS," starring Wally Cox, Sundays, NBC-TV Network.
The "Test-Tube" Test* Shows Why FERALUN TREADS DO NOT WEAR SMOOTH

This is the amount of abrasive in a 6" x 6" section of a Feralun Safety Tread.

This is the amount of abrasive in a 8" x 6" section of an "abrasive tread" offered as a substitute for Feralun.

The life and non-slip effectiveness of an abrasive tread depend on the amount of abrasive it contains and on the even distribution of the abrasive over the wearing surface. To many, the two treads above may look alike, but when the abrasive is removed and compared the difference between them becomes apparent.

For maximum safety and longest life, insist on Feralun for treads, nosings, thresholds, floor plates and elevator sills.

*After the pieces were photographed, sulphuric acid was used to dissolve the iron. The residue (abrasive) from each piece is shown in the test tubes.

AMERICAN ABRASIVE METALS COMPANY • IRVINGTON 11, N. J.

BOOK REVIEWS

NEW DESIGN IN EXHIBITIONS. By Richard P. Lohse. Published by Frederick A. Praeger, 105 W. 40th St., New York 18, N.Y. 260 pp. 9 1/2" x 11". Illus. $15.50

This first basic book on modern exhibition architecture includes the finest work of architects and artists in the US, England, France, Italy, Germany, Holland, the Scandinavian countries and Switzerland done in the past 20 years. More than 600 photographs, plans, structural details complement the text. The introduction describes exhibition techniques, themes and forms as well as the achievements of pioneers in the field from 1851 to 1930. The balance of the book illustrates national, industrial, small manufacturing, scientific, cultural, social and political exhibitions of many types—75 in number—ranging from the Finnish Pavilion at the 1937 Paris Exposition Universelle to the Good Design exhibition at Chicago's Merchandise Mart in 1950; from the exhibit of Medieval Italian goldsmiths at the Triennale di Milano in 1936, to the Haus Berlin exhibition at Hanover in 1951.

Richard P. Lohse, the author, is a Swiss architect who has specialized in exhibition design. He is editor-in-chief of Bauform und Wohnen, a major Swiss architectural journal.

His book is exciting, instructive and beautiful.

DATA BOOK FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS, VOL. III. FIELD PRACTICE (2nd ed.). By Edwin E. Seelye. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 394 pp. 5" x 8". Illus. $7.50

This new edition of Field Practice is a handy reference book for construction men and building inspectors. Each section opens with a comprehensive checklist for any given job, followed by detailed construction procedures, advice on quantities of materials required, recommended report forms and many useful charts and tables. Several new features have been added to the 1947 edition: field erection methods and equipment, defects in masonry construction, corrosion of metals, surveying and soil behavior.

continued on p. 222
Mills Movable Walls Give You

Space Control
For Permanent Efficiency

- National Malleable and Steel Castings Company employs Space Control throughout its new Technical Center to make sure of future as well as present efficiency in its use of space for advanced testing and research. Mills Movable Metal Walls will keep these interiors flexible, always adaptable to changing requirements, because they can be moved to fit new layouts—quickly, easily and at very low cost—whenever the need occurs. Complete changes can usually be made overnight or during a week end, sometimes in a matter of hours, without commotion, dust, debris or interruption of normal space usage.


With this efficient mobility Mills Walls combine distinctive architectural design, attractive appearance and structural stability, achieved by Mills exclusive all-welded flush panel construction. Available in a wide variety of pleasing colors in baked-on enamel finishes, they require no maintenance except occasional washing to keep them looking fresh and new.

Write for the new 68-page Mills Catalog or see it in Sweet's Architectural File.

Mills Movable Metal Walls

THE MILLS COMPANY • 944 Wayside Road • Cleveland 10, Ohio
Representatives in All Principal Cities
Eye-saving Armorply Chalkboard is the best background for chalk ever devised

And it's easy to install...readily used for visual aids...is guaranteed for the life of the building

See Armorply Chalkboard just once and you'll agree—the old gray slate ain't what she used to be! Here is a really modern chalkboard—scientifically designed for maximum readability and with a surface that's perfect for presenting magnetic visual aid material. Tests show Armorply Chalkboard's soft, pleasing green color is best for young eyes. And its reflectance factor of 18.5% is ideal (see diagram).

Save on installation because Armorply needs no costly fixed grounds or surface preparation: it mounts directly to wall. Use Armorply without trim and this saving can be as much as 30%! Never needs refinishing. Tough porcelain-on-steel face won't shatter, buckle, warp or break under impact, stress, temperature changes or concussion. Lifetime guarantee. Armorply Chalkboard is guaranteed for the life of the building in which it is installed.

Armorply Chalkboard has industrial applications, too. Specify it for shipping rooms, training departments, airline and bus terminals, conference and board rooms, engineering departments—wherever the finest Chalkboard is wanted.  

NEW! Armorply Trim now available costs less than any similar product on the market.

MAIL COUPON for brochure and free sample or visit any of the 73 U.S. Plywood or U.S.-Maugel Plywoods showrooms in principal cities.

United States Plywood Corporation
55 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.
FREE SAMPLE: Please send a sample of Armorply Chalkboard and descriptive literature.

Name ________________________________________
Company ______________________________________
Address ________________________________________
City ____________________________ State __________

THE NEW ARCHITECTURE IN GREAT BRITAIN—1946-1953. By Edward D. Mills. Published by Reinhold Publishing Corp., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. 300 pp. 9 1/2 x 12 1/4". Illus. $9.00

Here, exhaustively featured with numerous well-chosen photographs and drawings, are 15 of Britain's best postwar buildings. Selected to embrace all major building types, each example is objectively discussed, and the emphasis is descriptive rather than critical. Sir William Holford points out: "It is not unknown to elaborate criticisms to date more rapid than the buildings."

Some of the more notable buildings at the multistory box-frame apartments—the Hackney flats—by the author in cooperation with Engineer Ove Arup, the Finsbury flat by Tecton, the prize-winning Pilimico Scheme also in London, the Brynmawr Rubber Factory—a much discussed group of shell concrete structures by the Architects Co-Partnership, the Royal Festival Hall—by Architects Robert H. Matthew and J. L. Martin and the Dome of Discovery, by Archite Ralph Tubbs and Engineers Freeman Fo and Partners.

CLIMATOLOGICAL ATLAS OF CANADA. Prepared by Morley K. Thomas. Published by the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa. 26 pp. 11" x 8 1/2". Spiral bound. Many charts, tables. $2.00

In the years between 1920 and 1950, most of that vast area of North America called Canada has recorded air temperatures of 60 F. below zero. (The Yukon has scraped minus 70°). For this, and a great deal of pleasant information, this new Canadian publication is extremely valuable. In fact, anyone contem- plating any construction anywhere in Canada would be very shortsighted indeed not to have a copy. The big book does not concern itself with theory, but with a thorough documenta- tion of temperatures, winds, insolation, etc. from Atlantic to Pacific, from Minnesota to Ellsmere Island.
Plan for future electrical requirements with General Electric Q-Floor Wiring

Constantly changing electrical needs for X-ray machines, sterilizing equipment, operating room lighting, physician call systems, and telephone service can be taken in stride by the new Medical Center Building in Amarillo, Texas. The General Electric Q-Floor wiring system makes every square foot of floor space available for outlets. No costly alterations, no litter, no tie-up of space.

Q-Floor, a cellular steel subflooring, saves construction time, materials, and weight. Each cell is a raceway or conduit for present and future circuit requirements. New outlets can be installed any time, any place. A Q-Floor-equipped building is always ready for changes in service needs.

The General Electric Q-Floor wiring system can be used in industrial, institutional, or commercial buildings. For more information, call your G-E Construction Materials district office or write to Section C42-104, Construction Materials Division, General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
With the turn of the operator handle ... one operation ... the exclusive built-in cam lock torsion bar unlocks, opens, closes and locks the ventilators which are actuated on each side. Completely eliminates the stripping of gear threads through failure to unlock window before opening.

This is but one of the many exclusive features that is helping to create over-all preference for Ualco Awning Windows. We've steadily expanded production facilities of these units to meet volume demand ... will continue expansion to always meet it.

Ask About Our Engineering Planning Service Specifically designed to assist Architects, Engineers and Contractors in making "take-offs" and solving their window problems.

ALUMINUM WINDOWS . . .
The Difference Between Dollars Wasted And Dollars Saved!

- Never Rot • Never Rust
- Never Need Painting
- No Upkeep Expense Of Any Kind

See Our Catalog In Sweet’s Architectural File Or Write Us For Complete Information

SOUTHERN SASH SALES & SUPPLY CO. • SHEFFIELD, ALA.
WAREHOUSES: ELIZABETH, N. J.; CANTON, OHIO; MONTGOMERY, ALA.; MIAMI, FLA.; VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

UALCO WINDOWS ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTIVE MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

UALCO THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ALUMINUM WINDOWS

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
PROVED ECONOMY prompts architects to specify usAIRco DRK to air condition hotels, motels, apartments...

Central Station Package Air Conditioner cuts installation costs... saves 95% in water consumption... solves load variations and limited starting current problems.

The usAIRco DRK completely processes and conditions air within a single "packaged" unit. Air conditioner, compressor and evaporative condenser sections are combined in this one assembly, housing two complete refrigeration circuits.

By continually recirculating water, the DRK evaporative condenser saves 95% of water consumption costs. This compact central station unit requires a minimum of floor space. For example, dimensions of the 30 hp. DRK are: Length: 137 1/2"; Height: 84 1/8"; Depth: 53 1/4".

The usAIRco DRK is wired with a two-stage thermostat, which automatically starts one or both compressors, depending on load requirements. When full load capacity is demanded, both compressors function. When load is reduced, only one compressor is automatically activated.

In areas with definite limitations on starting current, the usAIRco DRK is the ideal application because starting current requirements are only 1/4 of normal, due to the automatic time delay relay.

Each DRK is custom fabricated, tested and balanced at the factory, delivered for immediate operation after three simple connections: to ducts, water supply and drain, and power supply. 8 sizes are available, from 10 to 60 hp. By adding a heating coil, the usAIRco DRK becomes an efficient heating plant.

These are only 5 of the beautiful buildings designed by Miami Architect Norman M. Giller specifying usAIRco RK and DRK air conditioners. Installations are by Airko Air Conditioning Co., Miami Beach, Florida.

for further information on DRK's write Dept' AF-104

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINNESOTA • Export: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
Today progressive engineers are standardizing on simplified, all-electric systems which provide newest features for accurate control at lower cost. For example, Marcus R. Durlach, Jr. has specified the Barber-Colman "Control Center" system for schools throughout the Southeast. In spite of rapid and wide variations of outdoor temperature in that region, the streamlined, modern control system provides even, comfortable heat throughout each building. Not only is the finished job more attractive and effective, but money is saved in purchasing equipment, installation, servicing, supervision, and operation.

"Control Center" panelboard integrates components and accessories for heating system, serves as central junction point for wiring and adjustments. Three Proportioning Motor-Operated Valves at right are controlled by Adjustable Ratio Outdoor Reset Controls mounted at bottom of panelboard.

Radiant floor panels, unit heaters, and finned pipe radiation are combined in the four-zone system to provide most effective heating of each area in the Swansea School. Temperature is lowered evenings and weekend by Seven-Day Time Clocks with manual override switches. Adjustable Ratio Outdoor Reset Controls position the Motor-Operated Valves, increasing or decreasing heat flow as dictated by outdoor temperatures. Every modern control feature is incorporated here, yet this simplified automatic electric system costs less to own, operate, and maintain than conventional systems. For complete information, phone your nearby Field Office, or write us.
ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT—CRANE CAN HELP YOU

When asked to name a preference in plumbing, most people choose Crane. In fact, on all counts—design, quality, workmanship and long life—Crane is the preferred plumbing.

Naturally, Crane is the choice of leading architects, too. When you recommend Crane you can be sure your clients will be pleased with its modern styling, its easy and dependable operation.

In addition to the public preference enjoyed by Crane, other Crane product advantages include the availability of a complete line of sizes and types—the widest choice of modern plumbing fixtures, trim and color—to suit any plan and any budget.

For detailed information, see your Crane Branch or Crane Wholesaler—today.

CRANE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES: 836 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5
VALVES... FITTINGS... PIPE... PLUMBING AND HEATING
BOOK REVIEWS

continued from p. 222

URBAN PLANNING EDUCATION IN THE US. By Frederick J. Adams. Published by The Alfred Bettman Foundation, Cincinnati, Ohio. 58 pp.

This report is concerned mainly with the present status and adequacy of professional education in urban planning.

CODE MANUAL FOR THE STATE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION CODE. Published by the State Building Code Commission, 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. 295 pp. 8½" x 11".

This code manual is a guide for building officials, architects, engineers, builders, owners and others to assist them in the interpretation, application and enforcement of New York's State Building Construction Code. It is also a graphic presentation of good building standards and technical data which should interest all code authorities.

LIBRARY PLANS AND COMPACT BOOK STORAGE. Proceedings of the 1954 ACRL Building Plans Institute. Published by the Association of College and Reference Libraries, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 11, Ill. 108 pp. 8½" x 11". Illus. $2.35

This work includes two items of special interest to architects and librarians: an article on the "Evaluation of Compact Book Storage Systems" by Robert H. Muller, and two bibliographies on "College and University Buildings" for 1953-54 and 1939-45.


This book contains, in alphabetical order, biographies of over 1,000 English architects and master builders who worked in the 17th, 18th and early 19th centuries, together with fully documented lists of their works and a long introductory essay on the building trades and the architectural profession.

MARBLE USED AS A RADIATION SHIELD. Based on a talk by Dr. Marshall Brucer, chairman of the Medical Div., Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies. Published by the Marble Institute of America, 108 Forster Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 32 pp. 8½" x 11". Illus. No charge

A report on experiments recently conducted at Oak Ridge to determine the most effective and most economical protection against high-voltage radiations of the latest cancer treatment machine, the cobalt 60 hectarcurie teletherapy unit.

After discussing effective shielding materials and the economic factors involved in achieving an adequate degree of shielding, the report concludes with design recommendations for a prospective treatment room.

BELOW IS THE BOOK REVIEWS PAGE OF THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING WITH THE FOLLOWING TITLES:

URBAN PLANNING EDUCATION IN THE US.

CODE MANUAL FOR THE STATE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION CODE.

LIBRARY PLANS AND COMPACT BOOK STORAGE.

A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTS—1660-1840.

MARBLE USED AS A RADIATION SHIELD.

A PLASTER-WELD BOND NEVER LETS GO!

ONE COAT PLASTERING MADE EASY WITH PLASTER-WELD

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
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Offer clients these benefits by specifying **ART METAL advanced ELIPTISQUARE**

with clear, prismatic **AMCOLENS**

- Lighted objects reflect their true color value
- Highest light transmission efficiency
- Precise light direction control
- Edge light to ceiling for visual comfort
- Shallow recessed lens lighting

Eliptisquare reflector redirects all box-enclosed light downward through AMCOLENS to multiply lamp light utilization.

May we send Bulletin 254 which gives complete details? Please write:

**THE ART METAL COMPANY**

Manufacturers of Engineered Incandescent Lighting
A thermostat in every room

IRON FIREMAN Selectemp CENTRAL HEATING
Continuous Modulated Heat with Individual Room Control, for Gas, Oil, or Coal

FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS
The temperature of every office can be regulated to suit individual needs. Temperature stays at thermostat setting regardless of varied heat loss from glass areas, or from cold and warm sides of the building.

FOR APARTMENTS, HOTELS AND MOTELS
Occupants of each room can have the temperature they select without affecting the heat delivered to other rooms. The steam heat is continuous. Room units circulate warmed air, modulated automatically to balance heat loss from each room and maintain the individual temperature selected. No gas or combustion in rooms—no venting required.

FOR HOSPITALS, SCHOOLS, INSTITUTIONS
The varying needs of patients rooms, of service and operating rooms, of offices and public lounges, are met with extreme precision and with almost immediate response to any desired change of temperature. Filtered outside air for ventilation can be introduced when desired. Positive circulation of air within each room but no circulation between rooms.

FOR EVERY SIZE AND TYPE OF HOME
Any temperature desired is available in any room, at any time. For example: bathrooms at 75°, living room at 72°, work and play rooms at 65°, and grandmother’s room or baby’s bath at 78°. Air is warmed by steam, quietly circulated by steam driven fans and cleaned by efficient air filters. Room units have no electrical connections.

A COMPLETELY NEW CONCEPT IN HEATING
Iron Fireman Selectemp is the only heating system that combines individual room control with continuous, modulated heat, yet initial and maintenance costs are substantially less than other zone control systems, with complex electrical equipment. No other system can accomplish these results in such a simple and practical way, or be so easily installed in either old or new construction. Added to this economy is the exceptionally low operating cost. Unused rooms can be kept at low temperature and then heated to a higher temperature, when desired, within a few minutes.

Selectemp heating gives many important and unique advantages, not only to occupants but to owners and builders as well. For full information, mail the coupon.

IRON FIREMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3235 W. 106th Street, Cleveland 11, Ohio.

Please send literature on Iron Fireman Selectemp heating.
Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ____________________________  State ____________________________
Ever been cowed by a client?

The average architect rarely gets called on to design a milk factory where he has to deal with bovine living habits. In a "bossy"-to-bottle production under one roof, like the one shown here, you've got to consider such things as sanitation and temperature control. As a rule cows don't seem to care much what school of architecture you follow, so long as the detail is right.

One way to win contented cows is to specify the right roof. An insulated roof deck like this may be flush, creating a drippage problem—or curbed. In either case, there's a right answer to this and practically every other roofing problem you're likely to run into in Ruberoid's Built-Up Roofing Specification Book. It contains complete roof "specs" for smooth surfaced asbestos, coal tar pitch with gravel or slag surfacing, or gravel-and-slag surfaced Ruberoid Special Bitumen, plus working details for a wide variety of flashing and eave construction. Write for your free copy to The Ruberoid Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
**NEW PRODUCTS** continued from p. 177

**SUSPENDED CEILING** supplies fireproofing, acoustical treatment, thermal insulation, easy access

_Fyrate_, Inc. has developed a suspended acoustical tile ceiling which has a two-hour fire rating. All work is handled by the acoustical contractor in one light, quick, dry operation. Small furring channels 4’ o.c. are wired to the bottom of open web steel joists. Special stainless steel clips 1’ o.c. support the regular T-bar suspension system which carries the acoustical tile. Between the bottom of the joists and the top of the ceiling tile, two 2” layers of mineral wool are installed with an aluminum foil vapor barrier between. When tested at the Underwriters’ Laboratories, this construction passed the two-hour fire test. Acoustical tests showed a .95 noise reduction coefficient. Sound transmission through the floor was also markedly reduced. The excellent thermal insulating properties of this construction are also an advantage, particularly in an air-conditioned building. The plenum spaces are well insulated from the conditioned spaces and the load on the air-conditioning equipment is thereby reduced. Easy accessibility to the plenum space is provided at any point. The entire construction weighs less than 3 lb. per sq. ft. and costs $.90 to $1.22 per sq. ft. depending on the size of the job and the labor rate.

*Manufacturer:* _Fyrate_, Inc., 832 Eastman St., Chicago.

**FELT-LINED CLIP FOR HUNG CEILINGS** reduces floor-to-floor sound transmission

A simple but effective device for combating the nuisance of sound transmission through the floors of multistory buildings is the _Nelson Sound Insulation Saddle_. It is a deep channel 4” long, lined with heavy felt and designed to fit over the standard 1 1/2” steel furring channels. A saddle is placed on the furring channel at each suspension point and the hanger wire tied around the saddle. There is thus no metal-to-metal contact between the floor slab and the ceiling and sound transmission is considerably reduced. The saddle is made of 16-ga. cold-rolled steel, lined with ¼” wool felt; it weighs 6 oz. and costs 35¢ each in quantities up to 5,000.


*continued on p. 236*
Guard against blistering...

separation of felt and insulation

with new

CELOTEX
Channel-Seal
ROOF INSULATION

EXCLUSIVE CHANNELING PRINCIPLE PROVIDES NEEDED PROTECTION!

Across the length and breadth of the roof it covers, new Celotex Channel-Seal Roof Insulation forms an actual network of interconnecting channels. These "escape routes" permit free circulation of air away from high-pressure air pockets beneath the roof surface. With this exclusive design, an extra margin of safety against costly roof damage is assured.

How "Safety Release" Works

Channels are formed by the bevels (3/8" high, 1 3/8" wide) on all bottom edges of units as they're laid on the deck. High-pressure areas, building up from rising surface temperatures, are relieved by air movement through the channels. These built-in safety releases equalize and reduce pressure, minimizing the danger of blistering and separation of felt from insulation. This is protection no ordinary roof insulation can match!

Celotex Channel-Seal Roof Insulation provides high insulating efficiency. It comes in a range of thicknesses to meet the specific insulation requirements of each job. Both sides, all edges are asphalt coated for extra moisture protection in storage and on the job.

Low-Cost, Easy to Apply

Light and easy to handle, yet remarkably rigid and tough, Channel-Seal is low in both initial and applied cost. Resists damage from job handling. Quick, simple to apply. Smooth surface assures positive bond to both roof deck and roofing felt.

Specify and insist on genuine Celotex Channel-Seal... the only roof insulation made of tougher, stronger, long Louisiana cane fibers — effectively protected by the Ferox® Process against dry rot and termite attack. Write now for full data on Channel-Seal and other types of job-proved Celotex Roof Insulation. Just address The Celotex Corporation, Dept. AF-104, 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

For a better roof — specify genuine

CELOTEX
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
ROOF INSULATION

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION • 120 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET • CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
When you enter the ground floor of the American National Bank of Austin, Texas, you do not see the usual phalanx of vice presidents behind glass-topped desks. Instead, there are attractive shops—shops paying high rents to the owners. Peelle Motorstairs make it possible to release this high-income, ground floor space for profitable rentals. And, besides making it convenient for the bank's patrons to go to and from the banking offices on the second floor, Peelle Motorstairs add much to the modern design of the entire building.

This is just one of the many fine buildings in which Peelle Motorstairs have been advantageously used in plans for better use of space and higher income. Peelle Motorstairs are designed and engineered for economical, long-lasting performance under modern conditions. Their handsome appearance is the outward manifestation of the advanced engineering that has assured their widespread preference.

Write for full information and technical details.

THE PEELLE COMPANY
47 STEWART AVENUE, BROOKLYN 37, NEW YORK
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
A Gold Bond "Firefighter" Roof Deck—built with incombustible gypsum—covers this Standard Oil bulk plant and office. Approximately 55,000 square feet of natural fire-resistance was poured into this roof structure.

Gold Bond "Firefighter" Roof Decks are adaptable to any design—pitched, barreled or flat. Application is fast... up to 30,000 sq. ft. can be poured in a day. The low dead load of "Firefighter" Decks permits lighter supporting structures for greater construction savings. And maintenance costs are low. Decks can be cut and patched to meet any modifications.

For full details on "Firefighter" Roof Deck, write National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 2, New York for Technical Bulletin No. 589 EN, or call or write the Gold Bond Roof Deck Specialist at the following National Gypsum Sales offices:

Eastern Division: Walter Wielgus, Graybar Bldg., New York 17, N.Y.
Northern Division: Leo J. Shields, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Illinois
Central Division: David L. Sheehan, 634 Terminal Tower Bldg., Cleveland 15, O.
Western Division: Robert L. Avant, 6119 Berkshire Lane, Dallas 5, Texas
Southern Division: W. Kemp Harris, Jr., 3252 Peachtree Rd. N.E., Atlanta, Ga.

NATIONAL GYPSUM CO., BUFFALO 2, N.Y.
NEW PRODUCTS

Thousands of FEET of Down Spouts!
All PERMANENT because they are Clow "IPS" (threaded) Cast Iron Pipe

ALUMINUM DOOR has honeycomb core

One of the few aircraft building techniques that has been adopted by the building industry is the sandwich panel made with a honeycomb core. This construction makes possible the production of extremely lightweight panels of remarkable rigidity—properties which are especially valuable in a door. Kawneer's new flush aluminum door uses these principles. The core is a rigid honeycomb of resin-impregnated paper with a cell width of 1/4". Skins are of .031" aluminum, finely corrugated, backed with 1/10" hardboard which distributes local impact loads and minimizes denting. Core and skins are bonded with phenol-resorcinol-formaldehyde resin in a hot press. Long edges of the door are banded with aluminum extrusions which are exposed on the face. The new door is waterproof and is intended for exterior use as well as interior. The aluminum faces are double lapped at the top edge and sealed with mastic; Styrofoam is inserted in the lock cutout area to prevent entrance of moisture at that point. Weepholes in the bottom edge ventilate the interior to permit the escape of moisture or condensate.

Sizes range from 2'-0" x 6'-8" to 4' x 8', all 1 3/4" thick. A 3' x 7' door weighs 67 lb. and costs $175 to $200 in place, including hardware and extruded tubular aluminum frame. Types are available with internal reinforcing designed for butt-hung, pivoted, center-hung and offset installation. Glazed or louvered panels may be installed on order. Conventional knob-type locksets may be used or a specially designed push-pull plate, with or without a lock, is available. All exposed aluminum is anodized.

Manufacturer: Kawneer Co., Niles, Mich.

CORE MATERIAL FOR FIREPROOF DOORS is light in weight and dimensionally stable

Weldrok is the name given by US Plywood to a new core material for their well-known line of wood-faced fire doors. Doors with the new core have been tested by the Underwriters' Laboratories and approved for "B" and "C" labels (one-hour fire resistance). Weldrok is a close relative of Kaylo which was formerly used as the core material for Weldwood fire doors until it was withdrawn from the building market more than a year ago. The new material, like its predecessor, is an indurated silica and lime product of low density and relatively high strength. Although it is cellular, the pores are microscopic, hence the earlier name "Microporite." Besides its remarkable fire resistance, the material has other advantageous properties. It is inert, dimensionally stable, immune to rot and termites, good thermal and acoustic

continued on p. 240

Known as the “narrowest little skyscraper” in the West, this modern structure appears as a sheer block of blue glass. Actually the exterior finish is of grey-blue porcelain SEAPORCLAD spandrels alternating with a series of continuous bands of wide, sealed windows.

The SEAPORCLAD panels lend architectural harmony to the whole, giving the building a functional appearance with a pleasing simplicity of design.

There are a few areas in which Seaporcel Metals, Inc., is not represented. Inquiries from interested agents are invited.

SEAPORCLAD* Insulated porcelain panels (flat-as-glass) are of sandwich construction combining the use of various cores laminated under high pressure to skins of diversified metals. It is available in the widest range of textures and colors to harmonize with practically every type of structural material and architectural mood. SEAPORCLAD is permanent and of lasting, indestructible beauty.

For Some Job...Somewhere... You Can Use SEAPORCEL*

Let Seaporclad’s successful applications be your guide to future planning...write for brochure 76410

SEAPORCEL METALS, INC.
2800 Borden Avenue
Long Island City 1, New York

SEAPORCEL PACIFIC, INC.
1461 Canal Avenue
Long Beach 13, California

ARCHITECTURAL PORCELAIN

COMPLETE ENGINEERING & ERECTION DEPARTMENTS
TILE BY TILE, you can’t beat VINYL FLOORING for durability

How can you use vinyl tile? This tile is your answer to questions of durability and rich, colorful appearance in flooring. Vinyl tile comes in a wide array of colors—light to dark; soft, warm pastels; unusual marbleized effects. You'll find it ideal wherever wear’s a problem. It also keeps its gloss; requires little maintenance and can be used over practically any kind of dry, smooth subfloor. These advantages make vinyl tile the fastest growing floor covering. Available in a wide price range.

Monsanto’s role: This new development in flooring is made possible by Monsanto Opalon* vinyl resins and Santicizer* plasticizers.

Proof of durability of vinyl tile is its use in home economics laboratory of Kearny High School, in Kearny, New Jersey. Here, the tile stands up under extreme wear, resists stain by spilled foods, cleans in a jiffy.

What is "vinyl" tile? This new floor covering is made from synthetic resin, fillers, stabilizers and plasticizers. The resin and plasticizers are the binders and the most important ingredients—they impart durability, abrasion resistance, grease and stain resistance, flexibility, heat and light stability.

For more information on the companies manufacturing vinyl tile, get in touch with the nearest Monsanto sales office or write to Organic Chemicals Division, MONSEANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, Box 478, St. Louis 1, Missouri.

The advantages of a Liquid Door Closer plus that "Streamlined Beauty" your modern building needs...

NORTON "INADOR" GIVES YOU BOTH!

No matter what type of building is involved, look into Norton's "Inador" for interior applications! This Closer gives you the reliability, durability, low maintenance, and precision workmanship you've come to expect from Norton Liquid closers. But the "Inador" gives you beauty, too... isn't unsightly or bulky... is streamlined through its "Inador" construction to fit the needs of modern design! Yes, Norton "Inadors" can take it under severest use, and at the same time enhance the appearance of your building. Available in "Regular Arm" and "Holder Arm" models, which are distinguished by engineering "know-how" and finest materials!

Specify Norton—the name that's become the industry's standard—with confidence you've chosen something "special." Write for full information on the "Inador"—and other Norton closers—to:

NORTON
NORTON DOOR CLOSER COMPANY, DEPT. AR-104
Division of The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company
Berrien Springs, Michigan

"Over 70 Years of Leadership in the Door Closer Industry!"
Coal fired with a **Will-Burt** stoker provides low cost heating with a factor of greater safety

Efficient combustion assured under ever-changing fuel bed conditions with a Will-Burt Air Controlled Stoker makes bituminous coal the most practical fuel for low cost heating in schools, hospitals, institutions, greenhouses, country clubs, churches and so on.

Automatic Air Control, an original exclusive feature available with Will-Burt Stokers, prevents starving or an oversupply of air to the fuel bed. Specify coal heating for schools, hospitals, and institutions, and wherever a factor of greater safety is of utmost importance.

Write on your letterhead for the Will-Burt Stoker Data Book, with engineering facts, dimension and installation drawings, suggested specification sheets, etc. Valuable to architects and engineers.

---

**New Products continued from p. 236**

Coal fired with a Will-Burt stoker provides low cost heating with a factor of greater safety
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Automatic Air Control, an original exclusive feature available with Will-Burt Stokers, prevents starving or an oversupply of air to the fuel bed. Specify coal heating for schools, hospitals, and institutions, and wherever a factor of greater safety is of utmost importance.

Write on your letterhead for the Will-Burt Stoker Data Book, with engineering facts, dimension and installation drawings, suggested specification sheets, etc. Valuable to architects and engineers.

---

**Cofar with Sprayed-on Vermiculite passes four-hour fire test**

Successful combination of two well-known products has produced what is almost a new product. Cofar is a corrugated steel panel 1 3/4" deep with wire reinforcing welded to the upper side. It is used as a permanent form and reinforcing for concrete floor and roof slabs. Vermiculite plaster, sprayed on the underside of the corrugated steel, furnishes fireproofing, acoustical treatment and an attractive finish. This construction was subjected to the standard ASTM fire test recently at the Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago, and easily won a four-hour rating.

The test structure was a 4 3/4" stone concrete slab on 24-ga. Cofar with a 1/2" vermiculite plaster undercoat. The construction successfully withstood the fire for more than four hours, as well as the subsequent hose stream and the final double loading. Cost of this construction in the New York area is between $.89 and $1.16 per sq. ft. These figures break down as follows: Cofar delivered 35¢ to 37¢; installation (welded) 64¢ to 74¢; shoring 3¢ to 4¢; negative steel 5¢ to 6¢; concrete slab 3 1/2¢ to 5¢, 20¢ to 30¢; vermiculite plaster, average 1¢, 20¢ to 32¢.

The test demonstrates that Cofar can be fireproofed without the expense of a hung ceiling, and makes it possible for this type of construction to be approved by local building departments. If preferred, the vermiculite plaster may be applied in a uniform 1" thickness, following the contour of the underside of the Cofar. The result is a corrugated finished ceiling, attractive in appearance and acoustically efficient.

Manufacturers: Granco Steel Products Co., Granite City, Ill. and Vermiculite Institute, Chicago.

---

**Temperature Balance**

Weldwood Fire Doors are available in sizes up to 3'-6" x 7'-0" x 1 3/4", in a wide variety of face veneers. Edge banding is of fireproofed wood; adhesive is phenolic resin, hot pressed. Price of a 3' x 7' birch door is about $56. This product carries one of the most remarkable guarantees in the building industry, being unconditionally guaranteed against warping and twisting for the life of the installation. In the event of failure, replacement is promised, including all labor costs of hanging and refinishing.

Manufacturer: US Plywood Corp., 55 W. 44 St., New York 36, N.Y.

---
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---
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For attractive offices where and when you want them

Johns-Manville

**CLASS A MOBILE ASBESTOS WALLS**

are noncombustible...lower priced,

come in pleasing colors

Johns-Manville Class A Movable Walls combine a handsome appearance so important to an attractive office with the long-time economies of quick, easy space partitioning and rearrangement. They offer you advantages never before combined in an asbestos movable wall.

Class A Movable Walls are noncombustible. They consist of an all-mineral core and sturdy asbestos-cement surfaces. The attractive finish is a tough, hard film many times thicker than on the usual movable partition. It is mar and scratch resistant...rejects stain and soil...can be easily washed and even scrubbed, if necessary. If damaged, Class A Movable Walls can be touched up inexpensively to look like new...and,

unlike other types of factory-finished partitions, can be repainted with ordinary paint.

Both flush and glazed partitions are available in ceiling high or free standing heights. Walls are erected complete with doors, door hardware, glass and trim. They are installed by Johns-Manville's own Construction Department, thus every job, large or small, receives the benefit of Johns-Manville undivided responsibility.

An estimate will convince you that the cost of J-M Movable Walls compares favorably with other types of wall construction. For details, write Johns-Manville, Dept. AF, Box 158, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada write 199 Bay Street, Toronto 1, Ontario.
... and for
GENERAL ELECTRIC'S
HANFORD ATOMIC ENERGY WORKS
signal and alarm equipment that
protects resources and premises was
designed and
produced by Auth

Wherever you go, you find Auth equipment
“doing a job” for industry. Supervisory annunciators
warn of danger. Bells, horns and chimes sound
period, paging or alarm signals. Intercom telephones,
group reset clocks and fire alarms promote
efficiency and safety. For information on industrial
signal equipment write to
Auth Electric Company, Inc., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
This daylight filter adds usable floor space

In this plant, men can work close to and facing the windows—right up where the daylighting is best.

What about glare and sun heat? These irritations are subdued by the Frosted Aklo® Glass in the windows. This blue-green glass softens and diffuses direct sunlight and sky brightness, as well as dazzling reflections from ice, snow and other bright surroundings.

Aklo Glass in \( \frac{3}{4} \)" thickness shuts out as much as 44% of the sun’s radiant heat. That’s why it is so widely used in modern plants, especially for south and west exposures.

Naturally, men can do more and better work in plants where their eye-comfort and their bodily comfort are cared for. The use of Aklo is aimed straight at the bedrock objective of getting more production per man-hour and per square foot of space.

Get a quick demonstration of Aklo’s advantages right at your desk. Your L·O·F Glass Distributor or Dealer will be glad to give you this radiometer demonstration. Look for his name in phone book yellow pages, under “Glass”. Or write directly to Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 608 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio.

Ask for the booklet, “Filtered Daylight”, as well.
For Cost-Saving, Comfort, Convenience

...Look to

RUSCO!

Fully Prefabricated, Ready-to-Install

RUSCO PRIME WINDOWS

Rusco Prime Windows are complete, ready-to-install units made of hot-dipped galvanized tubular steel. They are pre-glazed, finish-painted with baked-on enamel and fully weatherstripped. Insulating sash (optional) gives exclusive MagicPanel® rainproof, draft-free ventilation. Rusco’s Fiberglas screen will not rust, rot, corrode or stain—never needs painting. Sliding glass panels are removable from inside for safe, easy cleaning. Rusco Windows make big savings in installation time and cost. Available in horizontal slide and vertical slide models. Also in 3-panel and 4-panel “Fulvue” style for extra-large window areas.

Prime house door...screen door...ventilating window—all in one unit!

THE RUSCO 3-in-1 WINDO-DOOR

Rusco 3-in-1 Windo-Door inserts fit standard 1½” and 1¾” wood doors. Give you a twin-slide operating window, complete with full Fiberglas screen panel, in a door, thus providing added window area in the room at minimum cost, plus added light and controlled ventilation. Ideal for kitchen, terrace, side door or porch. Properly used, Rusco Windo-Doors can effect big economies in construction and enable you to offer more house for the money.

Permanent Year 'Round Protection

RUSCO All-Metal VENETIAN AWNINGS
& VENETIAN-TYPE DOOR CANOPIES

Metal door canopies and window awnings are among the fastest-growing and most wanted home equipment items on the market. Rusco Awnings and Canopies are sturdily constructed, beautifully finished in baked-on enamel and styled with horizontal lines that conform with good architectural design. Awnings give “see-through” visibility, free ventilation, controlled light.

For illustrated literature and name of your nearest Rusco dealer—phone, wire or write
THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY
Dept. 6-AF104, Cleveland 1, Ohio • In Canada: Toronto 13, Ontario
What a beautiful and practical way to light a room! Fluorescent strip units behind these transluscent plastic panels make it bright as day... give it a clean, modern appearance.

The panels, made of *Bakelite* Rigid Vinyl Sheets, rest on a light metal frame. They're simple to install and maintain—light in weight, easy to clean, instantly removable. They not only light the room, but also conceal pipes, ducts and ceiling projections.

The plastic ceiling makes provision for fire extinguishing and air conditioning systems. The panels soften and fall at critical temperature and can be arranged to permit free circulation of air. Sound absorbent material fastened to the suspension frame provides excellent acoustical conditioning.

Periodic redecoration isn't necessary with a ceiling like this. *Bakelite* Rigid Vinyl Sheets resist discoloration, cracking or warping. They are dimensionally stable. They resist moisture, oils and combustion.

There's almost no limit to the versatility of *Bakelite* Rigid Vinyl Sheets. You can use them for screens, lamp shades, signs and dozens of other decorative applications. Get acquainted with these modern materials. For detailed information, write to Dept. YV-14.

*Ceiling by the Daylight Ceiling Co., San Francisco, Calif.*

---

*Plastic ceiling paints a room with light*

*Bakelite* Rigid Vinyl Sheets resist discoloration, cracking or warping. They are dimensionally stable. They resist moisture, oils and combustion.

There's almost no limit to the versatility of *Bakelite* Rigid Vinyl Sheets. You can use them for screens, lamp shades, signs and dozens of other decorative applications. Get acquainted with these modern materials. For detailed information, write to Dept. YV-14.

---

*Bakelite Company*  
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
with a complete line of GJ devices to select from...

You can specify EXACTLY

- according to each individual door control problem

According to the specific door holding, door stopping, shock absorbing, and door-noise elimination problem... according to the use, size, material and style of the door and door opening...

...according to the type of the building...

...yes, even according to the hardware budget...

...you can specify a GJ device that will meet most any door control problem.

Your recommendation is backed by a 30 YEAR GJ REPUTATION for quality hardware, precisely made from the finest materials.

refer to catalog no. 54 for full description and details.

GLYNN • JOHNSON CORPORATION
4422 north ravenswood ave. • chicago 40, illinois
HOW FLEXICORE CUTS JOB TIME, SAVES ONE WEEK TO TWO MONTHS!

People moved into these buildings way ahead of schedule, because precast floors and roofs cut construction time.

When the jobs were ready for floors or roofs, the Flexicore slabs were all ready to be installed. Erection was fast, averaging 2500 square feet a day in almost any weather.

Architects, superintendents and owners reported savings of one week to two months on the jobs pictured above. Flexicore slabs are easy to work with. You can clear-span up to 22' 0" or 26' 0", depending on cross-section sizes ranging from 6" x 12" to 8" x 16". Hollow-casting reduces their dead load. Cores can be used for wiring, piping, even heating and cooling. Smooth under-surface makes finished ceiling. Saving of on-the-job labor makes the cost low.

See Sweets for more information. For all the facts, phone your nearest manufacturer or write for catalog.

THE FLEXICORE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION — PRODUCERS OF PRECAST CONCRETE FLOOR AND ROOF SLABS

Illinois—Chicago
Mid-West Concrete Pipe Co.
Gladstone 3-0127
Indiana—East Chicago
Calumet Flexicore Corp.
Phone 940
Michigan—Detroit
Price Brothers Company
Woodward 5-6376
Minnesota—St. Paul
Molin Concrete Products Co
Capital 6-8818
New York—Buffalo
Anchor Conc. Products, Inc.
Humboldt 3-152
North Carolina—Lilliesville
W. R. Bonsal Co., Inc.
Phone 661
Ohio—Cincinnati
Tri-State Flexicore Co.
Redwood 9703
Ohio—Columbus
Arrowcrete Corporation
Capital 1-5506
Ohio—Dayton
Price Brothers Company
Emblem 7861
Rhode Island—Saylesville
Durastone Flexicore Corp.
Pawtucket 3-1288
Texas—Houston
Flexicore of Texas
Grand 9-2216
W. Va.—New Martinsville
Universal Concrete Pipe Co.
Phone 145
Wisconsin—Beloit
Mid-States Conc. Prod. Co.
Dunkirk 7-2249
Ontario—Toronto
Murray Associates Ltd.
Empire 4-4362
Puerto Rico—
Río Piedras
Flexicore of Puerto Rico, Inc.
Phone Río Piedras 1205
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NEW PRODUCTS continued from p. 240

Now!

THE POPULAR
HAWS
DECK-TYPE
DRINKING
FOUNTAINS
in STAINLESS STEEL

Write today for illustrated Detail Sheets
on 2000, 2200 and 2300 Series!

HAWS
DRINKING FAUCET CO.
1443 FOURTH STREET (Since 1909) BERKELEY 10, CALIFORNIA

METAL ROOF DECK uses short-span
rugate panels between flush subpurlins

The Ingersoll Roof Deck, developed
three years of intensive research, con-
a series of closely spaced subpurlins
in place, between which are clipped
panels of corrugated metal, which may
be galvanized steel, aluminum or por-
enamed steel. The floating corrugat-
els, although adequately supported
and securely fastened against uplift, are
expand and contract—an important point
especially when aluminum is used. Such
are 2"-deep cold-rolled steel, 14 or 16
inches wide depending upon the span. They are ac-
aligned on 2" centers by means of a lip
and are then welded to the structural plates.

Corrugated panels about 2' x 3' in size
then dropped in place between the sub-
and are secured by means of slide-on clips.
Resulting structure proved under test
somewhat stronger and more rigid than
conventional 18-ga. steel decking, and it has
been approved by the building departments
of several major cities. Prices to the con-
maker are: galvanized 31¢ per sq. ft., alu-
imium 42¢, porcelain enamel 45¢. Cost of in-
stallation is about the same as for conven-
tion steel decking.

Manufacturer: Reflecta Corp.,subsidiary
of Borg-Warner Corp., 310 S. Michigan
Chicago 4.

continued on
New Modular MULTI-VENT® concealed ceiling panels

COSTS LESS TO INSTALL

than ordinary air diffusers!

Yes! That is the big news in commercial, institutional, and industrial air conditioning for 1954.

Now you can install this superior low velocity pressure displacement type of air distribution for metal pan ceilings at a far lower cost than the high velocity injection type.

This is possible because the new MODULAR PANELS are so extremely simple and easily positioned. They can be assembled and installed in a few seconds by hand without the use of tools—a tremendous saving in labor cost!

Distributing air by Multi-Vent's gentle pressure displacement assures perfectly even air motion, and exceptional uniformity and control of room temperatures. The total absence of strong air streams or blow eliminates all the usual sources of draft complaints and permits complete freedom in locating panels and in relocating partitions.

Write today for detailed literature.

LABOR SAVING INSTALLATION FEATURES

- **ADAPTABLE**... Duct can be shop built with 3-inch diameter openings at approximate panel locations. Duct work can be installed, flexible tubes with valve snapped in, and system balanced prior to and independent of ceiling erection. Panels can be located without regard to position of lighting fixtures and partitions.

- **FLEXIBLE**... compressible tubing permits wide latitude in alignment, thus radically reduces installation cost by eliminating all need for time consuming close fitting sheet metal work.

- **ADJUSTABLE**... orifice valve can be simply set by wing nut for varied amount of air delivery. Individual panel adjustments do not disturb the overall balance of the system.

- **COMPLETELY CONCEALED**... ANY STANDARD PERFORATED 12" x 24" ACOUSTICAL METAL CEILING PAN (supplied by the ceiling contractor) functions as the distribution plate for the MODULAR MULTI-VENT PANEL. The panel simply replaces the acoustical pad and nests snugly in the pan which snaps into ceiling tee runner, unhampered. Ceiling face is undisturbed.

MULTI-VENT DIVISION THE PYLÉ-NATIONAL COMPANY

Sales and Engineering Representatives in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 1376 North Kostner Ave. Chicago 51, Illinois
NEW PRODUCTS continued from p. 248

126,000 Square Ft.
...spanned with LACLEDE STEEL JOISTS

Framing large areas presents no problem with these lightweight, open-web joists. Here, for example, is the 126,000-square-foot Service Building for Scruggs-Vandervoorst-Barney, one of St. Louis' leading department stores. Scheduled for completion in early fall, this is one of many buildings throughout the nation erected with Laclede Straight Chord Steel Joists—the choice of more and more contractors for fast, economical construction.

OTHER LACLEDE PRODUCTS
Multi-Rib Reinforcing Bars • Steel Pipe • Welded Wire Fabric Form and Tie Wire • Spirals • Conduit • Corrugated Steel Centering • Electrical Weld and Gas Weld Tubing

SOUND REPRODUCING SYSTEM distributes high-fidelity sound uniformly over auditorium

The Radial Exponential Transducer (R-E-T for short) is a high-fidelity reproducing system which radiates sound uniformly in all directions. The unit, in the general form of a shallow cone 12' in diameter with a projection of 2 1/4', is normally installed on the ceiling, but may be mounted on a wall or even on a floor. The plane of the ceiling or wall is used to distribute the sound, in a process that is somewhat analogous to indirect lighting.

The 15" speaker (boomer) is directed at the ceiling, which distributes the sound horizontally out of the ring-shaped "mouth" between the top of the unit and the ceiling. The floor of the mouth and the top of the R-E-T is an inverted, saucerlike structure whose section follows an exponential curve, similar to that of a horn. This process is repeated at a smaller scale for the 8" speaker located at the apex of the cone; this medium-range speaker is directed upward at a circular plane which is part of the unit. The three "tweeters," however, are aimed directly at the audience, each covering an angle of 120°. The two saucers are constructed of radial wood ribs cut to the required curve and covered with hardboard, backed between the ribs with 1" or more of reinforced concrete. The entire structure can be covered with cloth or rigid decorative material.

Where the plane of the ceiling cannot be used, an artificial plane can be constructed at the proper height and R-E-T attached to it. In new construction, the entire unit can be fully recessed, and the circular opening in the ceiling covered with a grille. The unit weighs over 1,000 lb. and costs in the neighborhood of $3,500 installed.

In addition to the uniform sound distribution resulting from its radial design, and the ultra-high fidelity (from 20 to 20,000 cps) achieved by the use of five speakers, other performance features claimed are: immunity to feedback and reverberation disturbances, high degree of transient response, and high conversion efficiency resulting from the use of the ceiling plane for sound propagation.

The first R-E-T installation was completed in July 1954 in the auditorium of the Buhl Planetarium in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Manufacturer: Pro-Plane Sound Systems, 84B Kingston Ave., Pittsburgh 5.

continued on p. 254
POWER TWINS

...Newest, Most Practical Team for Plant and Equipment Wiring

VARNISHED CAMBRIC OR RUBBER INTERLOCKED ARMORED CABLES

SAFETY M.I. WIRING SYSTEMS

The famous Power Twins combine lower installed costs with unique adaptability. They are ideal for electrical wiring without conduit in close areas and under, down and around beams and pillars...where power needs vary...where plant layout presents difficulties.

Varnished Cambric or Rubber Interlocked Armor Cable is designed for both low and high voltage requirements, (lighting and power control) and is available with steel, bronze or aluminum armor.

Safety m.i. Wiring System, all mineral insulated and exclusive with General Cable, is ideal for all applications up to 600 v. where heat, vapors, moisture, aging are of particular concern. Lower installed cost! Small diameter saves space! Trains easily for neat, compact installation.

Investigate this popular combination before you buy. They can save you time and money.

GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION

420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York • Sales Offices: Atlanta • Boston • Buffalo • Chicago • Cincinnati • Cleveland • Dallas • Detroit • Greensboro (N. C.) • Houston • Indianapolis • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Memphis • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • New York • Newark (N. J.) • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • Portland (Ore.) • Richmond (Va.) • Rochester (N. Y.) • Rome (N. Y.) • St. Louis • San Francisco • Seattle • Syracuse • Tulsa • Washington, D. C.
Tailored to Your Needs—

- Choose Plasteel Protected Metal Roof Deck where you need the most protection—and especially where severe corrosive conditions prevail. No other decking gives you so much protection. With built-in corrosion resistance this roof deck eliminates periodic painting and maintenance. It's LIFE-conditioned from core to surface—to extend the LIFE-expectancy of your buildings.

- In addition, Plasteel manufactures roof deck of galvanized steel for those installations with less severe corrosive conditions and painted enamel decking for installations where economy is a major factor.

Plasteel Roof Deck is made of high strength steel in 24” widths with 4 integral continuous ribs spaced 6” on centers, having a depth of 13/16”. Plasteel Deck Sheets are available in lengths up to 25 feet—with telescoping ends to provide for snug nesting of end laps.

MAIL TODAY

PLASTEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Please send Plasteel Roof Deck details □
Please have Representative call □

Company Name: ________________________________
Attention of: ________________________________ Title: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: __________________ State: ____________
The First Methodist Church of Plainfield, Iowa, had to be more than just a church to warrant the expense of its construction. Consequently, architects Schweikher & Elting, although limited by a budget of $67,000, designed this remarkably flexible building for the 1300 church members. It includes:

- A church assembly room for 140 worshippers.
- A social hall with stage that will seat up to 90 people.
- A 350-sq. ft. kitchen to serve the social hall.
- Four distinct classrooms with sliding walls. Will seat 70 persons.
- All the storage, office and service space required of a small community building.
- A complete radiant heating system of USS NATIONAL Steel Pipe.

In such installations where efficiency is the key word, there is no better choice of materials to be made than NATIONAL Pipe—dependability at a moderate price. So dependable that architects and contractors have been specifying it for over 60 years as the “standard” for conventional plumbing and heating systems. They know that NATIONAL Steel Pipe has the inherent characteristics necessary to meet the requirements of such applications—smooth, uniform bending; sound, strong welding properties; and long service life—characteristics that have made it the largest selling pipe in the world.

For further information on the application of USS NATIONAL Steel Pipe to radiant heating and snow melting services, write:

NATIONAL TUBE DIVISION
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
PITTSBURGH, PA.

COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL DIVISION, SAN FRANCISCO
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS

UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK
INDIVIDUAL THERMOSTATIC CONTROL brings modern comfort to old buildings

The luxury of a thermostat in every room is now within the realm of possibility, even in old buildings. A new low-cost system developed by Minneapolis-Honeywell can be installed in any room that has a radiator. No floor or walls need be torn up and the installation can be made without disturbing the occupants. Building owners can install the system in one room at a time as budget or other conditions permit.

The system consists of three parts: a motorized valve, a transformer and a thermostat. The two-position motorized valve is installed in place of the hand valve on the radiator and controls the flow of low-pressure steam or hot water. Manual operation of the valve is possible in the event of power failure. The small transformer plugs directly into any convenient electrical receptacle. The thermostat is a new round design with a snap-on plastic cover that can be painted or papered to match the wall. This thermostat was among the 50 examples of American industrial design selected by the Society of Industrial Designers for exhibition at the Triennale in Milan. The three parts are connected by inconspicuous low-voltage wiring which can be concealed if desired. The system can also be used for the control of window or console type air-conditioning units.

Manufacturer: Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis.

ALUMINUM FILTER never needs replacement

Another maintenance problem can be eliminated by the use of all-aluminum air filters which will, under normal conditions, last indefinitely. Evans Life-Long filters are precision made for commercial, industrial and residential use. Frames are of extruded aluminum and the filter packs are made up of multiple layers of die-cut corrugated aluminum. Extremely high efficiency is claimed for the units: large quantities of dirt are removed from the air without seriously impeding the air flow. The filter is designed with large holes to enhance air flow.

Manufacturer: Evans Life-Long Filters, Inc., Chicago.
versatile... time-proved

School, hospital, public or industrial building—there's a wide variety of architectural requirements which Stark Glazed Facing Tile can meet with equal success.

And you can depend on Stark's quality. This rugged, pre-finished material is made from the finest clays, glazed, graded and inspected to maintain consistently high standards. It has been proved in many thousands of fine buildings erected over the past 40 years.

This single structural material gives your clients these multiple advantages—


LONG-RANGE ECONOMY of easy cleaning, durability, no redecorating.

LASTING BEAUTY of fired-in colors that help fit surroundings to task.

NEW CATALOG—A copy of our new catalog showing shapes, sizes, short form specification, etc. is available to you without cost. Address Dept. AF-10.

Ceramics, Inc., Canton 1, Ohio
14305 Livernois Avenue, Detroit 4, Michigan • 15 East 26th Street, New York 10, N.Y.
WHEN temperatures drop at the Greater Fort Worth International Airport, Pacific Boilers go to work quickly and efficiently in the modern new terminal building. Steam is speeded on its way almost instantly . . . for Pacific Boilers—and only Pacific Boilers—have super-fast Jet-action Circulation!

What's so different about Jet-action Circulation? The secret is in Pacific's circulating connections. Like miniature jet nozzles, they blast supercharged streams of steam and hot water across the heating tubes, sweeping away—and keeping away—heat-insulating bubbles that would ordinarily cling to the tubes and slow down heat transfer. Tubes absorb heat faster . . . response is practically immediate!

Your customers would welcome this faster heating action, too! Because, in addition to its quicker response, Jet-action Circulation wrings more heat from a given amount of fuel than any other system!

To give your customers this extra efficiency and economy, specify Pacific Boilers. They come in all sizes, for all fuels, for any type building . . . and they are easy to install. For complete data call your Pacific representative today.
They tried it...

They liked it...

They came back for more!

Architecture by DeWitt & Swank, Dallas • Designer Eleanor LeMaire & Associates, New York

Photographs by Ezra Stoller

48,132 SQUARE FEET OF JOANNA Vinylized WALL FABRIC is contributing its distinction and color to the elegance that is NEIMAN-MARCUS

The Dallas store of Neiman-Marcus is known the world over for the elegance it brings to downtown shopping.

Part of the beauty that is Neiman-Marcus is Joanna Vinylized Wall Fabric. Their original order of 4,500 sq. ft. was supplemented in 1953 by 43,632 sq. ft. more. The attractive colors and texture of Joanna Vinylized Wall Fabric proved to be another inducement to women to shop at Neiman-Marcus.

Beauty is only part of the story, however. With so many possibilities of wall decoration to choose from, why did the management select Joanna? The answer is economy. Joanna Vinylized Wall Fabric lasts for years, it cuts decorating costs to the bone. You see, Joanna is built to take heavy punishment. It resists bumps and scrapes... dirt washes off with soap and water. And Joanna Vinylized Wall Fabric is fire resistant, it is classified by the Underwriters' Laboratories.

Yes, they tried it and they like it... and they came back for more.
openings on the inlet side and progressively smaller openings toward the outlet side. This permits lint to be caught on the inlet face without matting over the surface. Finer particles are carried deep inside the pack before they are caught. Due to the high capacity of the Evans filter, it does not have to be cleaned frequently. Cleaning is a simple operation which can be done with a hose; suds should be used if greasy dirt is involved. List price for a 20” x 22” filter 1” thick is $9.75, 2” thick $11.45.

For industrial installations, 2’ x 2’ extruded aluminum frames with molded neoprene gaskets are available. These self-aligning frames can be easily bolted together horizontally and vertically, and can be carried to a height of 16’ without additional bracing. Manufacturer: George Evans Corp., Moline, Ill.

**SOUNDPROOF DOOR gives 35-lb. reduction**

New as a standard product, the Munchhausen door is designed according to principles successfully used by the company in many custom installations. The door is to all outward appearances a normal flush panel wood door, except that it is somewhat thicker (2%”) than usual, and has rabbeted edges. But in its construction, the door is unique. It is a sandwich, consisting of two plywood panels on wood frames, which are separated from each other by a thin strip of insulating material. The separation is complete, from edge to edge and top to bottom, so that there is no through-conductivity of sound at any point. Panels on opposite faces differ substantially in their natural frequency. The two halves of the door are staggered at the edges so that each can close on its own gasket. The rabbeted door stops have double gaskets. Automatic plunger-operated drop seals are provided.

The Munchhausen door was tested at the Bureau of Standards according to ASTM E90-50T and averaged 35 db. reduction through the door and frame; with the door plastered into the frame, the average reduction was 40 db. In actual use in an acoustically treated room, performance considerably exceeds these figures. Sizes range from 24” to 48” wide and from 72” to 96” high; weight is under 7 lb. per sq. ft. Standard finish is birch. A 3’ x 7’ birch door costs $198 including gaskets.

Manufacturer: Munchhausen Soundproofing Co., 25 W. 85 St., New York 24, N.Y.

**From Chicago to Chile**

**MONTGOMERY ELEVATORS**

**ASSURE DEPENDABLE VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION**

**THROUGHOUT THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE**

Montgomery Elevators are serving prominent commercial, residential and industrial buildings everywhere. Montgomery is one of the few companies engaged in the exclusive manufacture of passenger and freight elevators, gearless and geared, electric and hydraulic, self-contained and dumb waiters. All systems of control and operation including the latest variable voltage and operatorless service are available.

Montgomery features include Load Limitor, the exclusive Oil Cushion Safety and Lever Type Oil Buffer for shallow pits — features that assure modern and safe elevator service for all type buildings.

**MONTGOMERY Dependable ELEVATORS**

Consult MONTGOMERY ELEVATOR COMPANY

General Offices and Factory - Moline, Illinois
or your classified telephone directory.

Exclusive Manufacturers of Quality Elevator Equipment - Since 1892
YOU CAN EXTEND or contract \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) PG's easily by hand to meet all desired e-c spacing requirements within a range of 6 to 18''.

William Sincox, Heating Contractor, Union, N. J. says:

"My men find PG's install faster ... make a neater job"

"Radiant panel floor and ceiling jobs have never been as easy as they are today with Anaconda's new PG's®."

Mr. Sincox should know. He's just finished installing a total of 70 PG's in a new Maplewood, N. J. home. Sixteen \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) PG's were used for the floor installation in the basement recreation room, shown above. Fifty-four \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) PG's were used for the ceiling installations in the rest of the house.

Mr. Sincox goes on to say, "My men like to work with PG's because they come ready to install. They don't have to do any hand bending on the job. And they don't have to string up coiled tubing.

"We've found that the expanded end of each PG reduces the number of fittings needed. It also cuts the number of solder joints we have to make just about in half.

"Last but not least, PG's make a much neater, more efficient job. No sags that might cause air pockets or require excessive thickness of plaster to cover. We're sold on them."

On your next job see for yourself how PG's make installation easier and cut costs. They are available in two sizes for both ceilings and floors—50 linear feet of \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) or \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) Type L tubing. Write for Publication C-6 which gives the full story. The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Connecticut. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario.

THE RECREATION ROOM is served by one of the 3 zones of this home's heating system. Architect: Katz and Metsky, Newark, N. J. Builder: The Kopp Construction Co., Irvington, N. J.
but how does your office design Sound?

Only Fiberglas® Sound Conditioning delivers all these values:

1. **Acoustical Value.** High noise reduction coefficient—up to .90—equal or superior to any material.
2. **Fire-Safety.** Easily meets all safety codes. Carries the Underwriters’ Laboratories label service.
3. **Beauty.** The most complete fire-safe line of decorative textures, patterns and colors. Light reflection in many cases over 80%.
4. **Permanence.** Will not warp, buckle, expand or contract under varying temperatures and humidity. Odor-proof, rot-proof, sanitary.
5. **Maintenance.** Easily cleaned by standard maintenance methods. May be sprayed or brush-painted.
6. **Low Cost.** Actually the lowest cost fire-safe ceilings available. Lightweight, easy to install and maintain. Provides added thermal insulation.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo 1, Ohio.

*Fiberglas, Sonofaced, Stria and Noise-Stop are trade-marks (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.*
TRUSCON DONOVAN WINDOWS

Solve A Power Plant Pressure Problem

Power plants have special window problems. Equipment operates at high pressure. Burners gulp great amounts of air. Because of rapid air consumption, pressure variations occur. Windows must open and close rapidly to compensate.

This station formerly was equipped with pivoted windows. But, operator arms had largely failed. Ventilator control was lost. The solution was a new installation of Truscon Donovan Steel Windows.

Now, they can open and close ventilators rapidly and simultaneously. Air pressure is more precisely controlled. Operators are completely concealed and protected against possible corrosion. Maintenance is substantially reduced.

These are large window openings. Subject to heavy windload. Rigid, heavy sections are needed to resist bending under wind pressure and protect against glass breakage. Truscon Donovan Windows have that needed strength of section.

What large-area window problems do you have? Using Truscon Donovan Steel Windows you can group great expanses of ventilators in attractive interior and exterior building elevations. Truscon window engineers will help you design specific applications. Write:

TRUSCON STEEL DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL
1102 ALBERT STREET • YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO

Export Dept.: Chrysler Bldg., New York 17, N.Y.

A NAME YOU CAN BUILD ON
school architects: regardless of how much more you might spend, you cannot buy a more practical or a more dependable school sound system than a Bogen

A system for every budget, functionally designed according to the recommendations of the U. S. Office of Education, and built by the country's largest manufacturer of sound systems.

David Bogen Co., Inc.
29 Ninth Ave., N.Y. 14.

see catalog in Sweet's File
all set for high scores
in classes and sports with

Guth

school
lighting

Baseline Jr. High School
Boulder, Colo.

They wanted the best of everything for the students at Baseline Junior High. They chose Guth Lighting for every room from library to gym.
What a sight for young eyes!

Guth-Light helps make school days happy days—more "A's"—more baskets! Less fatigue from eyestrain—a brighter future with normal vision protected.
Study or play—it's all fun for the pupils at Baseline!

Write for detailed information on Guth School Lighting today.
For modern building requirements where specific flame resistance is needed, certain fabricators can supply panels and sheets with HETRON polyester.

Hetron's specific flame spread rating makes it possible to utilize the advantages of polyester-glass fiber sheet for interior applications.

Now, when clients ask for polyester-glass fiber sheet, or when its use will contribute to utility and beauty, you can specify it even in coded areas where specific flame resistance may be required.

Glass fiber sheet made with HETRON* is self-extinguishing, and has high flame resistance, permanently built in.

Definite flame spread ratings
It has specific flame spread ratings of 75 or less, equivalent to the Building Officials Conference of America classification of "slow-burning." This rating, established in independent laboratory tests, compares with ratings of 100 for red oak and as high as 500 for veneered wood.

You can specify Hetron-based sheet wherever you want the advantage of polyester-glass fiber construction—plus permanent fire resistance. (For exterior applications where ultraviolet exposure will be severe, we suggest you consult with your fabricator or with us.) The sheet is available from fabricators, in a wide range of sizes, gauges, and colors, flat or corrugated, translucent or opaque. It is priced only slightly higher than sheet made with ordinary resins.

We do not make Hetron sheet, but will gladly send you complete information on where to get it. Write also for technical specifications and flame spread data on Hetron. Names of fabricators are available on request.

*Trade-mark
CONGRATULATIONS TO FORUM. HAPPY TO INFORM YOU THAT FORUM HAS WON THREE AWARDS IN INDUSTRIAL MARKETING'S 16TH ANNUAL COMPETITION FOR EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE. YOU HAVE BEEN AWARDED THE BRONZE PLAQUE FOR BEST SINGLE ISSUE (OCTOBER, 1953) IN A FIELD OF SOME 475 ENTRIES OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY AND TWO CERTIFICATES OF MERIT FOR BEST SINGLE ARTICLE (URBAN TRAFFIC FORUM, FEBRUARY, 1953) AND FOR BEST GRAPHIC PRESENTATION (THE EFFECT OF OFFICE WINDOWS ON DESIGN, SEPTEMBER, 1953). THESE AWARDS BRING FORUM'S TOTAL NUMBER OF AWARDS IN INDUSTRIAL MARKETING'S ANNUAL COMPETITIONS UP TO 18—MORE THAN HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO ANY OTHER BUSINESS PUBLICATION.

MERLE KINGMAN MANAGING EDITOR INDUSTRIAL MARKETING
Again SURCO comes to the aid of contractors with a new tile setting bed that is superior in waterproofing, resiliency, and durability; and can also be used to level up walls and floors. SURCO Yellow Label applied 1/8 to 1/4 inch thick provides a bed that tile adheres to quickly and strongly — 86 pounds per square inch makes tile stay put.

Tile was laid on SURCO setting bed at night, this busy kitchen was ready for use the next morning. Over 2700 square feet was laid without moving any large equipment.

*KITCHEN EQUIPMENT*

File (for loose-leaf binding) of counter and heavy duty commercial electric cooking equipment No. JN-500. Hotpoint Co., Commercial Equipment Dept., 227 S. Seeley Ave., Chicago 12. 8 1/2" x 11"

Hospital Dietary Services. Hotpoint Co., Commercial Equipment Dept., 227 S. Seeley Ave., Chicago 12. 72 pp. 8 1/2" x 11"

*LIGHTING*

Daylighting Your Schools. Wasco Flashing Co., 87 Fawcett St., Cambridge 38, Mass. 8 pp. 8 1/2" x 11"

The Gratelite Story of Its Louver Diffuser. The Edwin F. Guth Co., 2615 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 8 pp. 8 1/2" x 11"

Marco Holophane Catalogue. Marvin Mfg. Co., 648 Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles. 18 pp. 8 1/2" x 11"

Smithcraft Fluorescent Lighting Equipment. User Price Catalogue Schedule U-216 (36 pp.) and U-216-A (8 pp.). Smithcraft Lighting Div., Chelsea 50, Mass. 8 1/2" x 11"


**MAINTENANCE**

Complete Sash Maintenance. The Tremco Mfg. Co., 8701 Kinseman Rd., Cleveland, Ohio. 18 pp. 8 1/2" x 11"

**OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT**

Hamilton Drafting Room Equipment. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Two Rivers, Wis. 34 pp. 9" x 12"
Traffic tells the elevators what to do

Elevator traffic is people. They step into operatorless cars and press buttons for the floors they want. They touch upper floor corridor buttons to call up or down cars. These calls vary constantly in number and frequency during a busy building's day.

— as we can show you on an Otis AUTOTRONIC indicator panel in the lobby of a busy building.

The completely automatic supervisory system of AUTOTRONIC elevators is kept aware of every traffic change—by the traffic itself! Passenger calls and waiting time data are measured continuously. A change in the traffic pattern is detected automatically—and the group operation of the elevators is changed immediately to give today's finest service.

Completely automatic AUTOTRONIC elevatoring is in operation day and night, holidays, and weekends. And each car with its “automatic elevator operator” is on duty every minute of every day—electronically! Call any of our 268 offices for details.

Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
There's gold in them there' walls when you use them to provide lunch-hour facilities. School playrooms and factory aisleways can serve double duty as lunchroom, eliminating the need for special purpose areas.

Important to you — they are sturdy, strong, fool-proof, and proven by 17 years' use. You can recommend them as a means of saving money without fear of service problems.

IN-WALL
Heavy-duty model. Remains attached to wall.

PORT-A-FOLD
Regular model. Detaches, rolls to any location.

MOBIL-FOLD
Tables and benches fold into portable truck.

Consult Sweet's or write for Catalog
SCHIEBER SALES COMPANY
Brightmoor Station
DETROIT 23, MICHIGAN

ANSWERS
that help you specify and detail the right type of SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE

Q What are the advantages of center mounting and 8 wheels per door?
A Hangers that are center mounted support door weight in a true vertical position, relieving stress or pressure against door guides or frame. Hangers providing eight nylon wheels per door distribute weight more evenly over track, providing extremely quiet, effortless operation. Only custom Kennatrack offers these two highly desirable features.

Q When should adjustable hangers be used?
A Whenever headroom is sufficient. Vertical adjustment permits easy alignment of door to jamb. Readjustments are easy to make if settling and other change occur. Kennatrack also offers non-adjustable hangers of exclusive design for use where extra strength and neatness are desired, or where headroom is limited to one inch. This type is highly desirable where plywood doors are used.

Q Why should a steel frame be used for all pocket door installations?
A To avoid costly as well as frequent troubles caused by warping of wood frames. An exclusive development of Kennatrack Corporation, "Kennaframe" is the steel frame that completely eliminates this danger. Easy to install, and with center mounted 8-wheel hangers for smoothest performance, "Kennaframe" is widely used for 2 x 4 wall installations. Any type of wall material or trim may be applied. Doors can't possibly bind if this prefabricated steel frame is used.

Q Can millwork be eliminated?
A Using Kennatrack hardware, the need for millwork has been eliminated for practically all installations. Complete packaged sets include versatile molded nylon guides that eliminate need of saw kerfs for doors of all thicknesses.

Q How can I be sure the right track is used?
A Selection of the right track for a specific installation is highly important. Reference to the Kennatrack Buyer's Guide takes all the guesswork out of selecting the right hardware. An easy-to-follow index leads to complete descriptive information, scaled detail drawings and architects specifications for each series. Write today for your free copy.

KENNATRACK CORPORATION, ELKHART, IND.
when interior specifications call for luxurious leather

SPECIFY

ADAMS LEATHERS

FOR

LOWER UNIT COST PER FOOT

- 80 stock colors
- House and Garden coordinated colors
- Exclusive “Velvetone” hand finish
- Extra large imported English hides to eliminate waste.

SPECIAL CONTRACT PRICES AVAILABLE

Send for your Free color swatches and computation charts for simplified estimating.

SISALKRAFT

for concrete curing

RING:

1. Concrete side shall be protected in the condition of at least the concrete slab should after wetting, be covered with strong Kraft waterproof paper and left in strong Kraft waterproof paper and left in the curing period.

PROCEDURE IN COLD WEATHER:

You are looking out for the best interests of your client, the builder and yourself when you get specific and specify SISALKRAFT for curing concrete... or as membrane between fill and concrete slab.

Sisalkraft is tough, waterproof and durable. It can be reused in many cases.

To get denser, drier floors at lower cost, always specify Sisalkraft. Perfect, too, for protective covering of equipment and materials.

Made in widths from 36" to 96", blankets up to 26½'

AMERICAN SISALKRAFT CORPORATION

Dept. AF-10, Attleboro, Mass.

Please send samples and more information on Sisalkraft.
Among all silicone water repellents, Dewey and Almy's DARACONE is outstanding!

Thousands of buildings have proved the efficiency of silicone water repellents. But experience has also shown that it must be the right silicone. There must be enough of it. It must be carried into the masonry to the right depth.

That's why there is a big difference in the efficiency of silicone water repellents. That's why so many architects and contractors, after making their own tests, specify DARACONE water repellent to insure lasting protection against leakage, efflorescence, weathering, staining and spalling.

Send today for this brochure that includes both the information you need to make your own tests of the efficiency of silicone water repellents... and suggested specifications that insure long-lasting protection.

DARACONE is used on buildings of Tufts College, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Monticello, - many other important buildings.


Paints
Arcotone Alkyd Flat Interior Wall Finish. Arco Co., 7301 Bessemer Ave., Cleveland 2 pp. 8½" x 11"

Plastering
For Greater Security and Greater Profits in Plastering. E-Z-ON Corp., 1725 W. Pershing Ave., Chicago 9. 8 pp. 8½" x 11"


Plastics

Plumbing


Roofs
Permalite—The Largest Selling Perlite Aggregate in the World. Perlite Div., Great Lakes Carbon Corp., 612 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 10½" x 11½". Looseleaf

Scaffolding
Brainard Scaffolding System. Brainard Scaffolding Div., Grieswold St., Warren, Ohio. 12 pp. 8½" x 11"

Store Fronts
Construction Details for Aluminum Entrances and Metal Store Fronts (2 portfolios for floor or hanging). Brasco Mfg. Co., Harvey, Ill. 8½" x 11½". Looseleaf

Structural Steel
J & L Steel Junior Beams. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 5 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22 pp. 8½" x 11½"

Wall Panels
A dual purpose design by Florence Knoll. Foam rubber sofa on metal base, available separately ($578) or with attached unit of drawer table ($575) magazine rack ($576) or open case ($577). Full information on request.
Marley Double-Flow Aquatowers

DOUBLE-FLOW AQUATOWERS DON'T TOWER! Their size-performance ratio is revolutionary. A single-cell model that efficiently cools 1,800 gpm is just eight feet high. That's why engineers and architects have made them the No. 1 selection for finest modern buildings and most extensive modernization projects.

These towers lend themselves to economical screening by masonry or wood structure and, in many cases, are completely concealed by normal parapet walls. Double-Flow Aquatowers are small in physical dimension only, for they pack highly concentrated cooling ability in every foot of plan area. They are "big tower" in every respect with open gravity distribution, double utilization of fan horsepower, close-packed, high-efficiency filling and the rugged simplicity offered only by Marley design.

Double-Flow Aquatowers are available in Models 8 and 12 in single and multi-cell units . . . they fit every application in the intermediate capacity field. Write today for Bulletin DFA or call your Marley representative in any of 55 cities for complete information on the "hottest thing in water cooling!"

The Marley Company
Kansas City, Missouri

BOOKS FOR ARCHITECTS . . .

A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTS, 1660-1840
By H. M. Colvin. An admirable volume containing biographies of over a thousand architects and master-builders of the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries, together with lists of their works, and an invaluable introductory essay on the building trades and the architectural profession. "None of the arts in England has been served with a book of reference of anything like the finality of Mr. Colvin's."

THE MODULOR
Le Corbusier, world-renowned architect, presents his vital new measuring system based on the proportions of the human body and on mathematics. Exceedingly practical, his theory can be applied to problems of proportion, design, prefabrication and mass production. 196 pages, illustrated throughout. $5.00

SPACE, TIME AND ARCHITECTURE

At your bookstore, or order from
HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
44 Francis Avenue, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

A new slant on open merchandising
with new TYLER SALES-CASES!

TYLER

- Faster self-service sales with new low 36" height
- Easier display and storage loading
- New low maintenance
- Better refrigeration
- Faster installation and service
- Greater flexibility of use
- Lower operating costs
- Welded steel construction
- Complete line for: meat; produce; dairy; frozen food departments
- Plus many new Tyler Advanced Design features

Food store planning assistance available to Architects

For latest information write: Store Planning Dept. F-10
Tyler Refrigeration Corporation, Niles, Michigan. Or call your nearest Tyler Agent.

Tyler manufactures the most complete line of sales-cases, refrigerators, storage freezers and coolers for: supermarkets; food stores; restaurants; hotels; institutions; drug stores, etc.
for Clearly Superior
SOUND INSTALLATIONS

Lowell offers the complete line of scientifically correct speaker baffles, enclosures, grilles and accessories. They are designed for easy installation in new or existing construction... for every application from halls and small rooms to auditoriums and railroad stations.

LOWELL
SPEAKER
BAFFLES

AND
PROTECTIVE
ENCLOSURES

AL Series flush mounting—low ceiling baffles afford 360° dispersion of distinct low level, “atmosphere” sound. Floating conical diffuser is mounted on rubber grommets. Baffle made of heavy gauge aluminum spunings—sizes to accommodate 6" to 15" speakers.

Protective enclosure line includes CP Series for new construction and XCP Series for existing construction installations. Spot welded steel construction with rust preventive coating. Protects speaker from fire, dust, liquids. Heavy interior undercoating prevents metallic resonance. Designed for easy installation in wall or ceiling. Complete with hardware and instructions.

Write for complete 1954 Catalog.

Send for Samples of ALUMILINE'S NEW
Gold Lite

THE FINISH THAT ARCHITECTS HAVE WANTED FOR YEARS

Gold Lite is a colored Alumiline finish that has been exposure-tested by Aboe for a period in excess of 10 years, yet has shown no perceptible signs of fading. New Gold Lite is offered for the first time for Store Fronts and Entrances using extruded aluminum. Gold Lite achieves unusual and attractive effects at a cost comparable to standard Alumiline finishes.

Highly resistant to wear and tarnish, Gold Lite requires a minimum of maintenance. Gold Lite is available in all Alumiline extruded aluminum products as shown in our catalogs. Also available for custom windows, spandrels, facia, curtain wall construction, etc. Choice of lustrous polished finish, or rich satin finish.

SEND FOR ADDITIONAL GOLD LITE INFORMATION AND SAMPLES

the ALUMILINE corp.
Dunnell Lane, Pawtucket, R. I.

Send for a copy of our catalog in
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NOW More Profitable Than Ever...

**MATOT**
Labor-Saving DUMB WAITERS

Relieve main elevator traffic . . . Stop costly truck and shipping platform tie-ups . . . Speed food, merchandise, parts, products and records handling with Matot Dumb Waiters.

Man-hour costs, material costs, power costs—all are at record highs. Every possible avenue to increased speeds, decreased manual labor, slowdowns and stoppages must be explored at the planning stage.

Matot not-so-dumb Dumb Waiters can play a major role in this planning. Only Matot offers extra automatic features for faster service and trouble-free dumb waiter operation.

Leading institutions, hotels, restaurants, schools, banks, libraries, manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers use and recommend Matot equipment. Your clients will profit with Matot too.

Automatic electric and hand-powered dumb waiters now available. See our SWEET'S CATALOG FILE, or write for valuable 8-page catalog and specification guide.

**D. A. MATOT, INC.**
1537 W. Altgeld St • Chicago 11, Ill.

Representatives in most principal cities

---

**Are you changing your address?**

If so, please tell us at your earliest convenience so that you may continue to receive copies without delay.

To expedite the change kindly send the old address as well as the new to:

architectural forum
540 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Ill.
JEWEL TEA CO., INC.

June 19, 1954

Dear Mr. Gage:

Our new $4,000,000 warehouse and executive office building project is nearing completion and will be due in part to the excellent service which your company has given us by meeting the schedule for delivery and erection of steel on this project. There was no delay in the starting of the construction and the fabrication and the erection were to our satisfaction.

We are grateful for this since the need for the building is urgent, and making delivery of the steel on time was most important to us.

Sincerely yours,

A. Epstein
President

A. EPSTEIN AND SONS

GMHET.

Dear Mr. Gage:


June 15, 1954

We gratefully acknowledge the fact that you met the schedule of delivery and erection of steel on this project which will enable us to take care of the Owner's requirements for early occupancy of the buildings. We extend to you our appreciation for your cooperation and we wish to assure you that you will receive our most favorable consideration on all our future needs for structural steel.

Yours very truly,

A. Epstein
President

AL L. JACKSON COMPANY

300 W. Washington Street, Chicago 6, Illinois

Gentlemen:

Res: Jewel Tea Co., Inc.

May 18, 1954

Congratulations on the showing you made in fabricating and erecting the steel for the warehouse of the above project. You did a fine job, and we are looking forward to the same type of progress on the garage structural steel.

Sincerely yours,

A. L. JACKSON COMPANY

Plants in Chicago, Ill., Hammond, Ind., Clinton, Iowa

Fabricators and erectors of structural steel for bridges, buildings and related structures

AIRCHITECTURAL FORUM • OCTOBER 1954

SEND YOUR PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS TO US TO BE ESTIMATED

Allied Structural Steel Companies Suite 1771 20 North Wacker Drive

Chicago 6, Illinois
An extremely versatile natural clay type tile, available in full range of attractive unglazed colors. Sizes 1x1, 2x1, 2x2, 1/4" thick. Rugged, impermeable, slip resistant, hard and high degree of vitrification. Suitable for use in irregular spaces. Spartan Specialties include:

**DRESDEN PORCELAIN** — A vitreous porcelain tile, available in full range of attractive colors. Provides a conductive medium to dissipate electrostatic charges on personnel and equipment in contact with floor. Meets all specified requirements of National Fire Protective Assoc. Bulletin No. 56.

**MADISON METLSETTES**

A most practical tile for floors in Schools, Hospitals, Institutions and Swimming Pools.

**OTHER SPARTAN SPECIALTIES INCLUDE:**

**FRESFIELD PORCELAIN** — A vitreous porcelain body tile in sizes 2x2, 2x1 and 1x1 approx. Armstrong refers to this tile with slip to match glazed wall tile. Stain resistant. Easily cleaned. For residential and light duty commercial floors.

**CONDUCTIVE TILE** — A much needed tile for Hospital Operating Rooms. Provides a conductive medium to dissipate electrostatic charges on personnel and equipment in contact with floor. Meets all specified requirements of National Fire Protective Assoc. Bulletin No. 56.

Write for Complete Information
Your interiors can be both **BEAUTIFUL** and **FIRE SAFE**

A Grinnell Automatic Sprinkler System can become a harmoniously blended part of the interiors you design.

Extending just a scant inch below the line of the ceiling, Grinnell *Flush-Type Ceiling Sprinklers* are hardly noticeable. Yet they mount unremitting guard against fire—stand ready 24 hours a day to provide dependable protection from the very first flame.

However, for the sake of retaining the attractiveness of your interiors, the time to figure on fire protection is at the start—while your plans are still developing.

So when your next project is in the blueprint stage, call in the Grinnell engineer. Long experienced in working with architects, he can give you details about the Grinnell Systems of fire protection designed for various commercial, industrial and institutional buildings. There is no obligation. Grinnell Company, Inc., 292 West Exchange Street, Providence, Rhode Island. Branch Offices in Principal Cities.

---

**GRINNELL** **PROTECTION AGAINST EVERY FIRE HAZARD**

Manufacturing, Engineering and Installation of Automatic Sprinklers Since 1878
Tiered design with a broad expanse of windows makes 380 Madison Avenue a splendid sample of the "new look" that's sweeping across Manhattan.

A typical example, too, of advanced architectural thinking lies in the choice of Eljer plumbing fixtures throughout!

Eljer offers architect and builder these outstanding advantages:

1. Eljer is constantly working in the design and development of fixtures for public buildings, hospitals, hotels, schools and prisons. Eljer has established a great record, over the years, in these demanding fields.

2. Eljer manufactures a comprehensive line of cast-iron, formed steel and vitreous china plumbing fixtures plus top-quality brass fittings. Eljer can serve all your needs for all four.

See your Eljer distributor for specifications and facts on all advantages or write Eljer Co., Box 192, Ford City, Pa.

Eljer, the only name you need to know in plumbing fixtures
EMPHASIS THROUGH RESTRANIT

Combine the inherent beauty of a rich Formica woodgrain with clean simple lines of good design and you have a building interior that is at once business-like and friendly, combines dignity with warmth.

Appeal of this interestingly simple Formica interior is not limited to the esthetic.

The spiraling cost of maintenance man hours makes rugged, easy to clean Formica a practical investment in low up-keep.

For more information on Formica see Sweets Architectural File 13a or write FO

THE FORMICA COMPANY
4631 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 32, O.

Seeing is believing. If this wash-off identification is not on the surface, it's not FORMICA.